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FOR JENNIFER ROBINSON:

A PRAYER FRON 1€PAL

When we first met, I do not remember
Sometime in the dear ol’VOC, no doubt
You had your thesis, and I had mine
And we met for dinner to soothe our miseries
A break for humanity in the midst of the scientific method
It saved my sanity
And me as well
For the first time, I belonged somewhere
I never forgot it.
You loved mountains too.
We climbed Baker together
A triumph of slog over fatigue
It never occurred to us to quit
We just kept on going until we reached the summit.
If only all difficulties succumbed to such a simple philosophy.
We talked of Nepal, of seeing rhododendrons in flower
I am here, but you cannot go
At least not in this life
For you, the rhododendron blossomed brightly,
But was bitterly broken from its stalk
Far too early in the Spring.
As I trudged up Kala Pattar,
Eighteen thousand feet, the highest I have ever been
My lungs heaving from altitude,
I realized what it was like for you.
To fight for every breath with diseased lungs
The same horrible battle my father had to fight
For him, I could accept.
For you, I can only cry at the bitterness of Fate.
Age passes on
But youth was meant to live, not die.
I built a little cairn for you at Dugla
With the others, for Sherpas who have died in the
mountains here in Khumbu
For them too, the rhododendron has fallen to Earth.
But cancer takes more courage than climbing.
May my little cairn bring your spirit here
To these mountains you loved hut could not see
In this life at least.
And, dearest Lady,
protect my friends from such battles
Where courage is not enough.
Audrey Pearson

Jennifer Robinson was involved in the club a few years ago while she
worked on her Masters in entomology.
She hosted the best VOC Halloween
party in recent memory (1982) and was Public Relations Officer that same
year.
She had worked in the mines up north, and had loved the area so
much that she did her field work for her Masters in Kluane. I would like
to thank Audrey for the heartfelt emotion in her poem and for saying the
things that I was unable to. 0.14.
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The President’s Message

“Don’t

b Drlscoll

run for President,” they said.

Why not?” I countered.

It

looks easy,

I thought.

Just stand up

every Wednesday in front of adoring VOC’ers (that’s you guys) and read the
VOC’ene back to them.
You’ll regret

What could be so difficult about that?

it when it comes time for the President’s Message,”

they replied.
The glamour and power and the great fringe benefits of the Presidency
were a lure I couldn’t resist.

I was young and foolish last March and

didn’t heed the warnings of my friends.
play,

I thought.

Besides,

The President’s Message?

its so far off and 1s

one reads

it

Child’s

anyway.

And so an idyllic year slipped by and being President v.s even easier
than I’d imagined because I had such a great executive.
a great

Theresa 00dm

did

job organizing Clubs’ Day and signed up over 200 keen members.

Dave Robinson orchestrated a great Long Hike, the highlight of which was
when about

75 of our new members crammed into the Whistler Cabin sauna for

the party (too bad they don’t build saunas they way they used to!).

Dave

kept the social scene bopping all year and was able to fill my shoes on
those occasions when I was

indisposed (lucky he had the same size feet).

I thought grew Nut and the equipment storeroom might cause headaches but
Jim headed several groups of VOC’ers up to Brew and they managed to
winterize the cabin and Richard Howes revitalized the storeroom with
a
pile of new gear and a new sign—out record keeping system.
I was thankful
that all the exec members were so keen and diligent.

It was so easy and

the months sped along
And then I began to have a recurring dream.
A hooded figure was
chasing me up a mountain but I managed to elude it with some amazing
5.12+
free solo moves (great dream, eh?).

Night after night the spectre chased

me and each night it got closer until finally one night,
The demon threw back its hood.
President’s Message and I was

it cornered me,

It was Denise Hart, she had come for the
unprepared.

“Please, just a little more time,” I begged.

“I’ll get

inspired

after my Anatomy final.”
‘No chance!” she hissed.

‘NOW!

I offered her my soul, my first born, and finally even my Fire’s but
no deal.
I awoke in a cold sweat.
After a whole lot of agonizing I
thought perhaps I could get away with some worldly wisdom and a word
of
thanks to my executive.
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The President’s Message
Worldly Wisdom:

Don’t pick your nose after you’ve just chalked up.

Words of Thanks to My Executive:
their loyal service.

I’d like to thank my executive for

Seriously, thanks to everyone and especially to

Rick Lechleitner who’s service truly was above and beyond what could be
expected from a rational person (is a Ph.D. that bad?)

Have a great

summer and see you next year!

Denise Hart

Journal Editor’s Hessage

Another year slips by, and It’s time for an6ther journal.

This

year’s response was quite good, I had half the articles off to the typist
before the deadline!
I read my first VOC Journal about eight or nine years ago at the old
Co—op reading room.

I greatly enjoyed it;

in fact,

I used to go to the

Co—op just to read these rather plain—looking yellow books.
that were told between those covers!

The stories

of good times, of interesting

places, people and activities!
Then I came to uSC and joined the VOC.

The night of the banquet, I

would stay up reading the Journal, late into the night.

I now knew many

of the faces and places involved in these tales and the Journal really
came to life for me.
And this year, well, I won’t have to stay up late reading on the
night of the banquet.

I’ve really enjoyed putting this year’s Journal

together and hope you enjoy it as much as I did, even eight or nine years
ago.
Thanks to Tim, Enrico, and Peter and all those that helped me!
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Grad News

Denise Hart

Audrey Pearson and Betsy Fletcher went to China, Nepal and Tibet last
fall.

Audrey is currently studying French in France, and Betsy is doing

geology work on the Island.

Brian Waddington is engineering in Vancouver, and going on lots of trips,
and missing Betsy.

John Croockewit is also engineering in Vancouver.

Sister Leisbet Croockewit is doing forestry work in Smithers.

Pierre Beaudry is working for the Ministry of Forests as a hydrologist,
also in Smithers.

Normand Fortier finished his Ph.D. in physics and is currently working in
Vancouver and skiing.

Darlene Anderson finished her Ph.D. and has recently left for a two—year
poat—doc in Auckland, N.Z.

Ann Rahme is back working for wildlifers at UBC after travelling in
Europe.

Mike Brett is reportedly on staff at the U. of A.

Bill Lipsett is also on staff at U. of A., in engineering.

Maria and Alan Dibb are rumoured to be in Calgary. where Maria is in med

school.

Henry Mardsen and Mary McLean are doing geology work in Victoria.

Phyllis Mallet is also in Victoria doing geology work.

Pierre Friele is hanging around Vancouver doing ski trips with John
Baldwin.

Brad Boyie is working in South America as a naturalist.

Erika Kellerhals is ski patrolling at

Mt. Washington this winter.
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Steve Coombes is based in Vancouver and is doing geology work around
the
province.

Bruce Fairley finally saw his new guidebook published and is working as a
lawyer downtown.

Anders Ourom is also a lawyer in the city.

Paula Burgerjon is in law school and works on house building on Bowen
Island with Graham Underhill in her spare (?) time. Graham Is working for
the GVRD on the North Shore Mountains.

Jay Page is busily working away at Dick Culbert’s geology firm, spending
time in remote mountain ranges and the NWT.

Luc Roberge is finishing up a Master’s in Forestry at UBC.
Bill Durtler is engineering in Vancouver, which cuts into his climbing
fine.

t

John Pringle is still working on his book In Squamish.
Debbie Phillips is working for Fisheries and Oceans on campus.
Rein Raudsepp and Wiestke married last summer, and will be parents
this
summer.

Barb Bradbury and Jacques Bilinski also married last
summer.
Paul Philips is back at UBC doing chemistry, and wife
Julie Ourom is
working as a librarian in Moose Jaw.
Chris Lague is another recent grad; he finished hIs
Master’s in
engineering and is currently doing some work for a prof.
Tony Webb is in Edinburgh, doing “real” oceanography, and
he is also doing
a part—time Master’s in Artificial Intelligence.

Bernl Claus is trying to get re—elected to the Co—op’s
Board of Directors.
Terry Chow and Heather Graham were living in the Kamloops
area.
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Kathy Wong is Norking in Vancouver as a physiotherapist, when she’s not
off travelling in exotic places.

Sean Martin is teaching in Vancouver.

David Wong is

in med school at IJBC.

Susan T!ollenberg is also in med school at UBC.

Simon Patey is in first—year law school at UBC.

Kobus Barnard is still working up at SFU.

Andy Pacheco and Muriel married recently, and are around UBC.

Ross Bates

is in Ottawa, and went on the McGillivray Xmas trip this year.

Bev McLeod is on “phase II” of her Ph.D., and is working at TRIUMF.

Rob Driscoll is in first—year med school and is this year’s esteemed

(?)

president.

Kevin Haberl and Vicki Venner are rumoured to be headed to South America
soon.

Bruce Blackwell is working on a Master’s in forestry and is also very
involved with the FMCBC.
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The Social Scene

Dave binson

Sumiaer Reunion Party.

12 September 1986

This turned out to be a quiet affair at Peter Stone’s house.

We had

some excellent slide shows of various summer trips.

Loughike.

4—5 October 1986

Over 100 people had a blast at the annual rock climbing school in
Squamish and party at the Whistler Cabin. Dancing, partying, and hot—
tubbing (including one nameless tanking) happened ‘till 3 a.m. On Sunday
there were numerous trips into the local mountains, as well as more rock
climbing practice.

Halloween Party.

31 October 1986

This was at the VOC house of Bill Richards et al.

Unfortunately, I
felt the effects of food poisoning or something just as this got going.
Mike Hayden, who won the costume prize for embalming himself like an
Egyptian mummy and walking around in a coffin, has written an article
about this one (see

Skating Party.

Lost in the Dark).

22 !veber 1986

About 30 people came out to the Thunderbird Arena to play hockey and
British Bulldog. We all went to UBC Pizza for beer and pizza afterwards.
Cbristas Party.

6 Deceber 1986

This was before exams this year because a lot of people were leaving
as soon as their exams were over. About 30 of us had a potluck dinner
at
Anita Miettunen’s house.

We all got presents from Santa Claus (Markus
Kellerhals) and danced and partied into the night.

Winter Loughike.

17 January 1987

Rick Lechleitner did a great job organizing the trip to Manning
Park. About 35 of us went, including many new to telemarking. They
may
not believe it, but they had a nice gentle Introduction to the
sport.
Back in Vancouver, we had a slide show party at Bill Richards’
house.
There were some inspiring slides from Christmas trips and fall
term trips.
Banquet
Paul Starr will give a alideshow on a trip into the Stikine with
Dick
Culbert and Fred Douglas.
27th.

It will be held at the Grad Centre on March
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Banquet 1986

DenIse Hart

The Broken Board Award was given to Debbie Phillips, who broke the
glass in the newly—built book cabinet in the clubroom,

The Loving Cup was

presented to Rob Driscoll who was known to be constantly dreaming of (but
never attaining) the opposite sex.
Markus Kellerhals.

Two Goon Awards were presented by

The first went to Dave Williams, who took off from a

dinner in Squamish with Markus’s car keys.

Markus had to hitchhike home.

The second Goon Award went to Brian Waddington (Mr. Organized)

,

who

neglected to have his car insurance up to date and had his car impounded
in Horseshoe Bay.
Both “Goons

This carload also had to hitchhike home, at midnight.

were on the same trip!

(see “A Weekend of Total Extremes’)

The best journal article was written by Terry Jarvis, and he received
a half case of Coke for his efforts.

(He likes to hsve a Coke on a

summit.)
The guest speaker for the banquet was Paul Binkert.
very entertaining slide show encompassing his life:

He gave us a

Germany, intermittent

periods in Switzerland, 13 years in Columbia, and Canada since 1950.

The

show was an interesting aixture of European cities and mountains, and
climbing in Europe, South America and Borth America.
Fairweather and Waddington as well.

There were slides of

The show was accompanied with sound

effects——both yodeling and the harmonica——and much humour.

Paul is

presently involved with trail building and maintenance, particularly on
the Morth Shore Mountains and on the back side of the Squamish Chief.

It

was an entertaining show, thanks Paul!

Silver Pin Update

The most recent list of silver pin recipients was done by Darlene
Anderson and is found in the 1983 Journal.

Since that time, the following

silver pins have been awarded:
1984

Jay Page, Bruce Blackwell, Alan Dihb.
These three were all instrumental in getting the VOC ski guide

together, and were all very active in other facets of the club as well.
Both Jay and Bruce are past presidents, and Alan was trips chairman and
went on trips every weekend!

Paul Philips was also very involved with the

ski guide, but had already won a silver pin.
1986

Darlene Anderson.
Past president, trips chairman, journal editor, and away in the

mountains every weekend, Darlene was an all—round hard worker and
organizer for the VOC.
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SPRIM

1986

CRIHAI MOUNfAIN
Ti. Booth

March 15—16, 1986

Despite being plagued by a few minor problems (this was, after all,
the Ides of March), we all agreed that this trip was

‘rilly ossum.’

credit

I hadn’t heard of it

for deciding to go to Chimai goes to Markus.

before hut

The

Baldwin’s guide said “good glacier skiing” and we certainly

found this to be true.
After weeks of dull grey, the sky was finally blue and here we were,
driving around in Brian’s truck at dawn, continually remembering things
we
had forgotten,
Finally we got out of the city and were speeding
northwards.

The Ashlu Creek road was O.K. but we had to do some major

boulder shifting, quite fun actually, watching them roll down into
the
creek, A recent thaw at low elevations allowed us to drive almost
to the
base of the mountain. Then we went up the logging road, and left the
slash behind,
forest

up the southwestern ridge of Chimsi through steep, dense

in melting, rotten snow.

By the time we reached the alpine meadows

we were skiing in breakable crust.

We could see s fantastic ridge leading

up to a minor summit, dropping oft vertically on the
cornices and wind cirques.

north

side with

We set up camp and went skiing up this ridge

for a while, and enjoyed the views of the coast mountains extending
almost
forever, crossed by numerous ocean inlets.
and down into Jervis Inlet.

We could see Tzoonie Mountain

The next day we made the summit proper which

is surrounded by huge snowfields.
All of these were covered in sastrugi
and windcrusted snow, so by afternoon we headed down to the north
side
where a glacier drops off steeply.
Here we found undisturbed powder and
had terrific runs of 2000 vertical feet.
The powder was perfect,
billowing up in feathery plumes from our ski tips,
so we skied it three
times.
Getting carried away, we descended even further, flying down
among
the seracs and realising we were almost in an ice—fall and
it was time for
the long climb back up.
As the sun went down we skied back to camp, jumping the cornice
which
we had hacked our way through earlier (only Brian made it without
crashing!). The snow conditions were now displaying their full
catalogue
of horrors, with rock—hard, breakable crust
soft wet mush.

forming as the sun left the

However, the better skiers amongst us

(myself excluded)
seemed to relish the challenge and enjoyed this bit even more
than the
powder!
Jump—parallel was the only way to ski it——unfortunately not
in my
telemark repertoire yet.

Great skiing on Chiniai

by

Tim Booth
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We had a brew—up to revive ourselves and realised we would have to
hurry to get Out of the trees before complete darkness.

The last part,

skating along the frozen road, was done in the moonlight.
After a meal in a horrible restaurant
games started.

in Squamish, the real fun and

I won’t embarass anyone, suffice it to say that someone

inadvertently took off with someone else’s car keys, and someone else had
their vehible taken away from them by the police, so we all hitch—hiked
back to town.

I can remember finally waiting for a bus with Brian and

Dave in the middle of the night——we couldn’t care less, we’d had such a
great trip!
Participants
Brian Waddington
Peter Stone

Tim Booth

Dave Willimms

Markus Kellerhals

Dave Robinson

A WEEKYM) OP TOTAL EXTR4ES

David Willlaiis

Mt

•

morning.

March 1986

Dhimai was our destination.
Now for some skiing.

We were soon up the peak Sunday

Total dream skiing:

2000 feet of the most

incredible continuous powder down the glacier on the northeast side.
gradual Slopes, steep slopes,
again.

icy areas——just

unbelievable!

Down

Up to the top

The trail was soon broken because we were all so eager to take

over arid get back to the top.

Down again:

believe we were just great skiers in this

every one of us coming to
100% perfect, forgiving snow.

Snow up over your head, in your mouth, everyone racing to get down,
burning out and collapsing, just having to stop and take a rest.
We skied
this slope three or four times, then cut back to camp all totally
dehydrated and feeling sick. A few warm aips of Tang and
off to the cars
through horrendous wooded breaking crust.
In Squamish at the Chinese food place, myself and my great
compatriot
Markus, were sitting together playing with one another’s
keys.
We all finished, Markus could not find his car keys. Tim
and I got
into Brian’s truck and off the three of us went, believing
all was well.
Just outside Uorseshoe Bay we got pulled over by
the cops. Brian, of all
people (Mr. Organised Waddington), had not renewed his
insurance, the
truck got towed and we had to hitch and bus ride
back to Vancouver.

We

got home at about 2 a.m.
Getting undressed for bed, I put my hand into my pile jacket
pocket
and found Markus’s car keys!
found.

My next

I just stood and stared at what I had

reaction was to throw them away and not tell anyone.

the end I just went to bed, laughing!

In
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The next day Markus was found lying in bed not looking at all well,
after having hitched all night back from Squamish with Dave and Peter.
Not at all amused, he accepted the keys and hitched back to Squamish to
pick up his car.
After many weeks of grovelling I was forgiven, but Brian has yet to
be forgiven!!
Participants
David Williams

Markus Kellerhals

Dave Robinson

Tim Booth

Brian Waddington

Peter Stone

AN ASCENT OF NT. WEANT
Francois Welt

March 1986

The clouds and fog momentarily lifted as we were inching up our last
steps to the summit, with Normand in the lead and the others feeling their
breath.

It was a rewarding view, with the vast Weart Glacier to the east,

Wedgemont Icefield to the west, and us in the middle, on the relatively
easy ridge (some say Class 3) which turns into the top of Mt. Weart.

The

first day had been fairly straightforward, although Rethel Creek commands
respect even from the accustomed bushwhacker, with tight narrow trees
combined with a steep gradient.
however quite enjoyable.

The meadows past the treeline were

I could see Peter and the rest of the group (a

total of six including myself) disappearing in the distance as I was
struggling with sticky snow and its special relationship developing with
my skins.

We carried our big packs close to the col that leads to the

Wedgemont Glacier at 7000 ft.

The night had been cold and snowy, as is

often the case in this part of the world, and there was a high degree of
uncertainty with respect to our plans following breakfast.

holding his

own, Ross decided to stay in the vicinity of our campsite and practise his
telemarking ability, while the other five preferred to venture towards the
glacier, in spite of the storm, “just to have a look,” of course.

But

Nature knows how to play tricks, and to our surprise there was some
visibility at the top of the col, with a well defined icefall on the north
face of Wedge, and a long slope ahead of us.

It should be said here that

we chose to ski down, as opposed to traversing the glacier (small
technicality).

It is not the most efficient way, according to the map,

but I had heard of some possible problems with the other route and,
although not everybody in the group was fully convinced (leading to some
arguments and controversy), it turned out to be the right thing to do.
The price to be paid was of course a steep, somewhat avalanche—
threatening slope on the other side of the glacier.

(Time, who was

—

following behind,

.)
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reported that our tracks had been covered by a slide

Ignoring the prevailing danger, the madly driven VOC party pushed

forward.

The peak, visible earlier from the glacier, was by mow

completely enabrouded by clouds

•

But our unusual luck resurfaced again as

we followed the ridge to its end and the weather cleared.

Skiing down the
glacier was a pleasant experience with good snow and challenging slopes,
suitable for exhibiting a variable degree of telemarking ability.
However, it took us more than the entire morning to reach our objective
and it was late afternoon by the time we returned to our campsite.

What

followed turned Out to be governed by the misery of a concrete—like
surface, typical of the icy conditions resulting from a change in the
weather pattern after a warm spell.

Rethel Creek was very difficult to

handle and we were compelled to survival techniques such as using skins to
ski down, etc. The forest became a graveyard for Tim’s ski, which,
according to our reports, broke neatly into two pieces.

There was also

the rumour that Tim, during a rare instance of sheer madness following the
realization of the disaster, lifted his ski high in the air and used all
of his strength to hit the innocent tree standing by——but we understand
this was later denied by Tim.

Meanwhile, darkness was creeping in.

The

logging road was not much easier to descend, and we very slowly made our
way down to arrive at the car after 8 o’clock. A fairly succesful,
tiring, winter ski trip overall.
Participants
Francois Welt

Tim Booth

?&rmand Fortier

Peter Stone

Darlene Anderson

Ross Bates

SKY PILOT
Betsy Fletcher

April 4—5, 1986

We decided to attempt Sky Pilot from the Shannon Creek Road, which
proved to be a fairly quick way to get to the alpine as we could drive

quite high.

We started skiing from the truck under warm spring sun and

blue skies.
A valley at the end of the road looked like a good route, at least
from down near the truck.
sides and was

Actually, the gully was very steep on both

full of avalanche debris.

very steep trees.

We ended up going up through some

I eventually gave up trying to ski up and walked, which

was easier even though the snow was thigh deep.
Fortunately, at the top of this slope,

it got more open and less

steep, so the final bit to our campspot was easy.

We had been planning to
climb Copilot on Saturday, or at least do some skiing. However, once we

—
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set up camp, no one was feeling very energetic, so we just sat around in
the sun instead.
Sunday was an equally beautiful day.

We skied up to the base of a

steep snow slope near the base of Sky Pilot, where we left our skis and
began kicking steps up.

At the top of this slope we discovered that the

gully normally climbed in summer was full of ice and looked pretty ugly.
So we opted instead for a very pleasant class 4 to low class 5 route on
the gendarme.
After a snack and photo—taking break on the summit, we headed back to
our skis.

The run down to camp was excellent, on good spring snow.

We decided to try a different and hopefully easier route down to the
road.

We got some good steep skiing at the top, but ran into a steep,

cliffy gully lower down.

We finally had to walk down a steep, icy slope

to the top of the slash, which didn’t have quite enough snow to ski
properly, but too much to walk on.

In all, an excellent weekend with just

the right combination of climbing and skiing.
Participants
Betsy Fletcher

Markus Kellerhals

Brian Waddington

Alex Frid

CORNICE
Anonymous person with a broken ankle

Sphinx Cap

That should be a neat photo of the cornice and now I can get on my
way up the ridge.

Shit!

The snow’s giving way under me——I must get

the other side of the crack.

enclosed by blocks of snow.

Too late!
This

there’ll be no one to dig me out.
blocks are pushing in on me.
be buried.

?,

.

.

.

is

it!

I am alone on the Sphinx so

Nw I’m slowing down and the snow

It’s all going to pile on top of me and I’ll

I can see the sky.

I stand up.

continued on down the slope 300 feet below me.
ridge 200 feet above me.
mess of snow blocks.

Where’s my axe?

The avalanche has

I gaze back up o the

I’ll never find it

in all this

Joe Brown sold ne that axe and it’s been my trusted

companion on many trips.

Oh, well, I’ll pick up a ski pole when I pass by

my skis on the way back up.

I may as well try to go for the peak again

since there’s still an hour or so of daylight left.
right on the edge.

to

Suddenly I’m falling completely

There’s my axe

I must have let go of it when I fell.

Carefully does t, I don’t want to fall again.

.

Fantastic!

It was kind of exciting

though——a free fall of 100 feet and a gentle landing on the snow slopes
below——but I wouldn’t recommend trying it for fun.

The sun is getting low

in the sky and casts shadows in the clouds which fill the valleys below.

—
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Huge cornices project outwards all along the ridge.
SP,LAL CREEK
Francois Welt

y 1986

I had quickly grabbed a tent at the clubroom on Friday, but we were
really supposed to spend this last ski trip of the season at the Overseer
Cabin. Peter, who had masterminded the whole operation, had so problems
persuading me about trying the more remote Salal Creek which leads into
Athnehney Pass. We drove past Pemberton, and then further on beyond the
Meager Creek turnoff on the left, and Pebble Creek on the right, on a
logging road somewhat too rough for my car. The first day was spent in
the forest.

Some steep bushwhacking that could have been avoided with a

better knowledge of the area.
with century—old trees.

It was followed by fairly level terrain,

The growing presence of huge, fresh, bear

footprints in the snow added a sense of wilderness beyond what is usually
experienced in the direct vicinity of the Vancouver—Whistler area.
I have
never had any intention of meeting the large mammals, and we made good
time through some more open timber.

We could already see the wide
mountain tops filled with glaciers that characterized the area. We were
still in the forest when we set our first campsite, at an elevation
of
about 4300 feet.
It was a quiet night, interrupted by the impressive
howling of some birds.

We got up to what turned out to be a nice, sunny
day and followed Salal Creek, which, at this stage, takes a sharp turn
to
the east. The area is truly magnificent, as the number of trees
drastically dwindles and hanging icefalls on each side of the ever—
narrowing valley become visible.

We reached Athnehney Pass at about noon,
still following the same bear tracks all along, left our big packs
and
attacked the 3000—foot, vertically dropping glacier on its southern
side.
This really was the secret objective of the trip, and although
I was
suffering from bad blisters caused by newly purchased double
boots, the
reward was worthwhile:
Impressive views of Mt. Atheistan, and Overseer
further south; the Bridge Glacier could easily be identified
to the west,
and some drier land could be seen to the northeast.

Peter went up the
final part of Icemaker Mountain, while I was resting my heels
at the top
of the glacier. The sunset was highly enjoyable. Although
this region is
seldom visited, there is an old prospector’s cabin at the foot
of the
glacier that I wanted to visit, on
y to be deterred by the large number of
1
bear tracks all over the place.
luxury of running water.

We camped right at the pass, with the

We found a small opening In the creek.

The
following day, we returned slowly, using a high route loop that
consisted
of skiing up and down the adjacent glaciers directly to the
northwest of
us. We climbed steeply on the north slope Out of the Pass up
to 8000 ft.

—

to reach yet another glacier.
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Again, the view was spectacular, with

never—ending icefields filling the space before us.

We skied across the

glacier and traversed a steep slope towards the next pass to the west.
This turned out to be a somewhat exposed experience, as the sun was
shining powerfully over the melting snow.

It was late afternoon by then

and after a short break (mostly for me, as Peter had taken another route
to come down for which he had to pay dearly), we set off towards another
series of glaciers.

It is part of a network that connects with the Bridge

Glacier to the west, and we had the chance of having a close look at the
giant.

Another aerioua developaent was the determination of the weather.

ft was getting late.

We had another high camp (over 7000 ft.) and aought

shelter behind a rock on the glacier aide.

What we thought was a

protected spot turned out to be extremely windy, with ghosts shaking the
tent violently all night.
truly became difficult.

We woke up to a nice white—out and-navigation
Hoping for some clearing, which never material

ized, we managed to follow the very edge of the glacier, cloae to a rocky
ridge, to find an exit into what turns into a creek.

There was some luck

involved here in our ability to get out in time, although we had a pretty
good idea as to where we were the night before and of the possible ways to
leave the icefield.

After some cautioua skiing down, we finally emerged

out of the clouds and reached the valley that further on took us hack to
Salal Creek, exactly at the same location where hìe had come up three days
earlier.

Our former tracks were still visible, but to our surprise, a big

grizzly bear had uaed them at one point since then.

Maybe this symbolizea

the wilderness aapect of the area, ture still victorious over mankind
and civilization, but how long will these natural sanctuaries be
preserved, with active logging already going beyond Meager Creek?

It was

indeed a strange feeling to follow our own trail, with the bear footprint
in between the snow and us.

We, however, did not run into the beaat and

returned safely to the junction with Lillouet Valley.

(Peter then found a

more efficient route, thus avoiding all the hardahipa of the way in).
Soon we arrived at our car, after a worthwhile, 4—day, solitary trip.
Participamtm
Francoia Welt

FOUNTAIN MOUNTAIN:

Peter Stone

A Journey Into the thtural World

Pierre Priele

May 1986

We’re off to bag a peak——Fountain Mountain.

It towers over Lillooet,

a town on the eastern edge of the coast mountains where sedimentary strata
are thrust aaide of emplaced plutona

200 million years old.

—
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Zen Lunatics on the move, eyes bouncing from color to color, shape to
shape, putting impression and line together in one grand concept of space
——a mountain and its living cloak. Through Ponderosa Pine, Bunchgraas,
Spirea and Saskatoon, the feet are alerted by a spooked Spruce Grouse.
An
avalanche shoot:
trees, scarred by tumbling rocks. Our frail bodies move
upward into the bluffs.
Once there, and above——exposure.

Cold, icy hanciholds, dowasloping
‘Someday we’ll climb a peak, the rope thousands of feet below,
and come to a knife edge ridge with nowhere to go.’ At the summit, snow
flurries. The dark sky changes quickly. A cold wind penetrates and
bites
and wet.

our qkjn——we seek protection.
Rambling along a ridge, wanting it to last. There are three Clark’s
Nutcrackers calling and bopping over an exposed pinnacle silhouetted
against the valley floor.

Their throaty, rattled cries fill the air.

Townsend’s Solitaires rest in a Whitebark Pine.
Thrush—like.

Two

Their song is long and

A flock of Mountain Chickadees flies from tree to tree, they
A Raven’s call is metallic in the misted cliffs.

forage for seed.

Below in the forest the aroma of onion, an ancient food, brings
thoughts of digging sticks and stories told by the mothers of the
forest——
Salish women. Laying on the ground we pull out the bulba and thank
the
spirita for our nourishment. Home, an old cabin graced by sun and
cloud,
song of wind.

Cottonwood and Aspen heating rocks for a traditional sweat

by a mountain stream.
Participants
Pierre Friele

Alex Frid

MO4JRF RAXE1:

Skiing the Faston Glacier

T Booth

y 31

—

June 1, 1986

The weather was fantastic, the snow was still good and
I couldn’t
understand why only two other people wanted to come Out and enjoy
some
terrific skiing. I suppose Baker is just too trendy for
most VOC skiers,
for whom cat—eye sunglasses and fluorescent colours are definitely
not
de—riguer.
Baker is an easy day trip in the spring but we were taking
two days to give us plenty of time for skiing and soaking up
the harmful
liv rays. We chose the southern side of the mountain, both
to avoid the
nob on Coleman Glacier and because Easton Glacier is a long,
gentle slope
with few crevasses:
ideal for skiing but a long climb on foot.
The border guards were surprised to see the skis on the car roof
and
wondered if the lift area at Baker was still open.

They must have thought
we were crazy, going south to ski when most people were heading
for the

Jim Chesko on Baker

by Tim Booth

2-
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We spent Saturday morning looking for the road to Shriebers

Meadows (not mentioned in Beckly).

We finally got directions from the

U.S. Forest Service and drove to snowline at 3000 ft.
We skied through pleasant forest and meadows in the hot sun, up the
“railroad grade” moraine to the steep snout of the Easton.

We had crossed

the creek on disintegrating snow—bridges and the snow was deep, melting
mush.

The guidebook said “camp at 5500 ft.

elevation we found a little tent village.

so sure enough at this
This looked like a bad place to

camp to me——a little moraine basin with no view.

We decided to ski up

much higher and camp somewhere with a nice view and some breeze to cool us
off.

Once up onto the Easton it was just a wide open snowslope going all

the way to the summit at an easy angle.
full speed and still not get too hot.

It was windy enough to ski at
We could see the party we had

passed earlier, consisting of twelve people hiking with plastic downhill
boots and skis strapped to their packs, sinking up to their knees in snow
and now looking like ants below us.
past on our touring equipment.

We had felt rather smug as we cruised

As we got higher the view was terrific:

the ranges to the south, the Black Butea, the Cascades to the east, the
Pacific Ocean to the west.
We camped at 7500 ft., dug the tent in and spent a warm hut windy
night despite the clear skies.

The next day the snow was still soft and

made for slow going, but we were full of energy after our 8—hour sleep and
reached the crater rim at 9:00 a.m.

After inspecting the swirling steam

vents and pungent smell, we climbed up the final headwall of 300 to the
top.

We dug ourselves a sun—tanning pit and sat there enjoying the view.

We met some other telemark skiers who had hiked up the Coleman, again with
their skis strapped to their packs

They had all the right designer

mountaineering clothes, but I couldn’t understand why they didn’t use
skins or wax.

Maybe they couldn’t afford them!

by climbers from other routes on the mountain.
characters.

Soon we were being joined
Some of them were real

One guy was pointing out all the nearby peaks he had climbed

in the 1930’s and taking pictures of everyone on the summit.

Another was

very quiet and white in the face; not from zinc cream but because he had
fallen in a crevasse on the way on.
We heard some chainsaw—like buzzing and could see little dots zooming
around on the glacier thousands of feet below us. Snowmobilers!

We hoped

that the mushy snow was swallowing them up down there and that they
wouldn’t get any higher.
Then there was a glorious descent of nearly 8000 vertical feet, which
was just the right steepness for wide—arc turns.

We stopped for quite a

few rests and, too late, realised we were sunburnt.
good!

That factor 15 is not

—
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Crossing the snowmobile wallows was

quite tricky.

In their

frustration these yahoos had covered a huge area in deep intertwining
tracks looking like spaghetti.

There was no choice but to ski it, but

turning amongst the tracks was difficult——it reminded me of windsurfing on
choppy waves.

In the trees there were snowmobile tracks everywhere, even

through the bush where the snow had disappeared, but the skiing was still
good.

The only problem was

finding the road.

When we got back to the car

I talked with some snowmobilers, pretending I was
machines.

I wanted to find

Out

interested in their

what motivates someone to drive a machine

that sounds like a bee in a tin can boosted by a 1000 watt amplifier.
This is my idea of carrying hell around with you and letting everyone else
know about

it.

I still don’t know what they get out of it, but I’m

absolutely sure that

its nowhere near as much fun as skiing!

Telemarkers

rule!
Participants
Tim Booth

Ed Casas

Jim Chesko

KOUN GARIBALDI MI) NEVE TRAVERSE
Tim Booth

We had been planning this trip for several Weeks

during which the

weather was terrible but finally a favourable forecast persuaded us to go
ahead.

Setting off from the Diamond Head parking lot

we were soon having lunch at the Elfin Lakes chalet.

just below snowline,
It was

quite foggy

and visibility was poor but we had enough food for 3—4 days.

A parks

warden we had met driving around in circles on his snowmobile (are these
obnoxious contraptions really justified?) was no doubt
the chalet in the maze of his own tracks.

lost on his way to

He suggested we would be unwise

to set off across the Nave, but a bit of fog wasn’t going to atop us

now.

By the time we had crossed the avalanche slopes of Ring Creek (which had
already slid a few days before)

it was still pretty well whited—out

•

The

plan was to head across the Nave on a compass hearing aiming straight at
the “Tent,” the minor summit to the east of Mt. Garibaldi.

Two of us had

compasses and we stopped every hundred metres or so to check our
direction.
the map.

We also used an altimeter to get some idea of our position on
Occasionally we had a glimpse of one or other peaks hut never

the spectacular view you get here in good weather, or the feeling of being
in a wide open space.

After a couple of hours of floating through white

space, the glacier began to get a bit broken up with a few seracs and the
shadowy shapes of crevasses lurking under the thick snowpack.

—
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At this point I was tralibreaking ahead, switchbacking up a fairly
steep slope and straining my eyes for any visible contour.

Suddenly I
realised my ski tips were in mid—sir and stopped just in time to avoid
falling off a cornice.

Fortunately the drop underneath was nothing more

than a deep wind cirque, but the experience was enough to make me proceed
with a great deal more caution.

We were obviously on a shoulder below

Garibaldi but we couldn’t see anything.

It was now snowing with large

graupel—pellets bouncing noisily off our jsckets.
the first flat spot we came to.

We decided to camp in

Then very briefly it cleared enough to

see a rock face about 200 metres away which we took to be the Tent.
could see that there was little potential avalanche hazard here.
the spot we camped in wasn’t that flat.

We

Even so

Peter and Luc found a hollow with

a flat spot in the middle; quite an inviting place to pitch a tent.
Unfortunately, as Peter found Out the next morning when he fell through,
they had slept on top of a crevasse!

The rest of us dug ourselves into
the 150 slope and we had the sound of snow sliding down over the tarpaulin
roof of our snow hole all night long, and spindrift trying

to get into our

sleeping bags.
The next morning was still white and foggy.

This was depressing, no

Mt. Garibaldi and the worse routefinding was ahead of

us.

Then the clouds

quickly began to break up and soon we ware in brilliant sunshine.
indeed below Mt. Garibaldi, in almost exactly the right place!

We were

Instantly

our mood changed and we were soon cruising up towards the peak, plowing
through the fresh powder. After bagging the summit, we had a fabulous ski
run down the northeast face of Garibaldi and across the Warren Glacier.
Route finding was now no problea; more excellent skiing down past the
Shark’s Fin, and finally we had another amazing run from the col by
Glacier Pikes and down the Sentinel Glacier, in easy snow.

Diving and

winding across each other’s paths, Ross and I were figure—eighting our
turns in wide arcs and just missing each other! The snow was getting
heavier the lower we got but somehow our heavy packs seemed to be helping
us to carve through it.

After another dozen turns I was collapsing and

waiting for the fatigue in my legs to subside before swooping down again
amid clouds of disintegrating Nerf balls.
After resting at the glaciology huts we decided that the weather was
getting worse again so we crossed the lake and dragged our tired bodies
down the Black Tusk trail.

This seemed to be endless, except for some of

us who are able to ski on rocks just as well as on snow.

By the time I

arrived at the parking area, Chris had already brewed up a drink!
Participants
Luc Roberge
Mike Hayden

Chris Lagos

Rosa Bates

Darlene Anderson

Tim Booth
Peter Celliers
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SUMMER 1986
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Brian Waddingcon

June 1986

Back in late June, Steve Sheffield and I were looking for a moderate
weekend climb.

For some reason we settled on Mt. Crerar, located at the

head of Pshlu Creek overlooking Jervis Inlet (I think it had something to
do with Culbert’s description of class 3—4 rock, and the relatively seldom
visited nature of the area).

We set out not too early on a Saturday

morning and drove up the Ashlu mainline to within about 4 km. of Shortcut
Creek, where the road is blocked by a bunch of big deadfalls.
We started walking at around 11 a.m.

It took about four hours at a

mellow pace to reach our campspot beside the small lake northeast of Mt.
Crerar.

Wst of thia was on road, leaving not more than 3 or 4 km. of

flat, mostly open valley bottom to hike.

This place must be avalanche

city in the winter——even in late June we were still often walking over
debris 10 feet deep.

It made for easy travelling anyway (down the slide

alder!).
Sunday’s weather turned Out to be good and we headed straight up
through open slopes from the lake.

We eventually got onto a small glacier

(some slots) located just west of the peak labelled Mt. Crerar on map 92
This glacier, and several others, are not marked on the map.

J/4.

Also,

the highest peak of It. Crerar is actually about half a kilometre
southeast of the peak labelled Crerar on the sap.
From the top of the glacier we headed up Crerar’s northwest ridge.
This proved to be pleasant class 3 rock (not more).

Interest was provided

by off—route class 5 climbing, and a steep snow arete to be traversed
without ice axes (who needs an ice axe for a rock ridge?).
The view from the top was neat.

We looked directly down on Jervis

Inlet and the mountains beyond, including Mt. Denman (at least I’m pretty
sure).

We caught a glimpse of territory you just don’t see on most

weekend trips around here.
After a little hanging out, we headed back down the ridge,

no class 5

this time. We looked at the northwest summit of Crerar, an easy snow
ascent

on.

from the glacier, but decided nor to climb it as time was marching

After a quick scree and snow glissading descent, we packed up camp

and headed out.
All in all, Mt. Crerar is a good, moderate weekend climb; class 3
rock, glacier travel, and different scenery.

But, go relatively early in

the summer——I have a feeling there might be quite a bit of slide alder and
willow after the snow leaves.

—
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Participants
Steve Sheffield

Brian Waddington

LIBERIT RIDGE—MOUNr RAINIER

Darlene Anderson

July 1—3, 1986

Where are we going?” Dave asked.

“Abbottsford,” I replied, as we

both realized we were heading the wrong way for Mt. Rainier.

Luckily we
noticed the mistake in time and managed to make it to the Blame border

crossing (rather than Sumas).

I guess that’s what happens when you leave

town at 5:00 a.m. after less than four hours sleep.
We arrived at the White River Ranger Station well before noon and
registered for our climb of Liberty Ridge, in the
weather was not promising.

Carbon Zone area.”

This means it wss raining.

The

We approached the

climb by taking the Glacier Basin trail which goes into a basin below the
Emmons glacier. This is a very popular trail and both times we were on it
encountered many other hikers. Soon we came to the end of the trail and
were staring up the steep snow—covered scree slope leading to St. Elmo
Pass. Once up this we dropped down on to the Winthrop Glacier and
WHITENESS.
across at
party.

Visibility was definitely limited here,

We groped our way

7300 ft., most of the time following the tracks of an earlier

In an almost complete whiteout we made it onto Curtis Ridge, and

decided to camp there.

We couldn’t see a damn thing to figure Out where

to go next and anyway we were tired.
Since the plan was to haul everything up the mountain and down
another route we had as little gear as was possible for the conditions
that we might encounter. At 7500 ft. on Curtis Ridge it rained lightly
during the night (apparently it was heavier at lower elevations).
caused me no problem.

This

Because I was slightly more experienced at sleeping

in a bivy sack I had put my foamie INSIDE the sack——and remained dry and
comfortable all night.

Dave, however, kept bopping up and down all night

announcing that he was getting wet.

He’d kept his fosmie outside his

sack.
We had planned to get up between 2—3 a.m. to start the climb if the
weather had improved.

It was still wet and misty then so we lay in bed
until about 9:30 a.iu., catching up on much needed sleep. Miraculously, it
started to clear about this time and by 11:00 s.m. it was totally sunny.
Our sleeping bags and the rest of our gear were completely dried out.
Since it was so late in the morning it would not be possible to climb from
where we were to the top that day, and if we did it would mean bivying at
the top.

A neat idea, but that would be the most dangerous and risky

—
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place to be if the weather closed in again.
for Thumb Rock at 10,775 ft.

Instead, we decided to head

There was supposed to be lots of room to

camp there.
We set off, and wandered up and down Curtis Ridge for a while trying
to figure out how to get off of it and down to the Carbon Glacier a few
hundred feet below.

We seemed to be on cop of a cliff that couldn’t be

climbed down (or even rappelled off of because the rock was too crumbly).
But we knew there was a way down and eventually found it.

The crevasses

on the glacier were still well enough covered so that we could cross over
to right of center and climb up the smooth slope there.

A few cracks were

showing and I imagine that many of the bridges we crossed were unusable a
couple of weeks later.
Once on the ridge we were wondering why it was considered a “classic
climb.

Down at 8—9000 ft. in mid—summer it is just a pile of loose rocks

which have to be tread over very carefully to prevent any disasters.

After about 1000 ft. of scrambling along this we ran into snow and soon
came to Thumb Rock.
was done.

After a short 4—5 hours of climbing our second day

The sky was cloudless and if the weather stayed we were in for

a great day tomorrow.
promised some good fun.

Above Thumb Rock were steep snow slopes which
The climb definitely looked more aesthetic from

here.
After being alone all day we were somewhat startled when a shadow
appeared from behind Thumb Rock.

We weren’t alone any longer.

group of crazy Canucks showed up as we were cooking soup.
them, Brian Gavin and Gavin Thurston.

Another

I knew two of

These guys were certainly carrying

a lot more gear than we were, a dome tent and two courses for dinner:
soup and a main dish.

Our suppers were soup or ichiban.

They proved to

be entertaining company, amusing us with their conversation until bedtime.
Bedtime was about 7:00 p.m. in order to get up at 2:00 a.m.

Even

without my contacts in this was one of those campsites that remain as a
highlight in my memory.

Directly before us was Willis Wall, an impressive

and ominous wall of crumbly rock interspersed with snow; to thlk someone
had climbed it, not once but three times,
Above were the stars.
By about

1:30 a.m. I wasn’t sleeping very well because I had a slight

headache so I got up and made a cup of tea.
Dave wouldn’t have any.

I was most miffed because

lie didn’t like the looks of the few remains of

chicken soup floating in it.
off.

It looked like a death trap.

Absolutely wonderful!

At any rate, about 3:00 we were ready to set

As I went around the rock I almost fell over in surprise.

below me was a glowing red light——a spaceship?!

We set off in the dark, headlamps on, ice tools
the steep snow gully above us.

There

No, wait——Seattle.
in hand, to climb up

It was a fascinating experience climbing
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in the dark with only a headlamp to see by.
more conscious of your environment.
between you and the snow.

It makes your other senses

It creates a special kind of intimacy

Up and up we went.

The light of Seattle below

added to the effect in a strange kind of way.
Very quickly it seemed to get light, but ever so unnoticeably.
red glow below just slowly was gone

.

.

and soon it was day.

The

We were on

a steep snow slope still going upward. There was a slight crust on
it
which made for slightly harder work for the leader, Dave, natch.
I always
was doing well not to be too far behind.
The climb was basically just 3000 feet of an approximately

350
sw
It rounded a few corners, flattening out slightly now and then,
but was essentially straight up.
It was exhilarating in its sheer

slope.

continuity and uniformity.

It was steep enough to make you keep your wits

about you, but not enough to be scary.

The continual rhythmic upward
movement of climbing it was like poetry in motion.
We came to one section which was icy. After I had crept across
the
first patch in a fairly anxious state, Dave brought out
the rope and
belayed me up the next section. Good news for my nerves. We
reached
Liberty Gap about 8:00 a.m. and congratulated ourselves
on a good climb.
After a rest and a snack, Dave agreed to go to the actual summit
of
Rainier if I led. This involved going down about 200
ft. (easy) and back
up another 600 ft.

That 600 ft. was the hardest 600 ft. of the climb!
We then headed down the Emmons Glacier to Camp
Schurman at 9500 ft. We encountered many weary and overdressed
climbers
But it was werth it!

struggling up.

Halfway down the snow got pretty slushy and not too steep

so we started gliasading down.
loads of fun!

energy, completely.
pulled me over.

We’d take a running start and go for it——

However, about 500 ft
I just died.

•

above Camp Schurman I

ran Out

of

I couldn’t go on at that pace and Dave

We unroped here and Dave continued romping down while
I

slowly plodded down like an old lady.
At Camp Schorman Dave made us a cup of soup and we lay
in the sun for
About 2:00 p.m. we left and hiked out to

a couple of hours, recuperating.
the car.
evening.

We caught a bite to eat and then drove back to Vancouver
that
A long but very fulfilling day; one I will remember for a long

time.
Part Lcipaots
Dave Ophel

Darlene Anderson
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THERE AM) BACK AM) REVISITED

David William

Sier 1986 and Pall 1986

THERE AND BACK:
Onwards from Tofino, a common theme:
rain.

overcast skies and the look of

Paddling out towards Wickaninmisk Island the calm swell and the

sound of the open ocean——you are totally psyched for paddling anything!
“Hey, Dave, what’s that?!”
sean that behind us!’

Splash!

‘,

that over there!’

“Oh, you

Never quite getting a full view of the animal, only

nose or tail, we decide its a porpoise tagging along for a nose.

Totally

unpredictable animals, they just up, arch and flip and are gone in front
of you, then behind, to your left, then left and right behind.
along with us for a good 5—10 minutes.

Follows

But doesn’t appear to appreciate

the open ocean today sod disappears as we round a point on Wickaninmisk
Island and enter the open Pacific.

We decide its perfectly calm enough

today——just big, open swell——and head out for the exposed side of Vargus
and Flores Islands.
Marvellous coastline:

billions of tiny rocklets and islets, surf

breakers, birds of every shape and size——really noisy at times, and of
course seals by the score, no sea otters this far south alas, and
unlogged—forever, green forest.

We caught sight of another porpoise

briefly towards the north of Vsrgus Island.
After stopping on Bartlett Island for lunch we arrived at one of
those ideal West Coast surf beaches just east of Siwash Cove on Flores
Island.

Surf, great fun, I thought.

Peter was not so sure, having never

been in surf before and certainly not with a loaded boat.
We successfully negotiated this problem after exploring the beach and
dunes, finding what we assumed to be an old trapper’s cabin, obviously not
used for years and years.
practice.

We unloaded the boats and headed out for surf

Peter s really game and got straight into it.

The ocean.

His boat——borrowed from Darlene——was nor really built for West Coast
travel and it suffered a few injuries.

Re called it quits there, vowing

to return on better terms!
Camped out, got thoroughly soaked, got up, got thoroughly soaked, and

headed out for those much needed hot springs.
From Siwash Cove to Rafael Point (only 1—2 nautical miles), there’s
some of the most amazing exposed coastline available.

Totally open,

gently inclining rock bottom, leads to massive roller build—up, crashing
up into abrupt rock walls.

Sometimes you appear to be miles from the

shore to remain in the troughs of the safe calm swell.
impressive.

Really totally

From Rafael Point it’s a mellow paddle for three to four

miles north into Hot Springs Cove.
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We set up camp in the cove on a shingly beach near the Indian
village, then paddled over to the opposite shore of the cove and after a
short hike arrived at the Hot Springs. What a place, sitting in a nice
warm pool after a long paddle, marvellous, and then swoosh, up comes the
swell, and the pool is full of icy Pacific, like a work Out, fluttering
heart, slowly the pool warms, relax, here comes the next . . . great fuu!
After a couple of hours of this its tine for sleep. Paddling back to
our sleeping bags we were treated to the most amazing firework
bioluminescence display. You could literally see fish as glows of speedy,
darting light and great, explosive blooms with each paddle stroke. A
really spectacular treat. Great night!
Big winds.

Our only choice is to paddle the rather longer inside

route.

After a gnarly rounding of Sharp Point its all against the wind.
Nothing else for that day but wind and rain. Finally, totally burned out,
we find a heaven of a campsite on the Catface Range Peninsula—a little
beach, sea at both ends and trees growing right over from either side,
forming an arching canopy——a dry alcove. Plus a fire, a meal. Paradise
after that day!
Next morning pissing with rain and just as windy, we peddled back to
A fisherman stopped to offer us a ride. We declined. Who are

Tofino.

these people?

He looked amazed!

REV I SIT ED
FInally we got everything together. Including a spray deck for
Erika, with a bottle of wine strapped on deck, and Markus’s crutches
neatly tied on, we set out into the wind.
Net too bad, we thought
optimistically, for November.

Outside route looks O.K.!
We poked our
noses out into the Pacific and soon realised no go, the inside route would

do fine, especially as Jill and Darlene’s bost very nearly got squandered
on an in—the—way rock.

So we paddled strongly for a good few hours, we
had a long paddle now especially if both directions were going to be via
the inside, we had to make the Hoc Springs!
A splendid glutinous lunch was had.

Whipping sessions with kelp

strands followed, and then we were off.
Nice, calm paddle that afternoon and towards the northern tip of the
Catface Peninsula, what a neat surprise we had.
otters were playing around.

A large family of river

We had all stopped paddling and were just

drifing along when up pops an otter about 50 yards away, with a monster of
Panic city for the otter, totally unable to swallow the damned

a fish.

thing with four ugly, bright—colored kayakers coming ever closer.
Finally, with us Only a few yards away, the fish was forced down with a
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gulp, splash went the otter, with what I would guess was incredibly bad
indigestion!
That night was spent on the little paradise beach Peter and I had
found.
cold.

Up early the next morning.

Clear skies.

It totally made us not want to paddle.

came the winds.

Naking very little progress.

windswept beach for lunch.

My God, were our hands

We soon warmed up, then
We beached ourselves on a

Refuelling on artichoke heart oil and pita

bread, we took off again.

After many hours of total head banging against
the wind, we arrived at an old Indian camping ground (still used during
the summer months) not far froa the Hot Springs, complete with prickles
and atinging nettles.
To the Hot Springs!

A rather arduous task for Markus

continuously getting stuck betwen rocks
soaking, with heart rushes

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

crutches

a lot of swearing.

Hours of

well worth all the work.

The next morning was quite calm, so we headed out for Rafael Point on
Plores Island, but alas the wind began picking up and up, so we about—
turned for the inside, and got some surf heading back up.
We couldn’t understand it:

not long after turning around the wind

was against us again, we paddled 2700 in total that day, the wind was
against us all the way with heavy rain.

Markus got very nearly

hypothermic, Jill found herself going backwards and needed towing.
maca—fire was totally in order at lunch.

An

Jill and I surprised a sea

lion, though Erika outspokenly told us its not possible in November——we
surprised a sea lion—like seal——really big!

The wind and rain subsided

that evening to leave us in a gentle drizzle and total darkness.

We were

heartened and illuminated by a little bioluminescence and the fine sound
of the drizzle on the water.
Eventually we found a spot.
saved, all very relieved.

Did we have trouble camping that night!
Out with the insta—fire fuel bottle.

We were

The group tensions of a while back were gone.

We ate our fill and then fell asleep.
Erica and Jill got up just in time to prevent their tent from getting
washed away.

A dying salmon was stripped of its misery by a group of

ravished heron gulls.
So back to Tofino, winds never too bad.
even raining.
Beach.

Don’t remember if it was

Markus and I got a bit of surfing in out at Chesterman’s

What a lug getting the kayaks up this soft, sandy beach!

nest city on the roof rack, Erika’s knot attempts.

Bird

Eventually all kayaks

safely tied up, or at least they were until we got to Vancouver, when
Darlene’s kayak started to fall apart.

However, it’s now well fixed and

ready for more trips!
When you consider the case of getting into this area its really a
remarkably cool paddling region.

Except for the northwest corners of

—
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Flores and Meares Islands and near the Hot Springs Cove Indian village,
the context of the Earth’s surface is untouched by logging.
Sea life,
flora and fauna is prolific, as is bird and mammal life. If your
unlucky,

or lucky (depends on how you look at it), you may find quite a crowd of
flown or boated—in people at the Not Springs

.

.

.

maybe go in the summer

though?
One other thing: the beaches, particularly in the summer, are
literally covered with whole families of cat prints. There’s a real
possibility of one fantastic sight in this area??
Participants
Suer 1986
Peter Celliers

Oavid Williams

Fall 1986
Erika Kellerhals

Markus Kellerhals

David Williams

Jill MacDonald

!F. TRIASSI
Peter Colliers

July 1986

I suggested this peak as a possible summer objective in May mainly
because I liked the sound of its name.

I also knew of an unsuccessful
trip to reach it two summers before which had ended up as a
elide alder
gymanstics adventure in the rain (up Lone Coat Creek).
The name must have been inspiring to more than myself, because
one
Saturday morning in July found nine of us in Pemberton on our
way to
Railroad Pass.
Our access on this trip was through the headwaters of the Burley
River valley, which is reached from the Railroad Pass
road. New logging
operations are currently pushing roads into the Burley
Valley on both
sides. Our party selected the north side where we were
able to drive
roughly one mile in from the Railroad Pass road. A cleared
roadway
actually extended much further in but was undriveable because
it was still
under construction. Hiking was therefore pleasant
and civilized for much
of the way.
It consisted of a variety of:
road walking with occasional
interludes of pleasant examination of large, freshly printed
bear tracks;
crashing through sections of slide alder just dense
and long enough to
make you begin to whimper; marching through fairly open
sections of
forest; and breaking Out into a couple of beautiful
grassy and flowered
meadows (soggy in a few places).

The meadows provoked homesick
exclamations of “Ash, Switzerland?” from Kurt. We stayed
close to the
river, and beyond the end of the road we found ourselves
on a bear trail
at various times. It was well marked in one place with
inch deep claw
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Summits east of Thiassi

by Chris Lague
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North face of Samson from 7500 feet

by Chris Lague

—
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marks carefully buried into a tree at a height of eight feet.

Six or seven hours brought us into an open meadow laced with the
gravelly braids of an alpine stream bed.
quickly to the glacier above.

Beyond this point the land rose

We camped here and enjoyed an evening with

a warm fire and good views of surrounding peaks.

Thiassi itself was still

hidden from view.
The next day we rose at about 5:00 a.m. and were off to the peak
shortly thereafter.

The day dawned bright and clear and made for very

pleasant travelling.

The climb reached a class 4 level of difficulty

along a sharp ridge which afforded excellent views in all directions.

We
arrived back down to camp in mid—afternoon and were on our way out an hour
later. An uneventful hike brought us back to the Railroad Pass road

before dark, just in time to watch gigantic billowing plumes of smoke (a
controlled burn) rising above the clearcut near our parking place!
This is a highly recommended trip which due to improved access can
now be done as a long two—day summer trip.
Participants
Chris Lague
Dave Ophel
Peter Stone

MOUH1 SAMSON:

Kent Hess

Darlene Anderson

Pam Miller

rmand Fortier

Tim Booth

Peter Celliers

!IRS1 ASCEW! OF ThE KfB FACE WEST SUIT AREf S

Chris I.ague

Amguat 1—4, 1986

After a pit stop in Pemberton late Friday night, four wheel drive was
engaged and the loaded Landcruiser was munching away at the Railroad Pass
Hill.

There was dust in the air, which meant a vehicle was ahead of us.

Soon we caught up with it.
red Camero.

Amazingly enough it was a seemingly brand new

The mad driver was pushing the vehicle which only had 3/4

inch clearance through a torture test never dreamed of by Chevrolet’s
engineers in Detroit!

The car was barely moving uphill through washboard

sections with eight—inch holes, the odd rock and oil sump traps.

The

driving wheels were spinning like crazy, but the car was still inching up
when we passed it There was only 3000 ft. left to climb.

We reached the

pass and were still laughing when a set of headlights appeared behind us.
Although we were going at least 30 mph, the red Camaro passed us——still in
gravel propulsion mode——amazing!
the Hurley River road.

Now you know that any car can make it up

Shortly after this entertainment we took the first

left branch off the main road and camped about a half mile up the road.
It turned out this was the best approach to Samsons North Face.

—
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On Saturday morning we left camp early and drove another mile or so
up the road to its end.

Currently, the road ends lees than half a mile

from the creek draining Samson’s north face.

Nowever, a future logging

road is flagged to within a mile of the glacier.
make the walk in as short as an easy hour.

When built it should

We followed the creek in open

forest, which had lots of deadfall, staying high on its east side.

After

2—1/2 hours, slide alder avalanche slopes forced us down to the creek
bed.

Most of the worst bush could be avoided either by walking along the

bank of the creek or in the water itself.

We saved hours of horrible

bushwacking doing this but here and there the creek was too wild to wade
and one had to hit the bush.

After 3—1/2 hours we reached the branch of

the creek coming from Glacier Pass.

Its clear water contrasted with the

milky green water of the main creek and denoted its non—glacial origin.
We forded this creek easily and a few minutes later we reached the lateral
moraine.

The glacier has receded about half a mile and left a lateral

moraine on each side that reaches 150 feet in height on both sides with
outside slopes of 45 degrees and inside slopes of over 55 degrees.

It is

best to cross the lateral moraine at its lowest level near the terminal
moraine.

A short walk up the creek brought us to a small glacial lake

(4600 ft.), four hours after leaving the truck.
driveable till its end.
and flowers.

The road is 2—wheel

The campsite is excellent:

running water, sand,

The glacier tongue at the base of the lower icefall dips in

the lake and the setting is great.

On both the west and east side, the

lateral moraine blocks vision to the south.
looking north is the vision unobstructed.

There is the icefall and only
The icefall was quite active

during our brief lunch so we decided that we should avoid climbing it and
try to climb up the rock face on its west side.

around the moraine that barricades the lake.

After lunch, we walked

We climbed about 100

vertical feet on mostly rock and mud—covered glacial ice to the base of
the rock.

It looked worse than it really was and after climbing loose

class 3 gullies, excellent rock buttresses and some bush, we arrived at
the base of a second lateral moraine which we skirted across to the now
walkable glacier.
from camp.

The rock climb is 1200 ft. and takes about one hour

From there we had a good view of the Morth Face and a number

of routes looked interesting.

The one that looked the most attractive

would involve a climb up the second icefall leading to the deep gully

between the two summits of Samson.

From the top of this icefall a climb

up an 800 foot, 50 degree snow and ice slope would lead to what looked

like a razor—like arete of snow with one steep ice bit.
to lead to the very top of the west summit.

This arete seemed

A possible descent reoute was

to follow the northeast ridge of Samson until able to drop north on the
east side of the trth Face.

An easy glissading descent seemed possible
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After an hour of observation we

headed down to camp where we had an early dinner and an early bedtime of
6:30 p.m.
-Sunday morning we were up at 3:00 a.m.

A quick breakfast followed by

a climb of the rock face in gathering light saw us on top of the lower
icefall.

Roping up and strapping crampons Occupied this short rest stop

and we were soon mobile again.

The route chosen to get to the second

icefall involved either trying to make our way through the top of the
lower icefall or crossing a bergs hrund to the west side of it to gain a
neve on which we could traverse onto the ice plateau.
chosen.

The latter was

It turned out that we had to go on the rock to the west of the

‘shrund to cross it.

A short sideslope traverse led us to the ice plateau

that covers the ground between the top of the lower icefall and all of the
upper glaciers; one of them at the south end, was oddly suspended like a
frozen flow of jelly.

The plateau had no crevasses worth mentioning and

covers about 1 square mile.

Contrary to our expectations the snow got

softer as we gained elevation and we hoped that the snow slope leading to
the ice crest would not be too slushy, especially now that the sun was
beginning to heat it up.

Reaching the bottom of the upper icefall took a

half hour from the bergshrund.

We had to climb another 1000 vertical feet

through this snow covered icefall.

Host of it was relatively easy steep
However, there was

snow with the odd ice patch which we frontpointed up.

one crevasse half way up with only a broken bridge as a possible
crossing. The gap was about five feet but the bridge still attached to the
uphill lip was about three feet away horizontally and another three feet
up vertically.

One had to dig the shaft of both axes as far ahead as

possible with the possibility in doing so of severing the anchorage of the
bridge.

Then a slow weight transfer from the foot on the lower lip to the

knee on the bridge while pulling on the tools would find one crawling up
this cantilever bridge to a nice patch of bare ice.

The use of the knee

is considered by many climbers as unaesthetic and even dangerous but this
time it sure made the difference between making it or not.

All in all

just after 8:00 a.m. we were having a quick snack in the sun at the
bergshrund guarding the steep runnel—carved snow slope; the altimeter was
reading 7800 feet-.
The slope that looked almost vertical from lower had now tamed to a
mere 50—55 degrees.

It is about 800 ft. wide and is scarred by deep melt

channels running its entire length.

Climbing was found to be safer in

them because their bottom was harder and sometimes icy.
runnels was claustrophobic.

We had two ropes of two.

Leading up these
I led Darlene on

the east side of the slope while Gary led Dave on the west side; each rope
went up a different runnel.

The top of the Slope was icy and steepened to

—
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more than 60 degrees.

Front pointing up this ice for about 30 feet felt
much safer than the wet snow below and a small rock ledge offered a nice
belay stance. I decided to go up a very steep snow shoulder leading from
the ledge to the main crest about fifty feet abo e, while Gary and Dave
took a different route to the west. Our shoulder turned out to be
incredibly steep and the snow rotten, but bulldozer mode was activated and
I was soon over the main crest and belayed Darlene while I talked to Dave.
The rest of the climb was incredibly aesthetic. We climbed up a snow
crest which had an average angle of 40—45 degrees and side slope angles of
We followed it for nearly 400 vertical feet. Looking back

60 degrees.

was just breath—taking, as the last person on the rope seemed suspended in
mid—air over a tremendous drop to the Ice plateau.

It was exhilarating!
The snow was good and we reached the west summit of Samson at 9:45 a.m.
It had taken us just over 5—1/2 hours up from camp.
High clouds had kept radiation levels to a comfortable level and the
view from the top was rewarding.

We had a look at the Meager Group, the
Lillooet Glacier and also at Mt. Thiassi on which we had made the third
ascent about a month earlier. After a quick lunch we crossed over to the
east summit and from there dropped down the ridge crest through rock bands
and steep snow slopes.

The angle of the snow forced us to face the snow

most of the time so the going was slow.

Dave was leading down and wanted

to go down the north northeast side of the mountain.

He soon found a
gully that looked inviting——but we could only see about 500 vertical feet
down it. There was still 1500 unknown feet until we reached the glacier.

We slowly downclimbed the snow that was as steep as anything we had
climbed on the brth Face.

Dave was leading us down a deep U—shaped
channel between the snowfield and a rock face on the left.
IC looked a
little too smooth and had some loose rocks imbedded in the bottom,
but the
going was easy. We inevitably ended up on Cop of a bluff (still
in the
now bigger U—shaped channel)! Dave had three pitons and one was
sacrificed to rappel down into the continuing channel below.
I was asked
to lead now and as soon as we rappelled down I climbed out of the channel
and across to the other side of the snowslope.
but I felt it would be safer in the end.

IC looked a little steeper

I could hear a waterfall down

below and I just hoped that the snow would lead to a feasible route
down
the now visible glacier about 1000 feet down. A traversing descent
led to
the creekbed at the bottom of the channel that we had been following
before. The last bit of snow was over 70 degrees and it was not
without
relief that I, finally, was walking on rocks again. We were having
a
short rest on a nearby scree slope when a swishing sound had us looking
back towards the gully. A substantial amount of slush with a few
rocks in
it was shooting down the channel that we had followed for over half the
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If we had been 30 minutes later, we would have been in it,

although we could have probably climbed out of the channel at the first
sign of movement, but who knows?
We headed down a loose scree gully towards the east, making a
downward traverse to avoid bluffs near the creek.

A series of clean solid

ledges and dirty loose gullies brought us down to a neve which we boot

skied for 500 vertical feet.

It was right beside a huge rock slide that

covered a few acres of the glacier.

A walk down this gentle glacier

brought us to its tongue that was only about 30 degrees but had no snow on
it for the last 100 feet.

Dave decided to boot ski down this rock covered

ice and he was still on his feet and quite close to terminal velocity when
he hit the snow at the bottom and made an unplanned somersault arrest.
The rest of us decided to put our crampons back on to walk down this
stretch.
We then boot skied most of our way down to the valley floor.

The

flowers smelled great after twelve hours on the mountain and the walk down
this meadowed valley to the base of the lateral moraine was actually quite
relaxing.

After climbing up the 45 degree slope of the moraine we had

some difficulty going down the 150 foot, 55 degree west side of it to
camp.

We were back around 5:00 p.m. with about 1/2 hour left before the

sun slipped behind the west side of Samson.

Barefoot in the sand and a

bit tired we discussed how to name our routes.

After all we had just made

the first ascent of Samson’s North Face and also a less than appealing
first descent of a couloir on the north northeast aide of the mountain.
The name chosen for the North Face route was:
the North Face of Mt. Samson.

serac right on top of the lower icefall.
silhouette of Miss Piggy.

West Summit, North Arete of

Earlier in the trip Dave had noticed a big
This serac resembled the famous

Since the serac was right on top of a possible

route in the icefall it will eventually fall down in to the icefall.

We

had climbed the rock face to the west of this icefall and thus Miss Piggy
had had no chance to fall on us!

Since the route down had not been very

nice (and I must say that I would think twice even about going up it),
Dave suggested that we call it

The Revenge of Miss Piggy,” which seemed

appropriate.
We decided to leave the next morning since leaving after dinner would
mean bushwacking in the dark——no thanks.

After a good dinner we hit the

sack.
Up at dawn the next day, we reluctantly left this beautiful area to
head down towards the Hurley River.

At one point where Dave and I were

avoiding most of the bush by walking in the creek, Gary and Darlene
disappeared——uphill into thick bush.

Where were they going?

amusing to see the bush moving but not the people in it.

It was

Later, when the
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bush turned to forest, we followed the flagging of
the future logging road
right down to the truck where a huge swarm of bugs had
us packed up in
five minutes.
Participants
Chris Lague

Dave Ophel

Darlene Anderson

Gary Strong
TETRAMRON I

Terry Jarvis

Angt 2—3, 1986

Why? Because it is a peak which most of us see on a near—daily basis
from UBC, the best view being north along Main Mall. We caught
an early
ferry from Horseshoe Bay to Langdale and then took the unfamiliar
right
turn to Port Mellon. After driving through the pulp mill we initiall
y
took a wrong turn but eventually took the correct left turn and
drove up
to the top of a quarry. We then tried to coax Jenny’s car up the
logging
road, We got 50 yards!
So, on with the packa and off we went to become
members of, as described by Culbert, “a hardy bunch of eccent
rics” who
enter this bushy area. The Rainy River road is quite flat,
after the
initial section which of course stopped the car, and follows
the river on
its east side for about three miles before the main left
fork drops down
to the Rainy River.

At the river, instead of the bridge, we found a space
It was boulder hopping time, so Phil, our

where the bridge used to be.

heroic leader, set off down and then up the river bank
to find the best
place to cross. We lazed on rocks in the sun and had
a bite to eat.
After 15 minutes or so, Phil hadn’t returned so we crossed
the river and
had lunch.

Phil returned and was a little surprised to find all
of us and

the packs at the other aide of the river.

He crossed, wading in a little
Another 30—minute hike along the road and we
came to a creek and, yes (surprise, surprise), no
bridge. It was easy to
deeper than the rest of us.

cross and after about 50 yards we turned left on a
more minor road.
Morale was high as the road dwindled Out into old
logging slash. We kept
going along the side of the valley and after a few
minutes arrived at a
creek bed. The first decision of the day. We would
be ambitious, climb
to the col Morth of Panther, climb it, camp and the
next day, climb
Tetrahedron and, who knows, maybe Rainy as well.
To avoid the bush, we
followed the creek bed down to the valley bottom,
where we met another
group of eccentrics who’d just failed to climb
Tetrahedron. We then
headed west along another creek. It was hot; at
least we had lots of
water.

We followed creeks everywhere but in the desired
direction.
Eventually, I got so annoyed with this that I suggested
the straight line
approach.
Everyone stood back whilst I disappeared into
the bush. I got
about 10 feet——not a chance!
Everyone had a good laugh and off we went—

—

more creek beds.
an open slope.
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At last, at about 2:00 p.m., we got out of the buah onto
Now the second decision (and mistake).

We would continue

to the end of the valley and head up a large gully to the left of a small
First we had to cross a deep, loose creek bed.

peak.-

ascent in our own individualistic manner.

We all did the

I luckily found a section with

more large, stable rocks than loose rubble; Phil found a section composed
of free—flowing dust; Judy and Jenny found a sure, sensible route lower
down the creek; and Nevil crossed beneath a huge ice bridge higher up the
creek.

Eventually we regrouped and, after a brief taste of thick bush,

opted for a steep creek bed to continue our ascent.
backpacks catching on every possible bramble bush-.
and disappeared.

This was it:

brambles’ everywhere!

Up we went, our
The creek levelled out

we were in four feet of thick bush, ‘mega—

After all, this is why we come, isn’t it?

It bad

taken about an hour to get to this new high in elevation (no more than
3000 ft.) and now the bad news:
not look good.

we were on the edge of a cliff.

It did

Nevil and I went a little further in hope of a miracle but

the terrain was almost invisible beneath the thick bush.

So horrifying

was it that I was happy to use ordinary brambles as handholds.

Lunacy!

We returned to the main party some thirty minutes later, our flesh in
tatters.
We retreated down the creek to regroup, camp and try an assault on
Tetrahedron the next day.

On the return we all êrossed the creek under

the impressive ice bridge originally used by Nevil.

The light was now

fading and we quickly walked down the slope in search of a suitable
At last we found a space large enough to accommodate the two

campsite.
tents.

Great, it was on a 150 slope.

I hate camping!

Sleep was

accomplished by jamming my legs against rocks so as to prevent myself
ending up at the bottom of my foamie.

The next morning Phil and Jenny’s

tent had moved about three feet down the slope.

They blamed the dog.

After my miserable night’s sleep. I stared out of the tent in disbelief:
a thousand mosquitoes were waiting on the tent—fly.

After some minutes of

mental preparation, I made a run (or hop), still in my sleeping bag, for
the insect repellent——conveniently left with the packs outside the tent.
Hiking is a real learning experience, isn’t it?

After a meagre breakfasts

we headed back dawn a straighter creek bed to the main creek in the
valley.

Tetrahedron was clearly visible.

Here we took s dip in the

creek, it was ‘refreshing’, but I quickly had to replace my insect
repellent.

Phil and Jenny lazed in the sun whilst Nevil, Judy and myself

headed up the creek toward Tetrahedron.

We took a left fork and at last

we were gaining some elevation, we were maybe as high as 4000 ft.!
However, like many B.C. creeks, they are not paved walkways and tend to
end (or begin) at waterfalls.

We spotted this and so headed west out of
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The bank was steep and very loose, Nevil went up first with
About half—way up the slope I grabbed one of the

Judy and I following.

many branches hanging down.

I looked up.
It was one of the seconds that
The branch had a large rock balanced against it.
This rock now hurtled down toward me.
I did two things:
I stuck my hand
seem to last a minute.

out to stop it and transferred my weight to my right leg. The rock
brushed my hand aside and crashed into my left leg before bouncing
off to
the left of Judy and into the creek. Red stuff leaked out of a gash
on
the palm of my hand, but as I could still stand on my leg, which had
been
hit on the shin, I shouted the news to Nevil and continued up and
out of
the creek. The swelling on my calf was impressive. It felt O.1C.
but
looked terrible. We held a brief conference. We carried on
traversing
across the slope through more thick bush, mega—brambles and
FLIES. A
good, deep bteath and you had a meal of them. We continued for
an hour or
so. Where was the ‘open timber’? This was a ‘real horrorshow’
and we
quickly realised we wanted out!
Should we go down to the next creek or
backtrack?

We backtracked down to the creek and out of the flies.

the creek we plodded

.

.

.

defeated.

Down

After picking up our backpacks we

headed off along the creek bed. As we couldn’t spot any sign
of the road
to the north of us we stayed in the creek bed until we reached
the remains
of the bridge. The other option was to head out of the
creek until we hit
the road, more bush . . . not interested. The creek was
quite narrow in
places and, although Judy and I paddled into the icy flow,
Nevil had to
take his shoes on and off at leaat twice before he became convinced
of the
inevitability of wet boots.
Out of the creek and another 30—minute hike on the road to
the Rainy
Here we found Jenny and Phil in their birthday suits
taking in
some rays——what a tough day they’d had!
We crossed the river and headed
River.

out along the long logging road——cut, bruised, and
bitten.
vowed to return.

Some of us

On our arrival at the ferry terminal we found a long
line of cars
which trailed off along the highway.

Should we drive along so we can get
Phil was having none of it and positioned the
car near the front of the line so he could push in.
I hid in the back of
to the back of the line?

the car as the line started to move.
and on the ferry.

I heard a few horns, but we ware in

I blame it on sunstroke myself.

Participants
Phil Cunning (L)

Judy Needham

Nevil Pendleton

Jennifer McDowall

Terry Jarvis

Chloe, the dog
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SOUTH FACE OF VIENNESE PEAK

Enrico Kindi

Augit 10—12, 1986

Having spent most of the summer climbing short routes at Smoke Bluffs
or on the Apron, Kwon and I were dying to get on to something longer and
yet not too desperate.

!t

having made it to Yosemite yet, Andy and

Muriel were getting desperate for a good mountaineering trip at roughly
the same time.

So, leafing through Bruce Fairley’s new guide book we

found our route, the South Face of Viennese Peak.

Twelve pitches to 5.7

on solid granite in a new (to us at least) ares was too much to resist, so
off we went on the weekend of the Abbotsford air show.
The weather was excellent on Saturday and much to our surprise
Highway 7 was not choked with air show tourists.

Despite our late start

we got to the trail head by four in the afternoon where we began our
pre—trip packing dilemma.

This was solved by taking food, clothing, bivy

sacks, and climbing hardware in favor of sleeping bags, stoves, and tent.
Our load thus lightened we made short work of the logging road and
were at Statlu Lake in no time at all——I’m obviously lying.

After

collecting water and photos we started to do some “route finding” and left
the trail.

The guide book described

‘a giant gully” thst had to be

ascended to the top of the ridge north of Statlu Lake.

Soon a very big

gully obligingly appeared and we eagerly strode up it despite Muriel’s
well founded complaints.
ominously.

The gully continued but steepened and narrowed

Soon the rope came Out and then the sun went down.

Next morning we woke up on a ledge in the same gully to the
industrious early morning racket of the hornet’s nest two meters from my
bivy sack.

Quietl we ate, packed, roped up, and slunk off up the gully.

Soon we were in some easy bush and were treated to the sight of a vast
talus paved highway of a gully just west and fifty metres below us.
we knew the meaning of the word giant.

w

Fifty metres of vertical bush

later we were down in our new gully and heading to the top of the ridge.
A short bushwhack and a long, beautiful ridge walk complete with
blueberries and the odd fifth class step deposited us at basecamp.
Since it was already three in the afternoon it was not difficult to
decide to leave the climb for Monday morning.

We spent the rest of the

day sleeping in the sun and hiking to the base of the South Face to stash
our gear for the morning.

From the base the line looked really inviting,

if a little obscure, and the rock appeared to be excellent.
wait to get our fingers on it.

We couldn’t

That night we fell asleep wondering what

the fog 1000 metres below us was up to.

At about two in the morning the

humidity woke me up and the cloud to cloud lightening did nothing to raise
my hopes for the climb.
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At sunrise four cold, stiff bodies trudged off in drizzle to retrieve
lots of unused hardware.

Ten hours, one rappel, and lots of bush later
the same bodies, now sore and wars, made it to the shore of Statlu Lake.
Fresh water and fig bars revived spirits for the hike back down the
logging road to the car.
On the drive back Muriel kept us awake with the less sobering
excerpts from ‘Accidents in North American Mountaineering,’ and after
a
couple of food stops we were doing well enough to start planning our next
climbing trip.
Participants
Andy Pacheco

TCwon Kim

Muriel Pacheco

Enrico ICindi

BARF—cJT!

Tiui Booth

Angtt 1986

The three of us decided to go for Mt. Rainier despite the late season
and the presence of a big depression ensuring foggy weather. We had been
warned:
it might be crowded, the crevasses would have opened too much,
and there might be a lot of rock falls.

We ignored all these horror
stories and pressed on, not even the refusal of the U.S. tional Parks
people to accept Canadian money could stop us from getting past their
‘Checkpoint Charlie’ roadblock and driving up to the flying—sauc
er shaped

building at Paradise.

Only the fake palm trees were missing and the

wardens here were helpful in contrast to their

‘border guard” comrades at

the gates.
As we registered the inquisition began: Who was our leader?
We
pointed to Trevor——after all, he had been here before. We were
asked
which other mountains we had climbed. Our list of obscure Canadian
peaks
did not impress; they had obviously never heard of any of them
before!
It
looked like the standard route was the only one considered safe,
even the
Cadaver Cap shortcut was not possible due to rock falls.
It was after lunchtime when we set off up the ‘highway’ to Camp Muir
in the rain, and our Gore—cex (trademark) jackets ensured that we
were
soaked in twenty minutes. Spurned on by the news from a descending
party
that Muir was just above the clouds and hence in sunshine, we finished
the
first 1800 ft. in an hour, had a snack, and got to Muir an hour before
sunset.
We found a vacant spot for the tent next to some lively Americans.
As we got dinner ready we became aware of our neighbours, Helga and Olga.
These ladies had a habit of conversing at gale force C, even when
the

—
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As a result we didn’t get any Bleep,

which was a bit rough as we were also noticing the altitude due to our
rapid ascent.

After about two hours of silence we were woken by our

neighbours rising at midnight.

This was the alpine start to avoid rock

falls, but unfortunately the freezing level was somewhere above the summit
all night long, so this was rather academic.

The whole tent village, or

more accurately, tent city, was crawling with activity.

It was now

impossible to even lie still in one’s sleeping bag due to the marching
procession of crampon—clad Koflach boots screeching on the rocks outside
our tent (and probably all over our rope).

We had camped right in the

path from the Muir hut which was now spewing out dozens of mountaineers
dazzling us with their head lamps!

In frustration we decided to get up

too and forced down some breakfast under the starry sky, watching the
lights of the first parties creeping up the glacier like lines of
fireflies.

This was an impressive sight:

on one rope.

there were up to seven people

At least now it was fairly quiet, Helga and friends having

departed after treating us to an hour or so of mawkish trivia.

We could

still hear them though, even when they were hundreds of metres away on the
glacier!

This was all rather strange after the wilderness of B.C.!

We didn’t really feel like climbing at all, we hadn’t eaten much and
both Jim and I had headaches, but we set off anyway after downing a few
aspirins.

The route across the glacier was obvious.

We didn’t bother to

put on crampons, the snow was soft and we had two rock bands to cross

•

We

passed several parties and then arrived at the base of Disappointment
Cleaver.

There was a deep trench eroded where the route went, but we

still managed to get lost (there wasn’t a moon).

We had to do a scary

traverse across steep ice and frozen gravel to get back onto the Cleaver
as the glacier was too broken up.
Finally, the horizon began to glow a bloody red and we ware soon
switchbacking up the sumit icecap amongst huge crevasses.

These gaping

cracks were lined with icicles and were surrounded by rime—covered snow
pillars.

Fighting for breath, we pounded upwards.

It was at this point

that I experienced a major malfunction with my digestive system.
feeling light—headed.

I was dizzy.

to the East Crater in bad shape.
snow.

Only a few hundred feet left.

Someone had written

Jim was
We got

WE DID IT” in the

We found an empty Bainier beer bottle and posed for a group photo.

We quickly headed back down towards thicker air.

At least Trevor seemed

to be O.K.; I felt like I could fall off the mountain any second, just
holding an ice axe seemed to require all my effort.

On the way down Jim

was acting strangely, slurring his speech and talking to himself.

I began

to wonder if he was serious when he suggested it would be faster to take
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off his crarapons and slide down on a garbage bag; but fortunately he
didn’t
A we got lower, I felt better, hut the rock falls had now started
since the sun was out.

These were the worst rock falls I’ve ever seen.

After a rest at Muir I had almost fully recovered.

I enjoyed the

glissade down to Paradise, where it was still foggy and wet.

Soon we were

back to Coca—Cola and civilization.
During the drive back to Vancouver we fantasized about finding some
good home cooking, maybe an eccentric ethnic place.
but fast—food chains and neon lights.

But we saw nothing

After wasting time in Seattle, we

were tempted by a place that boasted “all the fish you can eat for $4.95.”
We were a bit peeved to find out they had no fish and Jim was told he was
a

smart aleck” for wanting lettuce.

and ready to eat anything.
with the menu.

By now I was alavering at the mouth

But Ji
, being a gourmet, was having trouble
5

I’ll give up next time and head for McDonald’s.

At least

then you know in advance that the food’s going to be awful (offal?)
P.S.

I believe they call it A.M.S. (Acute Mcuntain Sickness).

t recommended.

Participants
Trevor Norman

Tim Booth

Jim Chesko

WEDGE MOUWFAIN
J1

Chesko

Augt 15—16, 1986

The belated arrival of warm, sunny weather in Vancouver together with
the rapid approach of summer’s end, made this mid—August weekend a

propitious time to tackle the tallest peak in Garabaldi Park.

Enrico had

originally planned to climb Wedge in a comfortable two—day trip, but when
we heard rumours of a large ACC party going to Wedge that weekend, we
decided to show some VOC enthusiasm (or, fanatical stupidity) by driving
up to Whistler Friday night, camping at the trailhead, and bagging the
9500 ft. peak, and then return to Vancouver on Saturday.
Enrico, Tim, Dave, and I all piled into my Rabbit and headed out of
Vancouver around 7:00 p.m. Friday, stopping in Squamish for dinner; since
we were in no real rush.

I only bothered passing a handful of cars over

double yellow lines (the overloaded Rabbit couldn’t match the toasters and
the boats with 351 V—8’a on the hilly passing lanes).

We arrived at

Wedgemont at about 9:30 and, finding the gate open, we drove around the
short stretch of logging road for a while and dropped our packs near the
trail branch, and returned the car to the parking lot.

We hiked for about

20 minutes, with the moon providing adequate illumination of the trail, to
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a level spot just before where the trail began to rise, and bivied there.
The warm, balmy night turned into quite a chilly morning, and most of the
party members conceded that a few extra pieces of clothing could have been
put t-o good use, especially around 3—6 a.m. that morning.

But we were

determined to travel light so that we would make good time, and by 6:15 we
were off on the trail, trying hard to regenerate some warmth in our
bodies.

Making it up to the Wedgemont Lake Cabin in just under two hours

(3500 feet altitude gain) accomplished this task, and we arrived there to
meet two other parties just waking up.

We continued on to the glacier,

followed by one of the parties from the cabin, and found the ice to be of
a consistency favourable to travelling on.
too soft for some good cramponing,

It. was a little wet, but wt

The first part of the glacier was

relatively flat and had a few small alots that were easily avoided.

To

gain access to the north ridge we then skirted around an icefall, crossed
a snow bridge over some larger crevasses, and up a 300 slope.

The ridge

was quite exposed and not very wide, offering a long (1—2000 ft.) slide

down a steep slope to anyone wishing to make a fast descent. The crux of
the climb was two pitches up 450 ice that allowed access to the ridge that
led to the summit.
up.

Mere we set up anchor stations and belayed each other

The ridge leading to the summit soon became rock, and we followed it

to reach the summit at 1:00 p.m.
The summit afforded a great view of the mountains and glaciers in the
Spearhead Range, and on the other side Mt. Weart was visible, as well as
the ridges and glaciers that stretched for miles in every direction.

We

found the cabin and discovered that it had been placed there by a VOC
party in 1956, recorded our names, and then spent two hours relaxing,
enjoying the view, and eating.
We had decided to go down by a different route——along Rethel
Creek——which unfortunately meant descending the western side of Wedge.
This consisted of 2500 ft. of the worst large, loose, crummy rock I have
ever seen in my life.
The fastest way down for me was to continually
1)

step on a rock with a large flat surface, thereby dislodging it

2)

ride the rock for about 3—5 seconds down the mountainside.

3)

When I picked up more speed than I was comfortable with (or

(very easy to do); and

created a frighteningly large trail of rocks behind myself that
would soon overtake me, perhaps crushing my foot or leg in the
process) I would hop laterally onto another flat rock out of the
slide path, and then return to Step 1.
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In any event, the loose rock was followed by a snow slope that allowed
some fast (i.e. out—of—control) boot—skiing, and then hiking down beside
Rethel Creek for a while. Unfortunately, this seemed to be the same route
that every insect on the mountain decided to travel that afternoon.
?
summer VOC hiking trip would be complete without at least an hour of
bushwhacking, so for the sake of completeness we whacked through an hour
of moderately dense bush, then followed some obviously neglected and
grossly overgrown logging roads back to the car, arriving back at
8:30
p.m.
Presented with one of the few opportunities of my life to drive the
Whistler—Vancouver highway while it was not blocked by toasters and
downhill skiers, I could not resist making it back to Vancouver In 80
minutes, though it appeared my passengers were much more willing to pass
up this opportunity.
It was a strange feeling to be on the road when it
was so empty, with the silhouettes of the surrounding mountains
illuminated first by the setting sun, and then becoming faintly visible by
the light of the stars and the planets, Mars and Venus, which would be
seen resting in a spot just above the mountain top, giving both a sense of
perspective as well as serenity to the view.
It was a fitting ending to
another successful VOC trip that was enjoyed by all who came.

Part icipants
Enrico ICindi (L)

David Williams

Tim Booth

Jim Chesko

ROCKIES
Peter Stone

August 1986

Shortly after my arrival in Western Canada in the summer of 1984 I
hitch—hiked to Jasper and spent three weeks or so hiking in Jasper and
Banff National Parks. What really appeals to me is to follow a generally
high level route in a mountainous area and then to make side trips to
climb peaks along the way. The area of Jonas Pass and Poboktan Pass in
Jasper Park which I visited in 1984 is especially good from that point of
view. In the light of that experience I studied maps of the Rockies to
try to find a similsr area for a return trip. The result was a plan to
visit the Pipestone, Clearwater, and Dolomite Passes in Banff Park. Our
route was pretty much the same as that outlined in the Canadian Rockies
Trail Guide.
We took the early morning bus to Lake Louise from Kamloops where
Laura had a summer job and then hitch—hiked 15 km. to the start of the
trail up Mosquito Creek. We started hiking in the early afternoon and

Peter Stone route-finding in the Rockies

by Laura Koch
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since we started at around 6000 feet it didn’t take too long to reach the
alpine meadows.

We found a suitable campsite and watched the sun set

over the jagged ridge of Dolomite Peak.

In the morning we shouldered our
packs for just a couple of kilometers following the northeast branch of

Mosquito Creek to a small lake and a pass which I hoped would give more
direct addess to the Pipestone valley than the standard route which
reaches the Pipestone valley by way of North Wlar Pass and Fish Lakes.
We spent most of the day climbing up to the summits of some unnamed
9500—foot peaks along the ridge which separates the valley of Nosquito
Creek from the Pipestone valley.

We had great views up and down the
Pipestone valley and of countless peaks in all directions.
I also checked
that we could get over the pass before returning to camp.
The next day Laura had some difficulty finding the energy to climb
over the pass which reached a maximum elevation of 8500 feet.
I took some
of her food and we trudged up the Pipestone valley and over Pipescone Pass
into the Siffleur valley.

We stayed for a couple of days near Devon Lakes
in Clearwater Pass camping at an elevation of about 7600 feet. On the
first of these days I climbed a peak above Devon Lakes with the suggestion
to Laura that she take it easy. In fact she finished up doing some tricky
scrambling on a neighbouring peak.

We both had a fabulous view down the
full length of the Clearvater valley from our respective high points. My
peak provided a good vantage point from which to pick out a route up unt
Wellingdon (11,066 ft.) which we attempted to climb the next
day.
The route we took followed a ridge which climbed gradually up from
Devon Lakes to nearly 10,000 feet where there is an interesting castle—
like rock formation. The obvious route then bears to the right and
follows a direct line to the summit. Laura decided that he would
stop
this point and I continued to the summit.
loose scree.

at

Nost of the climbing was on

The only slight difficulty was a narrow rock band to be

negotiated close to the summit.

Since the rock was riddled with hc es and
depressions caused by erosion, there were lots of holds. From this
rock
band to the summit it was probably only about 300 feet vertically
but I
found it quite hard going. I was feeling the effects of the altitude
and
also it seemed that each time I moved a foot forward and put it down in
the loose scree it would slip back almost to where it had started
from.
As usual, when you climb up the “backside

of a peak in the Rockies, there
was the sudden steep drop—off to take what was left of my break away.
Amongst the sea of peaks I picked out Mc. Dector and Mt. Temple which
were
more or less in line to the south.
Meanwhile Laura spent some time hunting for fossils, locating some
interesting specimens around the base of the castes, There were
certainly
iota of them around. Because of the effect of the altitude on me during
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my climb up Mt. Willingdon, I finally realized that this was the cause of
Laura’s sickness and lack of energy.
The next morning Laura was feeling quite ill, but as we hiked down
the Siffleur River valley, there was a Steady decrease in altitude and her
condition gradually improved.

On reaching the junction with Dolomite

Creek we had to quickly develop some expertise in river crossing.

Laura

had some running shoes which are definitely an asset in such
circumstances.

We used a stout pole to brace ourselves against the

current at the deepest part.

Our camping spot by Isabella Lake had an

elevation of about 6000 feet and this gave Laura some temporary relief.
A couple more creek crossings provided interesting interludes on the
next section of the route up Dolomite Creek.

After a fairly easy day we

found an idyllic campsite on a luxurious patch of meadow where the creek
flowing down from Alice Lake wells up at the base of a rock band after
travelling some distance underground.

After setting up camp we hiked up

to see Alice Lake which turned a beautiful golden colour as the sun was
We had to hike out to the road the next day so that Laura could

setting.

return to her job.

The serrated ridge of Dolomite Peak dominated the view

as we hiked over Dolomite Pass.

We left our packs for a while and climbed

up above a small pass alongside Dolomite Peak.

From this viewpoint we

looked down into the valley of Mosquito Creek along which we had hiked a
week previously.
According to the Canadian Rockies Trail Guide, the first reported
crossing of Dolomite Pass was made in 1898 by a party who mistakenly
climbed over the pass while searching for the Saskatchewan River.

The two

lakes on either side of the high point of the pass were apparently named
Katherine and Helen Lakes after the two daughters of a member of the
party.

The light grey limestone in the surrounding cliffs reminded them

of the Swiss Dolomites.

We took our last lunch break just past Helen Lake

and then headed down the trail to the Icefields Parkway.
This was the end of the trip for Laura but, after stocking up with
food in Lake Louise, I set off into the alpine for another few days.
Hiking from Lake Louise townsite op to Baker Lake, which lies behind the
downhill ski area, my plan was to try to find a way over to the Valley of
the Hidden Lakes.-

I came across a fairly large glacier which was not

marked on the map and although I didn’t have an ice axe or crampons I
managed to get across it.

At one stage I made use of small stone

embedded in the ice to get a footing.
I had hoped to be able to climb either Mount St. Pride or Lychnis
Mountain.

However, both looked a little tricky, so I contented myself

with climbing a 9800—foot bump on a ridge between them.

This gave a great

view of the Bonnet Glacier and I could also see down into the valley of
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the Bidden Lakes.

Unfortunately, I couldn’t find an easy way down Into
So, with a change of plan, I eventually made my way to the
area of Pulsatilla Pass. Amid all the jagged peaks here I managed
to find
the valley.

another 9800—foot pile of rubble adjacent to the Bonnet Glacier which I
could easily climb. This gave me my east views of the now—familiar peaks
before hiking the 20 miles back to Lake Louise and hitch—hiking
to
Vancouver.
Participants
Peter Stone

Laura Koch

MOURT TAtifALUS

Chris Lague

Angust 21—23, 1986

The weather had been fantastic for the previous two weeks and a voice

was telling me, “Use it while it lasts.”

After two days of arm twisting,

I could only get one person to come along.

Thursday 9:30 a.m,, we were on
top of the tower supporting the cable over the Squamish River and
getting
ready to do some tight rope exercises, While slings, harness, and
‘biners
were arranged, I noticed something odd about the way chain locking
the
cable car was set up. Incredibly, the chain was wrapped around the
frame
in a way as to make it look locked. After some handling, just
like in a
magic trick, I found myself holding a hoop of heavy chain with
a padlock
still locked! We hauled our packs into the car and were soon
reaching
terminal velocity somewhere above the Squanmish River. The car
is designed
to accommodate some kind of winching device (that has been removed)
and no
other cable than the main cable (two feet overhead) is available
to haul
the car up to the towers from the mid—river low point. We had
brought
leather gloves and by pulling on the main cable while pushing
against the
railing of the car with our feet, we hauled the car to
the west tower. We
decided that the car should be brought back on the east
side and
‘relocked so that it would still be available on Saturday.
We crossed
back to the east side, in order to do so, and it turned
out that one

man

could handle it.
w the fun part began.
I had already crossed the cable a year
before (VOCJ, 1985), so I knew what was in store. Little sleep for
the
last few nights, while terror was building up, had prepared
me for the
crossing. I was dizzy with adrenalin before I even sec foot
on the
cable.

Two slings clipped on the top cable makes the traverse totally

save (physically, not emotionally).

I noticed two points of maximum
amplitude in the swaying of the cable, both at about
1/4 to 1/3 of the
length from each side (around the first and last red Cone).
The fastest
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way to cross is to walk sideways on the bottom cable, while holding on to
the top cable.

Putting as little weight as possible on the top cable

(using it for balance only) greatly reduced the oscillations to manageable
levels.

By the time I got to the middle, I had gotten into the rhythm and

my fear was dissipating.

I was going to make it acrosst

After five

minutes of nerve—wracking action and heart—attack avoidance, I was safe
(not sound) on the west cower, my throat so dry that one—half litre went
down in a long gulp.

Now it was Tim’s turn.

Soon he was swinging out of

control, two seconds horizontally, belly down; two seconds vertically, two
seconds horizontally on his back.
But he soon got hold of the situation and made it across

•

His face

was very white and we both agreed that it was the scariest thing we had
ever done.

Tantalus was still to come but it couldn’t be that bad.

From 10 a.m., until 12:30, we sweated up the trail leading to Lake
Lovelywater.

What a sight, it will always be one of the prettiest

mountain scenes that I’ve had the chance to see. The weather was hot and
after a quick lunch, at 3:30, we were in the basin at 4600 feet just below
the surface of Serratus.

A nice camp spot was established on a gravel bar

in the creek draining the hanging glaciers, 1000 feet above.
were full of flowers and it was really pretty.

The banks

Our campsite was blessed

by a strong downdraft from the snowfields that kept the bugs away at all
times.

A ten—foot walk to the bank led to the warmer, no—wind, bug—

saturated flower patches.

We slept a bit until the sun plunged below

lonia and then prepared dinner and tried to get some sleep from 8 p.m.
We got up on Friday at 3:30 a.m. and were mobile by 4:30.

A run up

the snow leading to the northwest gully on the face to our north led after
500 feet to class 3, clean rock and goat paths.

Another 700 feet of this

and we were traversing west on 30° snow under the south face of Serratus.
The lonia—Serratus col was reached at 6:15 a.m.

The view of the hanging

glaciers on the west aide of Lake Lovelywater is impressive from there.
One can also see the Straight of Georgia to the west.

From there, after a

100—foot drop down from the col, we were on the glacier on the west face
of Serratus.

We roped up and traversed slightly upwards towards the

Dione—Serratus col and the Red Tic Nut, which we reached at 7:30 a.m.
hut is no longer air—right.

The

It’s missing a door and has a big gash on the

northeast side, but would still be a usable shelter.

The rocky knoll

where it sits is windblown and very little snow accumulates there in
winter.

The wind probably caused the damage.

The hut resembles a farm

silo roof with a red vent on top (from there came the female anatomical
name), but there the resemblance stops.

It appears that a light (and

fast) party could make it to there from the Squamish River in a long day
but water would be a problem (i.e. would need fuel), but seems to me

—

hardly wnrth it.
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The view of Oboe is quite impessive from there, almost

lot imidat log.
We walked across the glacier on the west side of the Diocie—Serratus
divide snd ascended the snow ramp to the south of the tusk of Phone
to
gain the divide via a short class 3 gully.

We then followed the ridge
north getting to the base of Dione’s east face at around 9:00 a.m.
From
there, Dione is an easy one—half hour of class 3 rock and so it makes
it a
reasonable day from our camp at 4600 feet. We did not climb it, but kept
It in reserve in case we failed on Tantalus.

From the snow dome before

Dione, we observed the southeast face of Tantalus.

About 300 feet below
us was a grassy ledge skirting around the whole face which gives access
to
innumerable routes (most of which did not appear to be harder than class
4).
To get to the ledge, we traversed on snow towards the east face of
Dione until we were able to jump across the moat on ledges. We
followed
these ledges down and across the face towards the Dione—Witch’s Tooth
notch, on top of a rather loose gully leading straight down
to the grassy
ledge.

Tim rappeled first down in the gully and got showered generously

by rocks shaken loose by the rope.

I rappeled someowhat on the ridge to
the south of the gully, which turned Out to be safer. From the end
of the
rope, we downclimbed 50 feet on this ridge, until we ware able to
cross a
acree slope to our grassy ledge. We followed the ledge across the face
(class 2) until we got to the edge of a snow slope leading almost
to the
We then climbed about three leads of solid class 4 with the odd
class 5 move. The exposure was fantastic:
looking between your feet, you
top.

could see down the rumbling glacier and down to the Squamish
River (8200
feet below). I had brought six small hexes and I could
not find a crack
that was both sound and wide enough to accommodate one.
fiut I also had
eight pitons and we both had an alpine hammer and bomb—proo
f protection
Tantalus’s east face is definitely a piton climb. Two

was available.

more leads of class 3 led to the summit at aobut 12:30. What
a view?
Ever since coming to B.C. • I have wanted to climb Tantalus because
it
looks so impressive from Highay 99. To the east, one looks down
8500 ft.
to the Squamish River and to the west, again 8500 ft., down to the
Straight of Georgia.

Alpha, three miles south, is an outstanding sight.
We spent one—half hour on top admiring the view and resting in
the

sun.

Bands of high clouds were covering most of the area north of
Pemberton and an ugly brownieh forest—fire generated a amoke
cloud that
was looking down Georgia Straight. To the west and south, bends
of high
clouds were moving in. We sure chose the nicest day to be climbing!
We
started downclimbing, Tim first and myself following, keeping
the
shortened rope (10 m) with minimum slack.
Feeling confident, we down—

—
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climbed like this all the way to the ledge in about one hour,

We then

traversed back towards the infamous gully and climbed the class 4 shit—
rock on its south side to the rappel anchor previously left there, at the
base of the Witch’s Tooth.

We had picked up melt water on the ledge and

long gulps were echoing on the rock faces.
shadow of Dione.

It was now cooler in the

Traversing the east face of Phone, mantel shelving on

the snowfield over the moat and climbing back up to the snowdome, took
another half hour.
By 4:00 p.m. we had downclimbed the gully to the ramp on the west
side of Phone and had started the long traverse to the lonia—Serratus col
via the Red Tit Hat.

The sun was relentless burning through clothes, and

by 6:00 p.m. we got to the col after crossing goat tracks and droppings on
the glacier.

Lake Lovelywater was already in the shade and we hurried

across Serratus’s south snow slopes to the top of the gully leading to
camp where we found water again.

Gulp, gulp, downclimb, notice a dome

tent in the meadows, find a 200 ASA color print film on a goat track,
class 3 rock, and jump across the moat on the snow slope.

Five hundred

vertical feet of parallel boot skiing brought us down to camp at 7:00
p.m.

The breeze was still keeping the bugs away but we were so tired that

we cooked while lying in our bivy sacks.
The next morning we had a few sprinkles of warm rain for about 20
minutes and we were up by 8:00 a.m.
climb.

We packed and left, too tired to

We decided to go home since the weather looked rather uncertain.

We met the people in the tent.

They had flown up to the west end of the

lake and walked up to the basin.

One couldn’t help noticing the heavy,

luxurious steel Melita coffee maker and nice dishes they were using.
Yeah, these people didn’t walk up!

Amazingly, a chat revealed that they

did not know of the existence of a trail on the north aide of the lake.
They also thought that they could flag a native from across the river to
get a ride across it.

Good luck, this is not the West Coast Trail!

told them about the cable but failed to awaken any interest.

We

I wonder

why?
The walk down to the ACC Tantalus Hut was uneventful except for some
grazing in blueberry and salmonberry bushes.
swim in the 8
C water.
0

He said it felt good.

Once at the Hut, Tim had a
I tend to believe him

because his face had a little more color than when he finished the cable
crossing on Thursday.

I felt quite fine, lying on a log, still

rehydracing from the previous day.

A polar bear swim was definitely

Out

of the question.
The walk (or the drop) down to the Squamish River was fast (less than
two hours) and had one tense moment.

About 3/4 of the way down, we

stumbled on these three tiny black bear cubs wrestling on the trail and
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climbing in the trees about 100 feet away. They looked so tame and
cuddly
that one understands why people want to pet them.
Our concern was: where
are the mothers? We grabbed clubs and started yelling and whistling.
The
cub club started down the trail, still more rolling than walking.
bt far
behind, us, and the mothers, I hoped, much farther!

There was txt much

else we could do.

The other alternatives were either walk back up the
trail (no way!) or crash through the wasp—infested, deadtree—strewn,
forest floor.

We chose the bears!
After all a bear was not as scary as
The cubs vanished in a gully and we resumed our march to the
cable which we reached in early afternoon under a hot sun.
the cable!

My partner declined a generous offer from me which consisted of
having him improve his skills on the cable.
slings and quickly made my way across.
wasn’t that bad.

I rigged up my harness and

Amazingly, I was rt scared and it

I guess one has to survive three crossings not to feel

sick at the thought of it in the future.
and picked up Tim and the packs.

After

I quickly freed the cable car
locking” the cable car, we drove

back home. We were discussing that the most dangerous part of
mountaineering trips was driving there and back. Just before Brunswick
Beach, we got stuck in an accident—generated line—up. Since
I was less
than t miles from home, I started walking towards Lion’s Bay, passing
a rather bad head—on collison sight.

by

body died but the truck definitely

wnn over the little Chevette.
I later learned that the driver of the car
was taking a gulp out of a beer can while turning the corner and
thus
missed the turn!
I hope he gets charged and stuck with the bill.
After a long walk on the hot highway, I finally got home, where
the
cold beer never felt so good.

I was driving the couch, not a car, in the

process though!
Participants

Tim Booth

Chris Lague

Tim Booth and Jim Chesko on Rainier

by Trevor Norman

¶

Erika Kellerhals rapping off Robie Reid
by Brian Waddington
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TANFALUS:

A BEGINNER’S GUIDE To THE “BIG TIMr

Terry Jarvis

Septe.ber 4—7, 1986

The Tantalus range:

I’d always wanted to go there——ever since my

first view of the peaks from the highway to Whistler.
Originally six of us were going on the trip, but by mid—week three
were left, Dave (Mad Mountain Man), Darlene, and myself.

Wednesday

evening was a busy time collecting all of the equipment together, Dave and
Darlene were having a telephone conference on how many ropes we needed,
one or two.

We left Vancouver at about 7:00 a.m. Thursday and headed up

the highway, calling into Lion’s Bay to pick up some pitons from Chris
Lague.

Interesting little things, pitons, interesting but heavy.

At

Squamish we made a quick detour to collect the row boat and at last
were ready.

After a couple of false starts

we

eventually found the

we

correct left turn from the Squamish River road and were able to drive to
the river’s edge, about 100 yards north of the cable car crossing.

As I

was putting on my first batch of insect repellent, Dave and Darlene
continued discussing

.

.

.

the extra rope.

Or was it extra?

Into the small boat and off we went, three dangerously overweight
packs and three incompetent rowers,

Out

into

the Squamish River.

Once

we’d got our act together we soon crossed the river despite a little game
of

hunt the electric shaver

which turned itself on in my pack.

know, but we all carry our own little luxuries.

O.K., I

The boat was hidden in

the bush and we hauled our packs on and started up the trail, which, after
turning west away from the river, climbs steeply alongside Lake
Lovelywater creek.
journey.

The creek is actually a waterfall for much of its

It was a clear day and hot, so we quickly spread out, finding

our own pace:

Dave’s sprint, my walk, and Darlene with the extra rope.

After about three and a half hours the trail runs along the creek’s edge,
and as I marched along Dave shouted down to me from some rocks, behind
which I saw the ACC hut.

At last, 3800 ft., Lake Lovelywater, and the

packs came off.
We had lunch by the lake, a stunning lake with a panorama of peaks
surrounding it:

Alpha, lonia, Ponderous, Lydia, Omega, and others, many

with glaciers hanging beneath them.

After lunch we found the trail which

traverses around the north side of the lake.

It then climbs up into the

forest and ends at Lambda Lake (4100 ft.), a smaller pond.

We walked

across the marshland to the south of the lake and, as no trail was
visible, crashed up inito the bush; the now familiar bushwhacking-—but
with a four—day pack on?

However, it wasn’t long before, to our surprise,

—
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we found a trail heading in the right direction.

It was late afternoon
when Dave, who was in the lead, stopped and shouted; he’d seen a large

black bear ahead of us on the trail.

The bear vanished into the bush and
we quickly walked passed the spot making plenty of healthy noise. We were
heading for the Serratus—lonia basin, stated in the guide book to be large

enough ‘to camp the Russian Army.”

Finally we spotted it.

It was pretty

big but despite the weight of our packs, Dave insisted on welking half—way
across it before he designated a campsite.

It was a good spot, flat
with cold running water, but no hot running water, unfortunately. I hate
camping. We had hot soup, noodles and cheese sauce, followed by hot
chocolate.

It was a beautiful clear night and the Stars were fantastic.
Occasionally we could hear ice crashing down from the hanging glaciers
surrounding the basin. Dave bivouacked.
The next morning at about 5:00 a.m., in the dark, with our head lamps
on, we had breakfast.

We set off toward the Dione—Serratus saddle and it

looked like it would be another clear day.

After an initisl slide down a
loose slope into a creek bed (totally uncontrolled on my part), we climbed
steCply on loose rock up the northwestern—most gully. I was awake. As
we
climbed the sun appeared and coloured the glaciers on the other side of
the basin.

At about 6000 ft. we began our traverse across snowslopes

beneath Serratus.

Eventually, at the end of the snow, we scrambled up a
small rocky rib and could at last see our objective. Tall, black
towers
in the distance, Dione and Tantalus (8540 ft.), about two miles away

across the Oione glacier.

We prepared crampons, ice axes, and ropes.

It

was about 10:00 a.m.

The glacier was not too difficult, with plenty of
space between the crevasses. We kept high on the glacier initially and
passed close to the Red Tit hut——an old cabin; what a place
to have a
Talk about isolated! We circled around the base of a rocky
buttress and continued up toward the peak, passing some
interesting
cabin.

things:

some fresh (exactly how fresh, I don’t know) bear dung and a
little chipmunk hopping in and out of a crevasse. We followed
the snow
ramp up to a high point and climbed onto the rock, still roped
with
crampons, to the top of the ridge. What a view!
I looked down across the
Rumbling Glacier on the east side of Tantalus to the Squamish
River some
8000 ft • below. Directly north was Dione, and the sharp pinnacle
of rock,
the Witch’s Tooth, which separates Dione and Tantalus. We had
reached the
top of the ridge a little early so we dropped down again and
walked across
a steep snow slope to the southeast ridge of Dione. Off came the
crampons
and rope and we traversed the east face of Dione.
I needed a belay for
one short section and we arrived at the top of a steep gully.
w, at
last, the moment we’d been waiting for! The extra (or was it?) rope
came
Out

of Darlene’s pack.

Using the two ropes, Dave rappelled 150 ft. down
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the gully, loose rock scattered everywhere.

I descended second, trying

hard to stay on the gully wall rather than dislodge more of the loose rock
in the centre of the gully.

I waited, taking photos, on a grassy ledge

whilst Darlene rappelled and the ropes were retrieved.

We crossed the

east face of Tantalus on easy ledges and then climbed upward toward the
summit.

Not far to go now, a few hundred feet, but I was tired and it was

now mid—afternoon,

At last I saw Dave above me on the top.

shout encouragement to me and he did.
over just before the peak.

The top!

I told him to

There was an exposed gap to step
Not a cloud in the sky!

Great view:

mountains and sea, the Squamish River to the east, Black Tusk, Garibaldi,
Wedge, Baker, and south in the distance, a faint peninsula with UBC on
it!

The Coke was opened, actually ft opened itself on a sharp rock, and

was quickly consumed.
well exhausted.

We rested on the summit for a while.

I was pretty

It was after 4:00 p.m. when we left the peak and

scrambled back down to the ledges and across the face to the bottom of the
gully.

Now what?

The problem:

with plenty of loose rock.

at least 150 ft. of a steep, narrow gully

The plan:

to stay close together and climb

We would straddle the gully until we reached the top or we could

unroped.

climb out up the rock face.

Easy.

It was fine at first.

sometimes shed loose rock, but it wasn’t too bad.

The walls would

Half way up it

steepened, became looser and wider, then steeper, then wider.

It was hard

work and our legs were getting tired; not a comfortable position.
Darlene, ahead of me ran into another problem (as if we didn’t have
enough).

A large boulder in the centre of the gully which she somehow had

to get over.

We stopped and waited.

Whenever any of us adjusted our

position more rocks would go flying down the gully, presumably out onto
the glacier below.

As Darlene attempted to get over the rock, Dave and I

waited and things became very clear to me:
be.

this was not a good place to

The gully seemed to take the form of a trap, a man—trap!

We had

walked into it and could not go forward or turn around to retreat.

This

was scary!
As Dave turned to look down the gully we saw his sunglasses (out of

his pocket) bounce down onto the rocks and out of sight.
plenty.

Dave swore

Why was he worried about his sunglasses, I wanted to know.

Darlene was overthe rock, my legs were slipping.
unsafe position.

Backs flew past Dave.

there a way up the rocks to the left?
rock was totally loose.

I moved to a new,

I wanted out, we all did!
Could I climb it?

Was

All the lower

Darlene above me somehow managed to move from a

straddling position to a climbing position on the left wall of the gully.
How?

I don’t know.

Relief.

She climbed up the rock and Out of the trap.

I waited, luckily she had that extra rope.

extra now!

It certainly was not

The rope came down and Darlene belayed me as I moved both feet

—

to the left wall.
below me.
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Sections of the wall broke away and flew past Dave

I scrambled up the face, almost slipping at one stage.

last, I recovered while Darlene belayed Dave out of ‘the trap’.
up again for the glacier at the top of a steep snow slope.
Dave again.

Safe at
We roped

Swearing from

1e had dropped his crampons and they had disappeared beneath

the glacier.

Dc was not hsppy.

For a few minuted he tried to dig through

the snow to retrieve them, but it was hopeless.
of the slope for us to join him.

Dave waked at the bottom

I stepped out onto the snow and was

turning around to sort the rope out when I slipped.

I tried to
‘self—arrest’ but my ice axe was the wrong way around and I quickly picked
up pace and rolled over. Off the side of the snow slope I crashed into
the rocks.

I stood up.

It had all happened so quickly!

Injuries were minimal:
hand.

a bruised backside and a few cuts on my

Adrenalin got me back onto the snow and I joined Dave.

Re said it

was the werat mountain accident he had seen (he corrected that on his
Mexico trip). Across the glacier we headed, this time staying lower to
avoid gaining unnecessary height. Of course, this meant we had more
crevasses to navigate around.

It was about 7:00 p.m. when we reached the
Red Tit hut and not only was I tired but my slip had stripped me of my
confidence. Actually, Dave, who had seen me fall over twice in quick
succession as we neared the hut, thought I had a major problem——shock or
something.
tripped me.

What had happened was that my crampons caught in my pants and
Dave managed well without his crampons. We belayed him down

one steep, icy section.

We passed the saddle and I put my crampona back

on for the snow slope.

I needed every bit of confidence I could get.
Crossing the snow slope quickly, as the light was fading, only one more
obstacle remained——a steep, loose, rocky slope 1500 ft. long. From the

top of it we could gee the basin below; somewhere in the fading light was
the tent. Route finding was tough and it took over an hour to get down,
at least half of it in total darkness.
At one point I used Darlene’s ice
axe to aid my careful kick—steps down a short snow slope. It took all
my
determination to build up enough confidence for each move. Dave belayed
Darlene and myself Out of the creek bed where I had slipped earlier that
morning——over 16 hours earlier!
Once in the basin, we wandered around for about 20 minutes with our
head lamps until we——st last——found the tent.

Safety, food, sleep.

Day number three wauld be a very easy one for me.
had to climb Tantalus.

I’d given all I

We crawled out of the tents at about 9:00 m.m.

Another clear day. We cleared camp, pot the heavy backpacks on (not
that
they’d been light yesterday with all the climbing equipment), and hiked
hack to Lambda Lake and on to the trail to the ACC cabin at the far
end of
Lake Lovelywater. I was tired and by the time we got to the cabin I was
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exhausted.
I rested while Darlene and Dave went off to try nega. They
returned late in the afternoon, unsuccessful because of route finding
problems. More noodles and cheese sauce, and sleep, and I was feeling
considerably better.
The final day, we set off at about 8:00 a.m. and headed off up the
steep timber to the north of Lake Lovelywater to a notch in the long east
ridge of Alpha. At the top of the ridge we had a bite to eat and a look
at the view from 6000 ft. or so above the Squamish River——what a place to
be!
It was quite a long haul over the four minor bumps to the true base
of the east ridge; climbing was easy but, boy, was my confidence still
suffering!
The guide talks about a ‘short class 5 jamerock’. Well, neither Dave
nor Darlene could surmount this problem, and I certainly wesn’t going to
even think about it. Many colourful references were made to Bruce
Fairley’s book and we found an easy ledge leading across onto the south
face. (Months later Brian Waddington informed us that the Class 5 move
isn’t too bad and was just around the corner from where we stood.
well.)

We now climbed up and back toward the east ridge of Alpha.

Oh,
It was

a clear day but now very windy.
My companions roped me up to help me along but it was no good. About
200 ft. from the top, with the climbing getting no more difficult, I
shouted, “I’m stopping here, you guys go on.”
Off they went to the top, I
rested, kept warm, and took a couple of photos.
to wait for another day.

Alpha for me would have

Dave and Darlene made it without problems and it

didn’t take us coo long to get back to the tent at the end of the lake.
Everything was packed and off we went, 3800 ft. down to the river. I
plummeted down the trail, actually catching up with Mad Mountain Man,
made excellent time down, about one and a half hours.

We

Darlene with the

extra (or was it?) rope arrived a little later.
An hour later we were at Squamish relaxing at Mountain Burger.
a trip!

An epic for me.

What

We headed back toward Vancouver, my hot running

water only an hour or so away.

The next time I look toward the Tantalus

range from the Whistler highway, I must check

.

.

.

I wonder if you can

see that gully?
Participants
Dave Williams CL)

Darlene Anderson

Terry .Jarvis
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SKY PILOT

September 12, 1986

Don flurley

This was the first official V.O.C. trip for me.

It was also the

first time I had been on cramppons, done any ice climbing, or any rock
climbing

.

.

.

it was quite a day.

this particular mountain.

At least I wasn’t a complete novice to

Pam, Lana, Enrico and myself had gotten most of

the way up, and been rained off, in June.
The Sky Pilot massif, consisting of Skypilot, Ledge, Ledgeling and
Only two of the major peaks actually

the Nai, is rather poorly mapped.

appear on government topographic maps, and not very accurately at that.
In fact, in June, we wound up on the wrong side of the mountain (but then
of course Enrico was navigating).
There are at least two ways to get to Sky Pilot, for no particular
reason I’ll call them the right one and the wrong one.

floth start by

leaving the Squamish highway just before Squamish, and heading eastwards
on the Stowanus River logging road.

The logging road Is easy to find,

just look for the signs warning you not to enter because of killer logging
trucks.

As you drive toward Skypilot there is a Squamish subdivision on

your left, just over a creek.

About two kilometers in there is a little

green shad bearing the warning “Danger Chlorine”; bear right beyond this
and you should reach a bridge within two kilometers that crosses Shannon
Creek.

Of course, disregard all the standard signs whining about this

being someone’s watershed.
Shortly after the bridge there is a choice, keep to the left (the
wrong way), or keep to the RIGHT (the RIGHT way

.

.

.

that should be easy

to remember). If you do go the wrong way, you will end up on foot pretty
quick unless you have a fairly rude four—wheel drive.

At any rate, a few

kilometers further up the valley occupied by the Stawamus River, you get
to all of your elevation change in the form of a creek bed up some

impassable logging slash.

Eons later you get to the top of a ridge and

find that you are beside Ledge and looking at Skypilot, rather than the
other way around, as the map would have you believe.
If you should decide to go the right way most of the abuse is taken
by your vehicle.

This is not the route to take if you don’t want your new

Fiero scratched.

In fact, Richard’s brutal old Toyota couldn’t handle

some of the hills with a full load of hikers.
running up hills after Richard.

Several times we ended up

Luckily for Richard he had time to let

his clutch cool off when he was blocked by Tim’s car, which managed to get

a flat.

—
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The right way proceeds upwards and to the south, with a decent view
of Squamish at some points, until it turns toward the east.
you’ve crossed a ridge into the valley of Shannon Creek.

By this time

We continued for

as long as we could until we found a place to pull off the road.
is just north of here.

Rabrich

At this point we got our gesr together. The weather conditions
weren’t bad, though we couldn’t actually see Skypilot, due to some
intervening cloud. And of course its always great to get out in the
mountains and take a deep breath of air infused with the delicate scent of
medium—well done clutch.
From where we stopped we had another three or four kilometers of
logging road to go.

The road skirts Ilabrich, sticking to the north side
The road ends rather abruptly at the head of the valley.
It’s here that much of the elevation change occurs, but the bush—whacking

of the valley,

involved for the most part is really laid back (B2, with maybe t pitches
Continuing to head upward and south—east you soon encounter a low

of B3).

ridge of moraine.

After crossing the moraine you arrive at Stadium

Glacier,
At this point the more experienced members of the group got to
entertain themselves watching the less experienced ones (me amongst them),
don crampons. Once geared up we crossed the glacier in a variety of
styles, ranging from the rapid traverse of the experienced climbers, to
the amused meandering of those of us getting used to crampons for the
first time.
We all managed to converge on Guns ight Gap, where s tongue of ice
reaches up between Skypilot and Ledge.
severely crevassed.

The ice in Gunsight Gap was

As Geoff, who was completely new to the mountains,

approached Gunsight, he yelled up to Richard, “Richard, I think I should
turn back now.”

Richard replied, “Just come up to where Tim ts.’ Tim was
up near the first major crevasse. There was a pause and Geoff yelled, “But

Tim keeps going further!”
It was at this point we had to take stock of our experience and
equipment and decide who would go up, and how.

Tim Booth and Ken Andrews

decided to go up the !rth ridge, since they didn’t have crampons.
and Ken Resd did what I should have done, and didn’t come up.
us went up Gunsight.

Geoff

The rest of

We started by descending into a crevasse then

chimneying up between rock and ice at the edge of the gap to get Out of
the crevasse.
The climb after that was a straight slog and sure, the other guys all
got there before me, but I was the only one who made it without plastic
boots!

As I had no previous experience on ice I could not judge the

quality of it, but

Kindi tells me it was really good,

though there was

—

some loose crap on it in some areas.
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From the top of Gunsight Gap it is a

matter of climbing some loose rock, then a bit of El bush whacking to the
summit.
When I got to the summit, Richard looked at me and said, “Oh, Dan,
I’m a bit surprised to see you made it.’

I wasn’t too sore how to take

that, but since I was pretty surprised to see I’d made it too, I don’t
think he was being nasty.
Richard broke out a can of Fosters (count on an Australian).
time, it was just about the best beer I’d ever had.

At the

Funny how I can’t

stand the stuff at sea level.
Just as we finished taking the summit photos and were preparing to
leave, Tim showed up with Ken somewhere just behind.

Since I had no real

desire to go back down the ice slope, I elected to descend with Tim and
The route down the North ridge requires rock climbing (loose third

Ken.

class).

Alas, at this point in my life I hadn’t done any rock climbing.

It was no doubt a combination of my lack of experience at rock
climbing and a desire not to kill myself on the way down a mountain, after
surviving getting up it, that made me very cautious on the descent;
cautious to the point where I think Tim and Ken got quite fed up with me.
They were too polite to make any comments, though; at least within earshot
of me.
Anyway, I’d like to thank Tim and Ken for not abandoning me at the
top of some little third class pitch that I would probably walk down now
(after attending the famous V.O.C. rock climbing school).

In my

gratitude, I won’t mention how Tim got glissading down some hard snow way
too fast and went smashing into some rocks.
We later found the glacier and retraced our route up back to the
logging road, coming
see.

Out

of

the woods just as it was getting too dark to

We made it back to the cars by the light of Tim’s headlamp.

By this

time It had completely cleared and we had a lovely view of Jupiter rising
over Skypilot.

I’m in Astronomy and just had to get that in.

The drive back was uneventful with the exception of making a

wrong

turn and ending up driving around a maze—like Squamish subdivision for
about fifteen minutes.
Later I heard of the fun I missed coming down Guns ight Gap:
almost lost a crampoa and Enrico managed to step into a crevasse.

Robert
Wish

I’d been there!

Participants
Richard llowèa

Tim Booth

Ken Read

Geoff Annison

Dan Nurley

Enrico Kindi

Ken Andrews

Robert Seaton
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ROW TO GE RID OP A COW
Anonyous

September 19, 1986

I had the classic symptoms of the second week of classes, a cold, and
Rapping with a fellow stall sitter, Howes about some

clubs day duty.

climbing practice tonight? My interest was kindled, so with
one unknown
we set our sights on the notable midnight mountaineering objective
of
Siwash Rock. Dry weather and a low tide at 1:00 a.m. made the
setting
ideal.
Having resolved to ignore my cold I partied until it was time
to
Realizing there might be a problem with driving (glug .

leave.

rode my bike.
rendezvous.

. .), I
I only went over the handlebars once before reaching the
We rode Out tO Siwash (the wrong way on the seawall, of

course) and stashed our bikes.

By this time we had all been sobered up

enough by the exercise to be ready to climb.

We proved this by fastening

our harnesses in the dark!
A fearless leader emerged and began ascending the guano—encrusted
rock of the

Seawall Butress”. Traces of previous ascents (pitons) were
encountered and we all tested the famous sign which threatens climbers
with prosecution. It is very solidly cemented to the rock and does make
a
good foothold, though not quite ideal due to grass build—up. We were
somewhat concerned with secrecy, but our head lamps and high powered flash
units were more like advertising.
Eventually we all arrived at the
reeking summit, only to hide behind the few trees as a police—type boat
cruised past close to shore.
odorous pinnacle in peace.

It kept on going, so we could enjoy our
If dry birdshit can choke up your nostrils

like that, the place must be really gruesome when it’s wet!
Finally, we
had taken every conceivable picture from every possible angle sod rapped
down.
tn a way, it’s fortunate that whichever bureaucratic powers
responsible have prohibited climbing,
more fun.

it

makes the achievement all the

And somehow my cold was gone in the morning!

fr. RPORD
Judy Needham

September 1986

What else can I say—it rained!
We left Vancouver on a rainy Saturday morning hoping that the
weatherman was right and that it would clear up.

Fools! The drive took
us up the Chilliwack River and we turned right and drove by Nesakwatch
Creek until we came to a bridge where we parked the cars.
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It was into the bush to find an overgrown logging road.

Taking the

wrong turn we passed ‘The Hilton’, a wooden hut where we considered
spending the night if things got a bit Out of hand.

It was then back to

We should have taken a left turn before ‘The Hilton’ so back we

the bush.

!y now we were all wet, so the fact that it hadn’t stopped raining

went.

didn’t make much difference.

We battled through the bush until we came to

a clearing at around 1000 ft., then it was open logging road to the
forest.
In the forest we managed to split up into groups:
groups.

three tents, three

st people with some kind of intelligence could have turned back

on finding it still raining at the top of the forest, but not us.

We were

going to get to the top.
Terry and I followed the cliff, it was one of those where you think
you are getting closer to your destination but it remains miles away.
Dave stayed behind to see what the others were doing but he only found
Phil and Jenny.

We were up in the snow when Dave caught up with us.

Cold, wet, and miserable, we made our way across some boulder field to a
ridge, where we quickly put up the tent and got into our sleeping bags.
Warm at last!
We sat for ages in the tent, hoping someone would turn up, but rs

one

All we could think about was hot food, but guess who didn’t have a

did.

stove——that’s right, us!

Ac around 6:30 we gave up and tried to eat

Terry even had to put his Coke in his sleeping bag before he

something.

could drink it.

We didn’t worry too much about the other guys, they had

stoves; so we hit the sack.
The next morning we were wet, somehow we had been unlucky enough to
pick up the tent without a fly.
climb.

climbing gear for nothing.
Down we went.
control.

It hadn’t stopped snowing so we couldn’t

We couldn’t see a thing anyway and once again Dave had carried the
We tried!

I managed a great 20 yard bum slide, a bit

Out

of

We came across Phil and Jenny who had slept by the cliff on a

slope and, after having a hot vegetable stew, we continued on our way.

It

didn’t take us long to get down but by the time we reached the creek, we
were saturated and didn’t care about wading through it.
Greg and Sharen were back at the car.

They had turned around but got

lost trying to find ‘The Hilton’ so they had to flatten some bush and put
up the tent.
Nonetheless, it was all good fun!

We shall return!

Part icipant9
Judy Needham
Terry Jarvis
Dave Williams

Phil Gunning
Jenny

MacDowell
Chloe

Greg Statter
Sharon Folkes
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THE RETURN visrr

Terry Jarvis

Septeber 20—21, 1986

It was Nevil’s idea. Tetrahedron had beaten us on our two—day trip,
so we would gn back and climb it in one day, that would show it!
So silly
did our plan seem that we managed to persuade Dave to come along. We
cheated and caught the ferry across the Langdale on Friday evening and,
after a meal in Gibsons, we drove out to Port Mellon.
bw with a
different car we again tried to drive up the logging road. We came to a
halt at exactly the same spot as on the first trip, Off we went (Dave,
Judy, Andrew, and myself) along the Rainy River valley.
night and we occasionally used our head lamps.
cool and no insects.

It was a clear

This was the way to hike,

We arrived at the river after about one and a half

hours and put up the tents, getting to bed about

10:00 p.m. At about
midnight we were disturbed by the sound of Nevil and Sham (who had caught
a later ferry) hammering tent pegs into the road.
Judy, who was the early morning alarm, did not work, so we were late
up——about 7:30 a.m.

Breakfast consisted of nuts, bread, and a Coke.
I
We crossed the river and went on to the creek; the bridges,
I noticed, still hadn’t been repaired. We followed the same route as

hate camping!

before and, after the logging slash, landed in a creek bed.
headed up the creek.
ahead.

This time we

The sky was cloudy and hinted of poor visibility

After thirty minutes the four of us stopped and waited for Nevil

and Sham who had quickly dropped behind.
previous hiking experience was limited.

This was new to Sham; her
Nevil informed us that they would

head back, so the four of us scrambled out of the creek bed.

It was

loose, but this time I checked every branch before I pulled it. We
traversed westward in reasonably mature and bush—free timber, with Dave
leading the way.

We dropped into a second creek for a while, then more

bush and only the occasional sign of ‘sega—brambles’.

Falling into

another creek we recognised it as the creek used on the previous attempt.
I still had the scars on my hand and leg.
upward, staying in the mature timber.
in front of me.

Out of the creek, we continued

Then there were screan from Judy

She seemed to be trying to fly!?

killed a few, and Judy counted her painful stings.
blamed——he’d disturbed them.

Wasps!

Dave was

We bypassed the area by at least 30 yards

and continued up eventually reaching some large rock slabs.
still in pain.

We ran away,

About ten.

Judy was

We passed left beneath the rocks and continued up,

searching for the Tetrahedron—Rainy col.

We were now in cloud.

should, according to the map, be reasonably broad.
and the four of us observed the view.

The col

The slope levelled out

Clouds limited us to a few hundred

feet but it was enough to show us something was a little wrong.

We were
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standing on the edge of a huge cliff.
break in the clouds would be nice.

—

Out with the map and compass.

No.

A

We made our decision and dropped

down a little before traversing westward, assuming we had passed beneath
the peak of Tetrahedron, and so were at a col on the other side of the
peak.

It seemed logical at the time.

Traversing across boulders, we

passed beneath the west buttress of Tetrahedron (of course, we didn’t see
it); a class 5 climb we were not prepared for.

Then back up again to a

new col and left to the highest point we could see.

Was this it?

We

could see nothing higher, even with the half—breaks in the cloud.

After

looking at the maps for some time we convinced ourselves this was indeed
the summit of Tetrahedron.

I opened the Coke.

After an hour of resting and throwing rocks off the impresaive cliff
to the north, we headed down, being careful to follow the same route.
Just before we turned down into the bush the clouds cleared and the sun
came out.

What was this ahead of us?

into the sky.

Tetrahedron!

A large, rocky peak about 1000 ft.

The conversation was brief:

“Let’s climb it.”
‘Yes, I think we should.”
“O.K.”
Andrew stood with an amazed look on his face——he had prepared himself
for a steady descent.

Much colourful language was used as we climbed

through a little bush and up a few ledges to the final summit ridge.
decided if necessary we’d catch the first morning ferry back.
good scramble and at last we were on the top.

We

It was a

No Coke, but the peak is

quite impressive and a good view, particularly of Mt. Rainy to the east.
Now it was obvious to us, we’d actually spent an hour on top of the wrong
peak.

The hike down was no problem, not too much bush, all thanks to

excellent route finding by Dave.
avoiding the wasp nest.

We almost exactly retraced our steps,

Using the ssme creek as on the first trip to

reach the valley we were able to spot the remains of an old logging
building and so, after a short burst of bush, got onto the road.

We

reached the Rainy River just before dark, cleared camp and, head lamps
blazing, headed out.

We caught up with and passed Nevil and Sham as we

almost ran back to the car.
A profitable 24 hours and, at last we’d stood on the peak we see so
clearly from URC.

Panther next year

.

.

.

anyone interested?

Participants
Dave (Mad Mountain Man) Williams (L)

Terry Jarvis

Judy Needham

Andrew Close

Nevil Pendleton

Sham
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ANMJAI. V.O.C • LE&VEOR1H INYASIOW
Tim Booth

Thanksgiving 1986

It seemed like half of British Columbia had
descended on this quaint
new—old world town, judging by the number of
B.C. licence plates in the
parking area.
I was among an enormous squad of V.0.C.ers
headed for the
Enchantment Lakes trail. The terrific scenery
was: solid granite
pinnacles, needle—like, atop craggy mountains.
The weather was superb,
cold and clear, with dustings of new snow on
the north faces. The larches
were rusty brown, studding the hillsidea above
mirror lakes. The
Enchantment Lakes were fabulous • We camped below
Prussik Pass with views
of the Cascades, including the volcanoes Mt.
Adams, Rainier, and Glacier
Peak standing above the valley mist.
Well, lots of peak—bagging to be had from here and
plenty of
bouldering on the pinnacles only a thousand feet
above. But our main
objective, of course, was the spectacular and classic
Prussik Peak: a 500
ft. granite spire. There was quite an army of us on
the easy west ridge
route.

Ney, almost a traffic jam on the mountain.

It didn’t matter,
Climbing on good rock, sunbathing on the ledges to
wait your
turn, waiting on top for your turn to rappel.
Next time I’m gonna try the
south face, this look really orsum!
though.

And, all too soon it was back to school, but only after
Bavarian—
style hamburgers at Gustav’a and stocking up with Coora
beer. (It seems
really strange to me, watching American football
in a fake Tyrolean
chalet, but this is culture!)
Participants
All and sundry.

ADVEN1URES IN CLINBI:
John Puddifoot

LAVEMiOH
October 11—13, 1986

Leavenworth: one of the places to climb rock. After climbing
at
Squamish all summer, enjoying most, if not all, the routes
I tried, I felt
that this area would be a nice change. Leaving Vancouver
early Friday
evening for the long drive to Leavenworth, I encountered the first
‘change’. The guide book, A Guide to Washington Rock, was quite
different
from Campbell’s exemplary Squamish guide. The routes were given
a brief
written deacription, then poorly illustrated on what amounted
to high
contrast black and white prints with widely dashed routes superinposed
over top.

W more clean sketches of faces with the route clearly defined,
here we would climb with vague ideas of where to go next. After
some

—
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discussion with Brian over which climb would be the best to try first, we
decided on a three pitch route called Midway, an easy 5.5 to warm up on.
We also noted in the guide book several hazards to beware of, including
ticks, rattlesnakes, and the dread Autumn Leaf Festival.
After having gotten up, had breakfast with the more adventuresome
Prussik Peak expedition, and bought the weekend’s food supply in the
quasi—German village of Lemvenworth, we headed for Castle Rock and Midway.
Castle Rock is a prominent granite bluff directly above the highway
leading into Leavenworth from the west.

Looking off any of the climbs you

could easily see into the parking lot below or onto the highway.

The

possibility of returning to your car and finding something nasty embedded
in the roof was not small.

After a quick walk up a steep route we came to

the base of Jello Tower and the start of our climb.
started up the first lead.

A short wait and I

After a bit of a grunt in a chimney and a few

frustrated moves, I reached the top of Jello Tower and the first pitch.
Clipping into an anchor plate that would easily hold King Kong in a 90—
foot leader fall, I started to belay Brian up.
So far the climbing had been fairly easy, maybe harder than 5.5 but I
felt psyched up.

Brian reached me with little trouble, took the lead, and

stepped calmly over the gap onto Castle Rock itself.
interesting part of the climb started.

Mow the more

Brian’s lead wound up a chimney

network in what by Smoke Bluff terms was a steep, exposed face. The holds
were also different from Squamish, much more rounded, giving a much less
familiear, much less secure feeling.

Mo technically tricky moves

following Brian’s lead, just a lot of

‘Where do I go now?” and a few ‘Look

down not in anguish but in fear.”

I reached Brian’s belay point and took

over the lead.
The pitch that followed looked easy enough.
to the top, simple.
pitch

the chimney ended and the route led Out onto the face along a

weathered crack.
face, but nice.
out.

Just follow the chimney

A problem presented itself about halfway up the

At first it was nice——400 feet of exposure on a steep
It quickly became ‘nicer’ as the crack began to peter

It is one thing to be climbing knowing that you have several solid

pieces of protection behind you and knowing that the chance of falling is
small.

Quite a different thing to be climbing with those exact same

places behind you knowing that the chance of falling has just
significantly increased.
mind.

All sorts of thoughts begin to pass through your

“Do I need anothe piece?”

continue to make these moves?”

(emphatically,

Yes!!!

)

“Can I

“Maa my belayer fallen asleep while I’ve

been trying to place every remaining piece of protection on the rack?”
By now the crack had ended.

All that remained between me and the top

were a few weathered slab moves.

All that remained between me and certain
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grievous bodily harm were some solid (???) pieces of pro, my skill
(?fl),
and a piece of rope that I now treat as a divine entity. The first
move
is made. t with the firmness of an experiences climber, but
with a
shakiness of someone on their first climb.

Quickly, before I panicked

further, the other moves were made,

Stiff

Gasp!

5.5’

Felt like highly

exposed 5.7!
What to climb next? The general consensus seemed to be that if
that
was 5.5, then anything more difficult sould be near the limits
our
of
leading ability. We opted for Saber, a 5.4. Here again we met with
a
problem not often encountered at Squamish. There was a three—party
line
up for the climb.
Right. Caine back tomorrow.
Driving back towards 8—Mile camp site we stopped a few times to
try
Some were nearly impossible, at least for me, others

roadside climbs.

were quite easy, too easy.

Trying the easy climbs using ‘Penguin

Technique’ (hands in pockets, elbows frowned upon)

increased the
difficulty considerably, while allowing good balance practice. We also
had a gander at some Squamish—like slab near the highway. IC might be

worth a closer look later.
Back at Saber the next day we found ourselves the first ones on the
Brian started up the first pitch that ran along a prominent

climb.

dihedral on the east side of Castle Rock.

He seemed to be going much more

slowly than normal on 5.4, more a 5.6 to 5.7 speed.

Sigh.

The seconding

was tense at places, much more exposed than Midway had been,
Brian on a classic belay ledge, I took over the lead.
staircase chimney faced me.

Reaching

An exposed

It turned into a long, slow, worrisome lead

that had me beat before I placed by first piece.

To make matters rse, I
ran out of slings halfway up and was forced to use less protection that I
would have liked.

Nevertheless I finished the lead.

We tried Midway again, switching the leads from the day before.
Rather than being easier, it proved even more psychologically difficult
than it had the first time. A free carabiner, sensing a chance to escape,
worked its way loose from my harness and cratered on the ground seventy
feet below, narrowly missing those in line for the climb.
advertisement!)

(Helmet

The pitch at the top, which I had lead the day before,

still gave me the jitters.

Enough of Castle Rock and the aptly names

Jello Tower!
We decided to drive over the the Peshastin Pinnacles that evening to
check out the rumour that they were closed because of insurance problems.
The rumour was, sadly, correct.

However, there was an apologetic sign
that urged people wishing to climb there to write the appropriate offices
in Olympia to get the area turned into a state park.
Great idea, and the
climbs looked promising.

So, if you find yourself with nothing better to
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do than read a VOC Journal, get out the pen and paper and

write !

The

Yanks may even listen to our devalued tourist dollars!
We spent the evening in Gustav’s pub (good, cheap beer!) swapping
climbing stories with Anne Campbell, who had completed the climb of
Prussik Peak in quite speedy time.
called a ‘running belay’.

To do this she had used a technique

This method involves both members of the

climbing team roping up and then proceeding to climb together, belaying
only on the more difficult moves.

Protection is rarely placed, the stance

of the belayer and constant communications between the two climbers being
the critical factors.

While excellent in increasing the speed of the rope

over easier sections, or where the skill of the two climbers on the rope
is vastly different, there is an added factor of risk that cannot be
overlooked.

We had some discussion on this and other differences between

American and European climbing, including some rather interesting stories
on the number of people killed by erroneous weather reports, full—time
search and rescue on Mount Blanc, and speed vs. safety.

The pub closing,

we headed back to the camp site.
In the morning, we wandered over the Classic Crack with the group
from Snow Creek Wall.

Brian and I tried a couple of difficult cracks on

the face beside Classic Crack on a top rope.

wand jams proved to be the

best method to approach these problems, a technique that neither Brian nor
I are well versed in.

Needless to say we peeled a lot, but learned a fair

amount in the peeling.

It was also observed that chipmunks are solid on

5.14+ slab.

Pesky devils!

By now we were completely disenchanted by Castle Rock, and felt the
other major climbing face, Snow Creek Wall, would yield little but more of
the same.

We wanted something new, uncrowded, and slab—like.

Going about

one km. only the highway towards Leavenworth from 8—Mile camp site, we
took a closer look at a prominent Apron—like rock formation near the
highway.

Upon closer inspection we came across several bolts leading up

on the slab, looked about Squamish 5.6 slab.

After Brian lead one pitch

on progressively easier slab, I took over the lead up an easy low fifth
crack.

Along this pitch I spotten a piece of vile green 7 mil deep in a

crack.

Obvious spoor of climbers.

Attached to the 7 mil was a number

five hex, now a welcome addition to my rack.
reward!

At last, some material

The route continued up towards an overhang.

As I was near the
Luckily there

end of the rope. I decided to let Brian lead the next bit.
was a pleasant chimney that avoided the overhang, about 5.6.

Brian seemed

to get a real charge out of this lead, and I could even hear him shout
‘Belay on!’, a luxury not always available at Castle Rock.

was mine.

This, according to Brian, was ‘the good bit’.

The next pitch
The route

continued up a straight on crack, and was easily protected with tricams or

—

Friends.
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The critical move was about 5.7 with a hand jam, though a

layback could be attempted.
forward low fifth.

Very enjoyable.

The last pitch was straight

This put us on top of the slab and at the end of the

route.

Definitely worth the poke! Why climbers were not swarming on this
face rather than the more documented Castle Rock was beyond me.
On the way back Brian and I decided that the following applies to

climbing in Leavenworth.

First, increase the grade of the climb by two
levels of difficulty, one for unfamiliarity, one for general under—rating
of Washington climbs. Second, do not restrict yourselves to climbing only
the documented routes, they tend to be crowded, and the documentation is
only good for applying a name to what you just climbed, nothing more.
Third, emphasize tricams, larger hexes, and Friends, in that order. The
placements tended to be large and flaring, not small and even. Finally,
if you have climbed mainly in Squamish, be prepared to radically alter
your technique and views.
PartiCipants
Brian Waddington

John Puddifoot

and various other VOC parties

qr.

RAINIKR

Judy Needbam

October 1O—13 1986

With nothing better to do on a long weekend we headed south one sunny
Friday afternoon to the U.S. and towards Mt. Rainier.

We were called mad,
crazy, for trying to climb in October, but being the hardy bunch we are,
we set off anyway.
After an awful night’s sleep by the road we entered the park early
the next morning.
burning——was

Driving up the road to Paradise we could smell

it really the volcano erupting?

on turning round we were faced with flames.

Smoke now filled the car and
HELP!

FIRE!
I’ve never seen
Terry move so fast as he jammed on the brakes, got out of the car sod lay
in the middle of the rosd in hysterics. Meanwhile Dave blew at the flames

and eventually smothered them with Greg’s pants.

It was Greg’s pants that
had been neatly placed over the baek de—mister that caused the fire in the
first place. There is nothing like trying to poison your lungs before you

climb’
After checking in at the Ranger Station and a forecast for ‘wicked’
winds on top, we made our way up to Camp Muir.

II was a perfectly clear

sunny day which was rounded off by watching the sun go down as we cooked
supper, then bed.

—
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Another party set off from the hut at 2 a.m. but we voted for a
lie—in.

Typical, we had Terry and Phil along.

Phil was left in bed

nursing his cold ss the rest of us put on crampons, tied onto the rope snd
set off at 5:30 a.rn. in the dark,
From Camp Muir we traversed across the upper Cowlitz over the
Cathedral rocks onto the Ingrahsn Glacier.

Ignoring the advice in the

buok, it was decided the best way to the top was straight up the Ingrahan
Glacier——it looked good from where we stood.

We even thought we were onto

a good one as we saw the other climbers struggle up Disappointment
Cleaver.
We traversed the glacier to just below the top of Disappointment
Cleaver, 12,000 ft., where we came across one monstrous—looking crevasse.
That’s if you can call it a crevasse.
know how wide.
do next.
we mad?

Was this the end?

Could we climb into this thing and out of the ocher side?

Were

The decision was made for us by huge chunks of ice falling all
It was a case of let’s—get—the—hell—out—of—here—as—quick—

over the place.
as—possible.
close.

It was 150 ft. down and I don’t

We stood for a moment wondering what to

Luckily the snow bridges held out but one or two were

It was heartbreaking to have to descend to 10,500 ft. once again.

We consoled ourselves with a little lunch after which Terry turned back——
he’d had enough.
Eleven a.m. and still a long way to go.
Dave led Creer and I onto Disappointment Cleaver, up the loose rock
onto the snowfield, and to the top of the Cleaver.

It actually felt as

though things were going O.K. and that we were getting somewhere at last.
We came across the other climbers as they were about to head back to
Camp Muir, defeated by a crevasse.
better of us?

Was this ‘hill’ going to get the

(t

if we could help it.)

bridge——no problem!

The others followed.

top.

Dave found an obvious snow
From this point it was to the

I can remember standing below the peak totally exhausted, saying ‘I

can’t make it.’

I felt as though the mountain had got the better of me

but Greg and Dave gave me the encouragement I needed and it seemed ages
before I was with the others at the crater.

I don’t think I appreciated

the magnificent view from the top ms I brought up my grapes.
Time was against us, it was now nearing dark so we didn’t continue.
We set off back to Camp Muir where we were met by Phil and a pot of tea.
Terry was up at the crack of dawn the next morning.

On with the

crampons and armed with the ice axe, he marched down to Paradise in record
time.

We found him showered, shaven, and sunbathing in the car.
Tired and dehydrated, we headed home.

Feeling like a drink and a

quick snack, MacDonald’s sounded like a great idea.

Talk about drive—ins:

as we approached MacDonald’s Terry put on the brakes——nothing happened!
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We went up the curb and towards the window, Terry managed to put the car
in reverse and I think we stalled. Once again Terry was almost on the
floor in hysterics.
Note:

Somehow we made it back to Vancouver in one piece.

The Death of the Car.

check the brakes.

Terry, being a bit of an idiot, didn’t

A week or so later, as he was driving down 4th Avenue,

the brakes once again failed.

He traversed down the road and he then

faced a brick wall——SMASH!
Participants
Dave Williams

Terry Jarvis

Phil Gunning

Greg Ststter

Judy Needham

SLESSE KOUNKtN

Enrico Kindi

October 25—26, 1986

By mid—October Richard and I still hadn’t done the northeast buttress
of Slesse——aithough he and Kwn had attempted it while I waited for my
left aide to mend. So we decided that the time was ripe for a scouting
grip up the eventual descent route.
This year we managed to drive to withio a 20—minute walk of the
Slesse Creek crossing (see Darlene’s account of last year’s trip in the
1985 VOCJ). The creek was quite low so that we managed to boulder hop and
tree squirm our way across. We continued along the creek to a tributary
and then turned up and left to a campsite at the base of the actual
trail. The campsite is highly recommended:
it has a fireplace, lots of
ready—cut sod, logs to sit on, and space for twn tents. We stuffed our
bellies, talked about cosmology, and passed Out.
Sunrise found us a couple of hundred meters up the trail. The trail
is in very good shape and profusely flagged over moat of its length.
Sixteen hundred vertical metres later we stood on top of a knoll and got
our first good view of our objective.

After hiking up a ridge contouring
around a acree bowl we scrambled up a gully on the west aide of the peak.
We then traversed east along third class ledges into another gully where
we roped up.

At the top of the gully the route goes directly up the

obvious buttress.

We belayed this first pitch which has a few moves of

5.6 and then continued on easier ground to the summit.

The summit gives
one beautiful views of Mt. Baker, the Border Peaks, and the Illusion
Group.

The first of the day’s three surprises was also found here.

Richard found the note Catherine had left for him the year before.
The descent involves lots of abseiling.
remarkably quickly and painlessly.

Actually it proceeded

While descending in the forest we got

our second surprise when Richard started making an awful racket.
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Apparently he had startled a black bear.
to rest our knees for a few moments.

The rest of us took the occasion

However, the bear obligingly ran off

and wasn’t bothered by us again.
When we got back to Slesse Creek it had swollen somewhat and a couple
of us got wet feet while crossing.

once on the other side my headlamp

illuminated surprise number three:

a shiny new cable car complete with a

shiny new cable spanning Slesse Creek.

Oh, well, next time we’ll do it in

comfort.
Participants
Kurt Hess

Rob Cameron

Richard Howes

Enrico ltindl

TilE EAST SUMMIT OF MT • CALLAGHAN
Steven Rods

!bveber 8—9, 1986

We reached Lake Callaghan by a rough road leading from the Whistler
Highway.

This road was rough enough to bottom Out Erik’s car a few times,

and on one rock the muffler stayed behind.

We examined what remained of

Erik’s exhaust system and noticed the rear tailpipe was supported by a
rubber loop hanging from the floor, the rear axle, and the road.

concluded this was O.K. since this is

Brad

three—point support”, so we threw

the muffler in the backseat and went noisily on our way.

Reena warmed her

feet on the still steaming muffler.
Mt. Callaghan is one peak in a ring of ridges surrounding an
icefield, and the highest peak visible from the lake was our destination.
There is no trail but the vegetation is fairly light, so it is easy to
make progress at the lower levels provided you don’t get lost and Erik had
no trouble with this.

There had been one snowfall and the weather was

beautiful and sunny, but also quite cold; the water in our canteens kept
freezing.

By lunchtime we had reached the treeline and the terrain was

large rocks covered in snow.

We reached the summit at about 3 p.m.

(having left Vancouver at 8 a.m.).

Just before climbing the final stretch

to the top, I looked up and noticed there were thin clouds blowing over
the top of the ridge, creating the illusion that it was the mountain that
was in notion and not the sky.
uninitiated Easterner like me).

Very impressive (especially to an
At the summit there is a cairn and

looking around us, we could see there are a few points on the ridge higher
than this point, so we satisfied ourselves having claimed the “East
Summit” of Mt. Callaghan.
It took us about two hours to climb down to the little lake above
Lake Callaghan.

This lake is above the treeline but there is a spot on

the west side flat enough for a few tents.

At 5 p.m. it was dark and very
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cold.
Reena remarked while cutting onions for dinner her hands were so
cold she wouldn’t notice if she were cutting her fingers instead of the
onions.

Linda’s ponytail froze solid.

what to do with it:

We told her txt to werry about

it would probably fall off all by itself)

I found

myself thinking about the film on hypothermia we had seen at the previous
Wednesday meeting and how I was going to turn my three—season sleeping bag
into a four—season one.

We survived.

The next day was also clear and we had tx
the car.

trouble finding our way to

The trip concluded over hot coffee at the Dairy Queen and we

compared minor injuries:

Linda got a nice scrape across the back from a

sliding fall, and our fearless leader damaged a cuticle.

Generally

speaking, I’d say the trip was a great success.
Participants
Erik Blake (L)

Brad

Steven Dods

Reena

Linda

ME.GER GROUP

Chris Lague

!*vember 8—10, 1986

Although the first ski trip of the season, on the Black Tusk Neve,
had been excellent, the past week had not brought any new snow.

The

forecast for the weekend was for the polar front to nsve south and for t
precipitation.

I wanted to go to the Harrison Hut for the long weekend,

but the lack of snow made this possibility less attractive.

The Meager

Group, situated just across the valley, to the north of the Overseer area,
is an alpine range that can he seen from Pemberton Meadows.

According to

Fairley’s guide book, one of the suniaits in this range, Mount Job, has not
been climbed; this was to be the objective of the trip.

Since the bridge

on the Lillooet River was washed out, the access to the peaks on the north
side of this range takes much longer.
The plan was to find a logging road going as high as possible on the
southeast ridge of Pylon, drive up it, and hike up to timberline where
camp would be established.

Logging in the area is extensive and almost

all spur roads are gated.

One new—looking road climbs up the southeast

ridge of Mt. Meager to an estimated 5000 feet, just short of timberline
and would make Meager an easy day trip if the road was not gated.

Another

road climbs up the southeast ridge of Pylon up to 4000 feet but is also
gated.

Driving up the Meager Creek valley in mid—afternoon on Saturday,

with the hopes of driving up to 4000 feet was a disappointment since all
the promising roads were locked.
to bar access was

However, a brand new road with no gate

found on the flank of the broad ridge to the west of

I
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Capricorn Creek. We quickly drove up the road to its end at 2750 feet.
At 3:30, with two hours of daylight and 3000 feet to timberline, we
atarted hiking.

The forest was open, the air cold (—6°C), and at around

6:00p.m. we reached timberline.
temperature was about _I000.

There was no water to be found since the

Only traces of new snow provided all the

water for the trip. The ridge was south—facing and thus was quite dry.
The creeks draining both the Capricorn Glacier and the Pylon Glacier
cannot be reached from timberline unless you are prepared to descend
500
feet of eroded volcanic debris of a constant angle of 45 degrees.
Rock
fall and poor footing when bare and avalanche hazard when snow—cover
ed
make these creeks death—traps at any time of the year. For
any trip in
late summer it would be necessary to camp near the snowline, at about
6800
feet, in order to have a source of water.
The camp area was a grassy spot at about 5700 feet and plenty of
firewood could be collected from the plentiful deadfall.

It turned out
that we had a fire going whenever we were at camp that weekend. The main
reason for this was the bitter cold brought by the polar front.
By the
time we finished dinner, the thermometer was showing —15°C and the
clear
night was promising even colder temperatures in the morning. The
night
was indeed cold. By around 3:00 a.m. every one of us could not sleep well
since it seemed that we’d run Out of lard! We fought the cold until
dawn
and got up to a windy —26°C. Breakfast was cooked and quicicly eaten
before spoons would freeze in the bowls, all this while jumping around,
trying to keep our feet from freezing.
We hiked up to about 6200 feet, where the ridge became knife—edged.
We had our first glimpse of Mount Meager, Piinth, and Capricorn. The
skies were clear but the sun was not offering much heat, The ridge
involved walking on mostly steep scree and volcanic ash with one step of
class 3 climbing on poor, but fortunately frozen, rock. We got to the top
of a snow and ice dome situated just east of Plinth at around 10:00 a.m.
From there, we had a good view of Job and spotted a possible route on
its
East Ridge. We walked down to the saddle between Pylon and Capricorn
and
made our way toward the west face of Capricorn. From a buttress on the
face, we saw that it would be possible to traverse under Capricorn to
the
Job—Capricorn col. However, the troops ware getting quite cold, and Job
would have been at least five hours return to camp. The possibility
of
having to bivouac did not appeal much and thoughts of the hot springs,
6000 feet below, made the enthusiasm for a first ascent of Job rather
unpopular.

We then climbed Capricorn, from the snow slopes on the south
By 1:30 p.m. three of us had made the true summit, a huge cornice
at about 8400 feet.
I wanted to continue on the ridge towards Perkin’s
side.

Pillar (unclimbed) in order to investigate the possibility of climbing it
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The ridge would have involved some fairly airy knife

edge scrambling but did not seem difficult.

However, one of us did not

want to attempt it and rather than have him go back across the glacier
alone to deal with the crevasses which we all fell into at one point or
another, we turned back and headed for camp.

We could easily have climbed

Job if the camp would have been situated at the saddle but we would not
have had this nice campfire to melt snow and warm us up.
Capricorn was great.

The view from

The Lillooet Glacier could be seen, and it looked

just like one of the mighty glaciers of the Yukon with its medial moraine
and its winding path.

Remnants of the Devastation Slide of 1931 could be

seen on the Devastation Glacier.

Between Pylon and the Devastator, a

number of spires (unclimbed) could be seen and the snow gully leading to
the summit ridge of Pylon could also be seen.

Meager, Pliath, Capricorn,

and Pylon seemed to form the remnants of a huge crater rim that must have
exploded recently in geological times.

These peaks are eroding at a rapid

rate.
We returned to camp at 5:00 p.m. and quickly restarted the fire.

The

plan for tomorrow was to climb Pylon via the snow gully on the north
side.

The night was warmer, a balmy —15°C, and the concert of snoring

forced me to move my bivy sack by the camp fire.

The night was clear and

sleeping by the fire made me feel a bit like the early explorers.
ilowever, by dawn, the sky was cloudy and the ceiling was lowering
rapidly.

Nonetheless, we started hiking towards Pylon in snow flurries

rapidly degenerating into a storm.

By the time we got to the anowy part

of the ridge, Tim and Janice decided to turn back and head down to the hot
springs.

Peter, Mike and I were starting to doubt about our chances of

making it to the top of Pylon and down safely.

To get to the gully

involves a jump across a fairly large bergshrund, followed by a 100 foot
rock climb to the snow.

The blizzard was promising to make things a

little dicey and we diverted our efforts into climbing the two highest
Marionettes, a group of rotten pinnacles to the north of Pylon.

We all

made it to the top of the highest one and I soloed the second highest.

No

cairns were found on top of these pinnacles and we probably did the first
ascent.

These spires are extremely loose but, fortunately, the cold

temperature cemented most of the loose rock together.

After these short

climbs we headed down towards camp.
We met Tim and Janice, who hadn’t left yet, and had a quick bite near
the fire before we packed and left. Going down the broad ridge was
incredibly disorienting and we ended up being about one kilometer too far
to the east before long.

A long traverse brought us to the flagged end of

a future logging road at about 3200 feet and we followed the flags to a
creek crossing where a backhoe was working.

We found the truck and
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quickly drove down to the hot springs.
It appears that during the summer
a fair number of people must have used the area. Two huge
new pools were
built and the test drill pipe was transformed into
a twelve—foot high
shower. The water was so warm that none of us were in a
hurry to leave.
It was still snowing and the temperature was around
—5°C. The drive back
to Pemberton was uneventful and the dusting of snow on the
road made high
speed travel very smooth and the Saskatchewan driver in
the slime—green
Datsun was feeling right at home!
Participants
Tim Booth

Mike Hayden

Peter Stone

Chris Lague

Janice l4ormworth

NOREAST BUTTRESS OP ThE WEST LION

OR
HOW TO RAVE AN EPIC CLOSE TO HOWE
Enrico Kid1

!bvber 9. 1986

The Wednesday before this fateful venture, Pat asked
me if I wanted
to go into the Chehalis for two days and do the eaat ridge
of Viennese
Peak. Three months before, Andy, Muriel, Kwon, and I had
just missed
doing the south face of Viennese so I thought this was a great
idea. In
my state of optimistic delusion I even suggested we try the
south face.
Pat was very polite. Meanwhile, Andy and Muriel were planning the
season’s last mountaineering trip involving large doses of rock
climbing
and came up with the north face of Sky Pilot. This seemed auch
more
reasonable considering the unencouraging weather report. After
minimal
discussion we all agreed that the north face of Sky Pilot was
a good idea
and plans were set for Saturday morning.
On Saturday morning I woke up at an absurdly alpine hour to
the sound
“Hmm, time to make some phone calls, I thought.

of rain on my window.

Well, Pat was still keen but no one else was, so the trip was remanded
to
Sunday morning.
On Sunday morning I woke up at an absurdly alpine hour to the
sight
After breakfast Pat showed up and off we went

of stars outside my window.
to get Andy and Muriel.

We were soon on our way. Across the Lions’ Gate
Bridge we were rewarded with beautiful views of Slesse, the Border
Peaks,
and Baker silhouetted by the dawn.
Going up the Stawamus River Road the question came up of the
active
logging just up the valley.

The question was soon answered by a loaded
logging truck coming toward us at Mach 2 (well, not really). Pat
pulled
over. We pondered the mean time between truck events. We discussed
the
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The oniy problem was to decide which

Finally, on Sunday at 8:00 a.m., we settled on the northeast

summit.

buttress of the West Lion.

So back we went to Lion’s Bay.

The usual slog up the Lion’s trail deposited us onto the ridge by
11:00 a.m.

Then came the first hint of the conditions to be.

centimeter of powder snow everywhere.

There was a

This was enough to cover the little

ice patches but not enough to be useful.

Things were looking really

While scrambling down the notch onto the north face

‘gnarly’, as it were.

we encountered the good hold on the trip:

a totally outrageous fist jam.

After a bit more scrambling and one abseil down a small bluff we decided
We appeared to be three pitches below and west of the toe of

to rope up.

Pat led the first pitch and although it looked like easy

the buttress.

fifth class he seemed to have a very interesting time of it.
my turn to climb I discovered why.
of ice almost everywhere.

When it was

There seemed to be a few millimetres

The oniy decent holds were ice axe picks driven

into frozen tufts of grass and wet wool gloves frozen to the rock.
this is mixed climbing,” I thought.

“So

“Nmm, time to learn some technique.”

I tried leading the next pitch and got nowhere so I brought up the
idea that maybe Pat ought to lead it.
another route.

He then suggested that I try

After a few moves I thought about the absence of

experience, not to mention protection, and repeated my earlier
He remarked upon the apparent silliness of an activity which

suggestion.

consists of alternately freezing your butt and scaring yourself shitless
and obligingly led off.

When we both got on top we saw Andy and Muriel

above us at the base of the buttress.
continuing on.

They yelled something about

We looked at the orange—red light over Mt. Harvey, noticed

that it was 4:30 p.m., and decided that it we time to abseil.
down we went.

So back

The last abseil was memorable, the previous one traversed

quite a distance and Pat slipped on some ice and dealt himself a good
pendulum.

After a while I heard an infuriated,

slimy piece of Ping!
piton!

PING!

PING!!’

‘Take this you goddamn,

Well that sounded like a good, solid

This last anchor consisted of a sling wrapped around a small horn

and backed up by that pin.

Pat descended while I sat on the sling.

Then

I pulled the pin out and gently weighted the sling and abseiled down
trying not to jiggle anything.
released the slings.

At the bottom, a quick flick on the rope

Suddenly it was headlamp time.

Going back over the notch we enthusiastically greeted our friendly
fist jam and received an incredible view over Howe Sound and Georgia
Strait.

We could see Nanaimo and Gibsons ma well as tiny ferries looking

like star clusters.
discussion:

Heading down the trail there were two matters of

restaurants (actually a thinly disguised plea for food on the

part of our stomachs) and guesses concerning Andy and Muriel’s present
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position and time of arrival at the car. The only thing we were fairly
certain about was that they weren’t ahead of us. That was confirmed
at
10:00 p.m. when we got back to the car. We decided that we didn’t
really
expect them until 1:00 a.m., so Pat drove to Horseshoe Bay to look
for

food. Meanwhile I lay down on the road and dreamt of hot fish and
chips
while the batteries in the ghetto blaster froze to death in an agony
of
wow and flutter.
An hour later Pat returned sans fish and chips, or anything else
for
that matter and we settled for gorp and water, It was actually rather
a
long night in the car so that by 6:00 a.m. we left a note on the
gate and
headed for the West Van White Spot for a real breakfast. By 9:00
a.m.
there was still no sign of our intrepid friends so we started leisurely
strolling up the trail. At the third switchback we finally

met them

looking happy and haggard.
Apparently they reached the summit by midnight after seven hours
of
really gnarly mixed climbing, the last four hours of which were done
on
one headlamp. They downclimbed the standard route in three hours
and were
on the slabs when the remaining headlamp gave up the ghost. After
a
couple of hours of sleep they started down at first light and got
to the
Muriel made some remarks about being dragged up the

car by 10:00 a.m.

route against her will but the ear to ear grin was a dead give—away.
Yeah, she had a good time.
Oh, one last thing.

Come to think of it we all had a good time.

When you’re on mixed ground put your crampons on,

fast!
Part icipnts
Muriel Pacheco

Andy Pacheco

Pat Martin

Enrico Kindi

NORTHEAST BIfl’TRESS OF THE WEST LION
Muriel Pacheco

Rvember 9, 1986

It was the first week in November and Andy and I were keen to get our
feet on some sipine terrain.

The summer had slipped by while Andy’s
thesis demanded priority over all other plans until mid—October. ?w
that
it was all over it was time for our summer to begin (or so we thought at
the time).
Pat wanted to climb an easy route on Viennese, and Enrico, who had
attempted the peak with us on one of our few mountain ventures of
the
summer, was also anxious to get further than the base. Everything was
great, except the weather.

We awoke the night before we were to leave to
hear the pounding of hail on our windows and a layer of snow on the
ground. Pat, not one to give up without a fight, arrived promptly
at 6:30
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We woke up, let him in and told him we were going to sleep until

a.m.

10:00 a.m. at which time we thought the weather would decide to clear or
cloud over.

Don’t ask me the logic of the decision, remember, it was 6:30

in the morning.

M it turned out, we decided the conditions were too

questionable to make a trip to Viennese and opted for Plan B.

Plan B was

to attempt a day trip to Sky Pilot the following day, as the weather was
predicted to clear.
So, bright and early the next morning, we piled into Pat’s car and
headed to Sky Pilot in high spirits.
“Positively No Trespassing” signs.

On the way up we joked about the
Everyone and their dog took this road

up to Sky Pilot and, besides, logging trucks couldn’t possibly be coming
down this early in the morning.

Wrong!

We were lucky to avoid a head—on

collision, so we promptly turned tail and tried to think of Plan C, using
what remained of the weekend.

We quickly settled on the northeast

buttress of the West Lion in mixed snow and ice conditions.
We started on the north face at about 1:30 p.m., intending to angle
left to the buttress.

The first pitch involved climbing an iced—up

chimney, sans crampons, and some interesting traverse moves on chopped
steps.

Following that pitch, there was some steep climbing on snow

plastered rubble.

We were fortunate that the rocks were frozen together!

Just before reaching the buttress we had to cross what was previously
streaming water and was now slab covered in vergias.

Andy edged tenuously

across in hiking boots while I opted for crampons.
Meanwhile, Enrico and Pat were having adventures of their own below
us.

They had chosen to start the route to the left of our chimney, which

proved more challenging than expected.
We were not on the buttress and assumed that Pat and Enrico had
chosen to rappel.

Days are definitely shorter in the winter

4:30 and the sun was already setting.

.

.

.

it was

It was clear, in my mind, that we

would not reach the summit before dark.

Rappeling from the point we had

reached, however, would have been complicated and Andy was sure the top
was just over an hour away, as he had done the route in the summer (key
word).
By midnight we were on the summit, having climbed more than half the
route in the dark.

Most of the ridge was vertical to overhanging bush,

which was made even more challenging as the branches flipped our headlamps
over our eyes on all the crux moves.

Crampons were invaluable for digging

into the branches as well as the ice.
The summit was covered in untouched snow and in the distance the
lights of Vancouver glittered like a collection of precious gems.

We

stood there silently for a few moments taking in the beauty, illuminated
by the moon, like sunbathers on the summit some sunny afternoon.

The
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warmth from our movement soon dissipated so we continued on
the descent
down the standard route. It was a slow process as one of our headlamps
had expired four pitches from the top and the other was fading
fast.
took us several hours to do what would have taken 15 minutes
in the
daylight.

It

Finally off the peak we searched for the trail by following
meandering footprints in the snow which led anywhere but
to Lion’s Bay.
It was now 4:00 a.m. so we decided to huddle together and rest
until the
sun rose.

It was fortunate that we waited because the morning light
revealed a virtual skating rink down to the trees. We donned
our crampons
and followed the blatantly obvious neon pink markers down the
trail,
eagerly planning our next mountain epic (I mean objective).
Participants
Enrico Kindi

Pat Martin

Andy Pacheco

Muriel Pacheco
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WINrER 1986

A SENSIBLE INrR000CrION TO NAILI!(
December 6, 1986

Ear ico Kindi

Aithouth the title may sound paradoxical, I was curious to see
whether the average mortal could make piton stacks and copperheads work.
ilence off I went to Smoke Bluffs with Laurie, Jeff, Andy, and Muriel.

I

convinced the former pair that they would be better off climbing on their
own.

I went off to top rope an A3 crack near Pixie Corner.

Using a top

rope and self—belay spared another the boredom of belaying me and let me
see what I could get away with for placements.
The crack is not quite vertical and leans to the right enough to
provide a good swing if a placement pops out.
and it did flare.

It definitely looked thin

In fact, it disappeared for about a meter and a half.

I walked around the back, rigged a top rope with a LONG (like 10 metres)
sling on a convenient tree and secured the sling to the top of the crack
with a good nut to keep it from rolling off to the left.

Back at the

bottom I collected pins, tied off loops and etriers and then proceeded to

tie In to one end of the rope.

I took up the slack in the other end and

clovehitched it to a carabiner clipped to my harness.

This way I could

take up my own slack as I moved up.
Starting up I realized why Carlo said it was a grounder for most of
its length.

The first placement was the only one I didn’t have to stack.

It was a stubby leeper which went in about one centimeter and bottomed out
just as it started to ring reassuringly.
etriers into it and stepped up.
up and down gently.

It held.

I tied It off, clipped the

After taking up the slack I tried hopping
WOW!

Awesome!

The next four placements were stacked angles and lost arrows.
point I tried placing a 1” angle.
second after I stepped on it.

At one

Only the tip went in and came out 10

With a few swings I managed to get myself

hack to the crack and tried a stack of two thick lost arrows and a knife
blade.
it.

This was much more solid, it rang like a bell and I couldn’t budge

Now that I felt secure I stepped up and looked at the nasty blank

section.

Actually, it wasn’t blank but sported a shallow flaring groove a

few millimetres deep.

Well, I guess this is what copperheads are for.

I

reached for a big one and tried to bash it into the groove.

A lot of the

hammer blows actually hit the copperhead and soon it stuck.

I clipped my

etriers to it, stepped up and went for another pendulum.
going to take a bit of care.

1-1mm, this was

This time I tried a small rectangular one (I

was grateful that Andy had lots of copperheads to lend me) and pounded it
into the shape of the groove.

Then I pounded it into the groove using a
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1/2” angle to direct the hammer at the copperhead rather than the poor
granite.

A few minutes later the pounding stopped and I stepped up onto

the rather mangled looking copperhead.

I have s, idea why it held but

amazingly I could even hop up and down on it.
I spent the rest of the route having fun stacking all manner of
toys.

One of the few things that didn’t werk was t angles placed back

to back.

To do that you need a leeper between them.

placement was a loose flake jammed in the crack.

The last interesting

A pin stack on one side

and a knife blade on the other provided a secure placement.
Once on top I abseiled down clipping the rope to the placements.
jumared back up to clean the route.

I

Since all the pins were driven a

centimeter or less they came out quite easily.

Back at the parking lot I

joined the others for the ride home and plans of Yosemite.

JUEERI IN THE SW:

HARVEY’S PUP

T1 Booth

Dece.ber 13, 1986

After a week spent

indoors in a stuffy, overheated lab,

it is in my

opinion essential for the maintenance of one’s sanity to spend at least
one day in the hills, or 51 least outdoors.

The problem of where to go is

tricky when its pouring with rein in the autumn but there isn’t yet enough
snow to ski.
rock—hogging.

If its sunny, that’s easy——to Squamish for a day of
This particular weekend looked grim so we decided to head

for the North Shore mountains, which provide endless opportunities for day
hikes with a bit of rock scrambling, no matter what the weather
conditions.

In fact, I was thinking as we charged up the trail to Mt.

harvey that the weather really wasn’t too bad, above freezing level it was
fairly clear and we could even get glimpses of the howe Sound Islands.
This wasn’t really all that challenging.

I wanted it to be just like

Scotland, horizontal freezing rain with gale force 9 winds.

Then, a

relatively simple ascent such as Harvey’s Pup, class 3, weuld become a
suitable objective for the three of us who were Out for an arduous day on
the hill, and we weuldn’t be satisfied unless we didn’t return until well

after dark, cold, soaked, and exhausted having achieved the summit despite
all that the elements could throw at us.

No matter how bad the weather,

one never really feels as exposed in these lush coata1 forests as up in
the alpine terrain.

As it turned out, the bush provided challenge enough

by itself!
Our first problem to solve was:

where was the Pup?

of the fog showed that we were on course.

A brief clearing

What a funny little rounded

rock pillar, like a miniature version of one of the Lions; but how are we

—

going to get to it?
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This gully was huge, and very steep, rock—covered

with ankle—deep slush, impossible to downclimb unless you can swing from
branch to branch on those tiny, stunted trees like a monkey.

Once we

rapelled into the notch between Mt. Harvey and the Pup, we were committed
to our route of retreat, down this extremely steep and loose couloir
covered in rotten ice and snow, since we were not equipped for much class
5 climbing, having only a few ‘biners and slings and

two

ropes.

As we

began climbing the Pup, we found that crampona were extremely useful for
jamming into small tree trunks, the only reliable holds,

An ice axe could

also usefully be hooked around a tree where ita teeth would bite into the
bark, because the ice on the rocks
or

two

thick.

was

too thin, no more than a millimetre

It started to snow a bit arid the wind came up but it wasn’t

quite up to Scottish conditions——after all, that wind
Pacific Ocean, not the Arctic.
was the 5.9 crux).

was

coming from the

Near the top, we heard Enrico slip (this

He turned around to see that he had landed in a tree,

unhurt, still holding a broken branch in one hand and his ice axe in the
other.

We beat a hasty retreat, rapelling down rather than risking

another slip, then slithered down the gully and bushwhacked through the
forest as darkness set in.

The view on top had been the inside of a

cloud, but the north face of Mt. Harvey looked impressive in the mist!

As

we went down through the forest the snow turned to rain and two of us were
still wearing our cranpons——it was so slippery!

I foolishly hadn’t

bothered with mine and paid the price for not wanting to dull the points,
having to bunischuss unintentionally.
plain sailing!

Soon we hit the logging road and

We got back, well, slightly trashed I’ll admit.

It wasn’t

what I expected but it certainly was a fine day on the hill, and a
pleasant afternoon’s bushwhack.

Why do we do it?

We do it because we

like it!
Participants
Chris Lague

Tim Booth

Enrico Kindi

SINCIW PASS NEW YEAR’S TRIP
Ken Andreva, Karen Broom and Byrar Smith

This is a VOC New Year’s tale
A five day ski trip up Singing Pass Trail

The day before, John had to come down
To bring Theresa back to town

!w Year’s 1987

—
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We met him at the Kiahanie
Where he told us about her twisted knee

We got to Whistler an hour late
And were soon on the trail to meet our fate
We started off at a leisurely pace
Which later turned into a frantic race

Audrey, with new ski boots on her feet,
Soon had ankles of “hamburger meat

Although Betsy her Sherpas did lack
She was strong enough to carry everyone’s pack

When our six hour ski turned into nine
We wondered if we’d get there in time

Skiing through the blizzard——what a fright!
Headlamps on, as we braved the night

We found the cabin and its outhouse too
Where the terrible “Shit tknster” grew and grew!
A dozen of us crammed in the cabin small
Amongst packs, taiga jackets, “Snaffle Hounds” and all
Including Glen, who left geologists from the day before
Compared to us, they were a bore!

With intentions to party all night ‘till we dropped
We rang in the New Year (at ten o’clock)!

rning of the first, we all woke up
To find the weather had gone amuck

But that didn’t stop us; we were determined to go
Back to the Pass to tele the snow

The powder was awesome——soft and slow
And deep, as we who fell would know

—
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Hoping for Overlord Glacier the next day
We had a big dinner and ‘hit the hay’

But the storm socked—in; we knew we were trapped
Ib one left the cabin (except to crap)

An epic game of “Hearts” ensued
And Pud’s attempts for “control” were booed

We stayed in the cabin ‘cause we were lazy
But Ed ventured out to keep from going crazy

And we weren’t sure if they were dead or alive
‘Til Paul and Nainiat suddenly arrived

At night, bundled up from head to foot
Ken snowshoed forth for water to cook

Breakfast—lunch—dinner into one did run
Cooking became our main source of fun

With cup after cup of hot steaming tea
We over—hydrated and all had to pee

•

and pee

•

•

and pee

Puddifoot stirred pudding after we’d gone to bed
And told us jokes that went over our heads

Karen was reading a pornographic book
And all the boys wanted to take a look

In the gnarly storm we found Tom weeping
Doing Pieps practice with Pieps that weren’t peeping!

we ate our oatmeal, we thought we might beg
As we all watched Nainiat eat his fried egg!

Bryar and Ken aang songs ‘til they dropped
Although the others begged them to stop

t

wanting to carry down lots of clutter

“Use up the fuel!

Eat that cheese, rope, and peanut buttert”

—
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Our experienced leader contracted the flu
Poor Brian was frustrated with nothing to do
As we searched for the route out, we thought we might fail
But as it turned out, we were already on the trail!
As we headed down the mountain on our very last day
The sun came

Out

and we wanted to stay

For all in all, it was a great time
And, thank God

.

.

.

that’s the end of our rhyme!

Participants
Brian Waddington (L)

Ken Andrews

Naimat Khan

John Puddifoot

Karen Broom

Paul Rapp

Betsy Fletcher

Bryar Smith

Glen

Audrey Pearson

Ed Pang

Tom

A W)UWfAINEERt ADVEURE TN MEXICO—All) (IFBER fALES
December 12, 1986
January 4, 1987

Darlene Anderson

—

We drove from Vancouver down the 15 to Sacramento, California and
then south and east across the deserts of Arizona and New Mexico
to El
Paso, Texas. It was really interesting seeing the huge vastness
of the
desert in the winter coolness. We camped in the desert and each
morning
went for a run, to stay in shape for our big climb of Pico de Orizaba.
found it an interesting experience to go for a run, in say, the Mojave
Desert at 4000 ft. The best (and hardest) was the morning
I went for a
run in the northern desert of Mexico at 8000 ft.—-ran out of steam awful
quick!
At El Paso we bought extra insurance for driving In Mexico. We had
rented a car i Vancouver, which proved to be a source of many
hassles.
We drove into Mexico at Ciudad Juarez——at RUSH hour! Phil freaked!
Mexicans drive wherever they want to go if there is pavement. There
are
very few white lines on the roads in Mexico.
So to the untrained eye it
looks like complete bedlam. The border guard just let us go through,
not
bothering to tell us we had business to take care f at the border
We drove all through town with people trying to sell us things

station.

the entire way and drove about 20 km to an inspection station where
they
told us we had to go back to the border to get our tourist visas
stamped!
All in all it took us about four hours to cross the border, and we had
to

—
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give one of the car inspectors a small

tip——1000 pesos, which is

approximately $1.40——so he wouldn’t empty the car completely!
It was

interesting travelling through northern Mexico.

There are no

large cities and not much tourism so you get a more accurate idea of what
the life of the average Mexican is like.

The American influence is not as

prevalent here as it is in the large cities and tourist towns.
are quite poor in the north.

The people

Some just live in shacks along the highway.

The cars are pretty beat up and the trucks are, well, amazing—amazing

that they still run!
yet.

And pollution!

Mexicans don’t know what that is

Their trucks put Out the darkest black smoke you’ll ever see——and

you should hear how noisily some of their gears grind!!
Five and a half days after leaving Vancouver we reached Mexico City
where we got in touch (through the Canadian Consulate) with Sharon and
Greg who had flown down.

We toured around Mexico City for a day.

interesting seeing the Street market scene.

It was

It was just before Christmas

so in true Mexican style the streets were decorated with millions of
bright lights——some would describe it as gaudy, but to me it just
described the ‘joie de vivre’ of the Mexicans!
The next day we loaded up our rented, mid—size car with six people

and their packs (rather full) and tried to leave town.

It took all day.

There was this one section of road where the police kept stopping us to
try and charge us with being overloaded.
Mexicans overload their vehicles!)

(You should see how some of the

But we were “gringos’ who would give

them bribes if they asked for ic——which they did.
about $55.

In the end we gave them

After the first couple of police encounters (we had four that

day, two for absolutely NO reason) we started to learn how to act—DUMB.
(That wasn’t too difficult given our amazing command of Spanish, which was
non—existent.)

We also learned that you say you’ll go to the police

station with them and because they don’t really have anything to charge
you with they just go away.

Bowever, at first we thought they might so we

spent all day looking into renting another car or into two of us taking
the bus, etc.

Of course, all this driving was in heavy city traffic.

was going nuts by the end of they day!

I

Dave and Judy spent the entire day

in a field by the side of a road waiting for us to sort this out!
Finally, at about 8OO p.m., we set off——again.
The Mexican people are very happy and friendly but the police are

disgusting, corrupt as can be.

I have never wanted to hit someone so much

for being a complete idiot as I have a Mexican policeman.

At any rate it

didn’t mar the trip, just made it all the more interesting!
The next afternoon we made it to the little village, Tiachachua,
where we hired a fellow to drive us to the hut at Piedre Grande, at 13,900
ft. on the volcano Citlaitepetl, also called Pico de Orizaba——cheating or

—

what!
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Not really much of a mountaineering climb by by definition.

At

least we still had about 5000 ft. to climb.
The next morning we went for a walk along the dusty road that led to
the hut since we weren’t scheduled to be driven to the hut until 4:00
p.m. that day.

Two hours later we came to a small village wbere we

quenched our thirsts with, guess what?
consumed in Mexico

.

.

.

A Coke.

A lot of Coke was

but no one got sick!

The ride op to the hut was one of the beat jeep rides any of us had
Phil and Dave enjoyed it immensely, standing up in the back of the

taken.
truck.

At one point, from where I was standing, it looked like we were

going to drive down a short cliff!

a.m.

We arose early the next day, about 3:00 a.m. and started off at 4:00
The climb was straightforward: about 1000 ft. up a boulder strewn

moraine and onto a shallow snow—filled gully which led to open slopes of
varying steepness, the steepest being about 35 degrees. The snow was hard
and crusty so we put our crampona on at the bottom of the gully. We kept
the pace slow and steady.

Everyone did really well, although about
halfway up Phil started to have problems with the altitude——Bore joints
and a little more heavy breathing than the rest of us.
Pie we approached the last and steepest slope to the crater rim, the
wind got stronger and stronger.

I no longer felt like I was struggling

against the altitude, but rather the wind.
for the hardest work I’ve ever done.
eventually get chere.
us all to the top.

The two combined together made

Keep going Darlene and you’ll

This kind of thinking and fierce determination got

Even Phil made it to the crater rim——a remarkable

effort considering he had been sick at 10,000 feet on Mt. Rainier.

And I

think all would have to agree that Sharon was the most pleased to have
made it.
I don’t think I’ve ever seen anyone so happy to have reached a
summit!
It was really interesting being at 18,800 feet.
In total, I was at
the top for an hour and was feeling slightly ill by the time I headed
down.

So was Dave and everyone else, for that matter.

I left first and

found Phil lying just inside the crater rim protected from the wind.
told him it was time to go down now and he’d feel better if he did.
been hallucinating and was moving quite slowly.
and by this time Dave and Judy had come by.
how he was doing.

I
He’d

Eventually he got ready

I walked behind Phil to watch

Luckily the wind had died down some.

Then when it got

steeper he sac down to glissade using his ice axe to slow himself down.
didn’t like this idea because it got steeper and it would have been very
easy in his tired state to get going out of control.
could take his pack.

So I asked him if we

He agreed and I took the contents of his pack and

gave the almost empty pack to Dave to carry.

I noticed as I closed my bag

—
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up again that my motor coordination wasn’t very good.

1 looked over at

Dave and he looked in about the aame ahape, clumaily atuffing Phil’s pack
into hia own and sloppily doing it up.
aaked him if he waa okay.

He alao looked kinda white ao I

Yea, he wma.

So, away we went.

slowly and meticulously going down, ahead of us slightly.

Phil waa now
Judy was

just

in front of me on the trail and Dave was behind hot not on the trsil. Then
from behind I heard swearing ss Dave slipped or tripped over.

I remember

thinking I didn’t want to be in his way because I knew I wasn’t strong
enough to stop his nor confident enough in my own self arrest.
him head downward struggling to flip around and get his
did, but all it did in the hsrd icy snow was

Then I saw

ice axe in.

flip him over again.

He
Judy

and I stood horrified as Dsve went hurtling down the slope, a tumbling
nass of crsmpons,

ice axe and red gortex. It was like s scene from s movie

watching his budy roll over and over again.
for real.

About

But it wasn’t a movie,

two—thirds of the way down his body went

doll thst was now Dave continued sliding downward.
thought

to myself.

dead,” I thought.

“Plesse stop,” I

He did finally when he hit the rocks.
This was for resl.

“Dsrlene,

something, you’re the most experienced.”

it was

limp mod the rag

“He might be

you’ve got to do

He moved soon after coming to m

stop——but God knew what kind of injuries he might have sustained.

How

would we rescue him if he’d broken something?
Judy and I slowly climbed down and then waited for Greg who had the
second rope.

It

looked like there might be some crevasses on the route

over to where Dave lay snd I had a poor ides of the strength of any snow
bridges.

I figured it would be pretty silly if one of us

trying to rescue Dave!

fell in one

Over an hour later we finally made it to Dave.

Thank God this was Mexico and it was quite warm.

Well, amazingly, he

hadn’t broken anything, but he’d put a couple of nasty gashes on his
and head,
sight!

He’d taken the impact of the fall with his head and was

shaken up.

pretty

Luckily with support on either side of him he was able to

walk, so we helped him down to the cabin.
cabin was great

The scree slope just above the

fun, as all three of us slipped and slid all over the

place trying to get Dave’s half—functioning body down it.
it wsa an easy route.

hospital that evening.

We were lucky

We got him down in time to catch the truck that had

come up that afternoon with s new load of climbers.

days

face

His face and hair were covered with blood——what a wonderful

So he was

Everything worked out very well,

in the hospital and was well taken care of.

in a

He spent two

The total bill for two

nights stay, X—rays, etc. was $160, a far cry cheaper than the same in
Canada!
By Christmas Eve we were all together sgain to continue our journey
to the Gulf of Mexico to lie on a beach Christmas day——but

not before our
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tire had gone flat again.
It first went fiat the day the police stopped
us four times and we hadn’t been able to fix it properly in
the small
village where we had had it repaired. The fellow had
had to put an inner
tube-in instead of vulcanizing the hole itself.
Christmas day we limped out of Veracruz with our puny,
undersized
spare tire (designed to save space in the trunk, but useless
for driving
on). Nonetheless we managed to find a good beach nOt too
far from town
and spent the day there, unfortunately under cloudy skies.
We all had a
good time anyway, buiding sand castles or taking walks,
etc.
The next day after getting the tire repaired properly we set
off for
Oaxaca, which lay to the southwest. This was the ist fascinating
section
of driving that we did.

At first we drove through real jungle, complete
with banana trees, then we started climbing up and up and
up. At times we
went through mountain passes at 10,000 feet. The car performed

remarkably; but we were quickly running out of gas. Would
we make it to
the next gas station before we came to a grinding halt? That
night for
the first time we camped in the rain, the light misty kind.
It was pretty
neat up there on the ridge surrounded by swirling patches of
fog that

obscured the views into the valleys below.

The next day we continued
upward and inland until we finally drove out of the fog into
dry alpine
terrain. Finally just as things were getting pretty tense with
respect
the gas situation, we found a gas station.

to

Nowever, it only had leaded

gas.

Oh, well, it was that or no wheels to travel with. Our rented car
took unleaded gas and in this area of Mexico, as in a few others, there
was absolutely no unleaded gas to be found.
In all we had to put in two
or three tanks, not too many, but the first one destroys the
catalytic
converter.

Therefore, as a small piece of advice, don’t go to Mexico with

a car that takes unleaded gas.
Oaxaca and the surrounding countryside is very picturesque. There
we
toured a couple of ruins and bought Indian clothing and blankets at an
outdoor market.
Everyone thought this was great fun, buying things for
ridiculously cheap prices and bargaining vendors down even further.
Blankets and vests were bought for $2 to $4!
Then we headed back to Mexico City to drop Sharon and Greg off to
catch their plane back to Vancouver,

Dave also had to go to the British
Embassy to get a new passport and the U.S. Embassy for another visa,
as
he’d lost these in the fall. By the time he’d gotten a new British
passport the U.S. Embassy had closed for the day.
Since we didn’t want to
hang around Mexico City any longer we drove all night to make the opening
of the U.S. Consulate in Nazatlan. While Dave successfully obtained the
necessary visa, Phil and I lined up for a good hour or two to buy tickets
for the ferry that went over to La Paz on the Baja peninsula.
It was

—

amazingly cheap!
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$3.00 for the car and about $0.50 for each passenger

travelling on deck.

It was marginally more expensive if you got a cabin.

We were lucky to get a space for the car on the ferry that day, forget
about cabin space!
kinda stuffy.

They didn’t look like a good way to travel anyway——

We left at 5:00 p.m. and it was an 18—hour ferry journey.

It was really neat falling asleep under the stars on the deck of the
gently rocking boat.

The stars were shining brilliantly above us and we

got fantastic views of both the sunset and sunrise.

Being so near the

equator the sun sets and rises quite uniformly around 6—7 p.m/a.m. each
day, making the days and nights approximately the same length.
Arriving mt La Paz about

10:00 m.m. the next day we had our most

exhilerating experience with the authorities.

We were the tourist car

they decided to search the most carefully——which means they took our gas
tank off to look in it for drugs!

The “garage’ they did this at was a

little open shack at the edge of town.

It is somewhat anxiety producing

to have some fellow in a foreign country in which your command of the
language spoken there is virtually non—existant remove the gas tank of
your vehicle.

What if they wrecked it in the process?

Luckily, again no

probs.
Finally, we set off up the Baja peninsula in search of beaches, a
task we found rather difficult,
Eve to find our first one.

It took us until 10:30 p.m. New Year’s

Having a bottle of tequila we were able to

bring in the New Year in fine style despite the rather trying day.

Phil

was our main source of entertainment for the night after he polished off a
good many ounces of it doing the salt, tequila and lime trick.

lie

challenged Dave to a swim in the ocean, which Dave said he’d do if Phil
himself went in.

Well, unfortunately for Dave, Phil went in!

We found the Baja disappointing compared to the rest of Mexico
because there was so much English there, both written and spoken.

This

section of Mexico is basically just an arid desert and any settlements
exist mostly for the tourists who come, primarily from California, in
search of beaches and good sailing or fishing.

We hit Tiajuans Friday

night anticipating more hassles with the authorities but sailed through
with no problems.

So much for being able to second guess authority.

We

drove hard and fast for the next two days and arrived home early Sunday
evening.

The most amusing event on the trip home was Phil’s speeding

ticket in California where he was clocked at over 80 m.p.h.

The policeman

was EXTRAORDINARILY kind and polite, but the fine was not——$140!

A bribe

would have been better!
Participants

Phil Cunning

Judy Needham

Dave Williams

Sharon Folkes

Darlene Anderson
Greg Statter
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SKI ADVENTURE IN M&NNIM PARK:

—

TilE CAI4NIE CREEK CRUSADE

Scot !rra.

Janiry 17, 1987

-As the winter season crept up Dave Robinson constantly reminded me of
the importance of backcountry skiing to the true V.O.C. member.
I had
never done any skiing without my heels attached and was dealing with
excessive amounts of mechanical engineering, so Christmas went by too
quickly to give it a try. Confident that I had managed to avoid the whole
thing I returned to school only to have Dave again remind me of the short
winter longhike that was coming up.
I had some free time and was feeling
brave, so I went to the clubroom and signed up.
In the bus on the way up to Manning Park, Rick asked Andrew (also
a
first—timer on cross country skis) and myself where we were going to ski.
There were basically two options:
Cambie Creek, the place that most of
the seasoned V.O.C.ers were going, and the Lightning Lakes.

To ski at
Lightning Lakes it was going to cost five bucks so I chose Cambie Creek
along with most of the VOC ski nuts. Besides, cross country skiing
couldn’t be any more difficult than riding a bike.

Andrew was intelligent

and opted for Lightning Lakes.

At the Cambie Creek bus stop we all piled out and hurriedly put our
jackets and toques on while the Bennos crew unloaded the ski equipment.
had managed to get a pair of boots that fit and now scrabbled to get some
skis and poles long enough for my 6’2” height.
stuff, ignorantly satisfied with what I saw.

I quickly examined the
The skis even had mohair on

Boy, will I ever go with these!

them.

After getting clamped in I hurried, awkwardly, to catch up with the
A little way down the trail we passed a sign that said “Cambie

others.

Creek Loop.” I missed the writing underneath that said 5 kis”. On I
went, thinking, “This is pretty easy,” and I soon caught up with the main
group. The trail was getting steeper and steeper all the time.
“Bo
problem, I’ve got mohair,” I said to myself.
Eventually I was forced to
herringbone because of the grade, but was still with the group. Soon
I
realized that I was virtually the only person that was climbing in that
fashion; most of the others magically walked right by me. Skins I was
told.

So much for mohair.

After nearly passing out from exhaustion we reached some others at
the first summit. Lunch time!
While I was quickly stuffing peanut butter
sandwiches down my throat I became aware of how cold the wind was getting,
so I put on a toque, windbreaker and gloves, all previously removed,
Soon
I was beginning to ponder what the symptoms of hypothermia were. Another
group of skiers arrived and took shelter behind some trees and we quickly

—

joined them.
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It was still cold enough to

force one experienced skier to

put on a jacket over his T—shirt.
Momentarily, Rick came up the trail and suggested that
head hack as

it was time to

it was two o’clock and the bus was to return at three.

Well,

I did expect some difficulty descending the mountain with my spaghetti
skis, hut did not expect the punishment I was about to endure.
first

fall,

I realized that I could go downhill just

didn’t have to turn or stop.

After the

long as I

Soon I had most of the snow in the area up

my back and was melting the rest with my profanity.
worst

fine as

form of recreation in the world.

This had to be the

However, after a few more face

plants I tried to convince myself that there was humour in my crusade.

I

set up with some others down the trail as I was reaching terminal velocity
and asked where the softest spot was.

Somebody quickly pointed so I

slightly altered my course and did a perfect powder roll beside the amused
onlookers.
Eventually I made
pick us up.

it down the trsil to the road where the bus would

To a few people I mentioned that I now knew how a steak felt

after it had been tenderized.
on, a cold beer and,

T was looking forward to the party later

ironically, the next ski trip.

Psrt icipamts
Rick Lechleitner (L) and about 35 others

18IUOzMRON WEEKE

Demise Hsrt

Jamuary 17—18, 1987

While approximately thirty—five enthusiastic V.0.C. types caught the
Nonno bus to Manning for a day of sun and snow, Darlene, Peter, and myself
took advantage of the sun to go peak—bagging.
desperate for an overnight ski trip.
winter.
weather.

Reasons:

We were all somewhat

None of us had been on one yet this

weather, weather, other destinations at

Christmas, and

The previous weekend the three of us had seriously considered

going to Powder Mountain.

How seriously?

all Saturday morning, with full packs.
and knowing the rain was

Well, we’d skied in the rain

By lunchtime, at 2500 feet, soaked

forecast to 2500 meters, we packed

it

in.

The

following Sunday there was a record rainfall in Squamish.
It was sunny during the next week, of course, and this renewed our
restlessness for an overnight ski trip.

Rhododendron was the chosen

destination.
Saturday morning saw us again in Peter’s big brown boat.
came up as we drove, and the weekend was

full of promise.

The sun

‘I

4,

j

-—

I

=

Climbing Rhoclod end ron

by

Peter Celliers

—

The ski
to Goat

in up Miller Creek was
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pleasant hut uneventful.

Meadows and in the failing light set

valley.

All of us were pleased as

We skied up

up camp near the head of the

punch just to be out, and we claimed we

d:idn’t even care if the weather socked in and made peak—bagging
imposa ible.
We were skiing before dawn on Sunday.

The moon and stars were out

and the morning had a hushed, magical quality.

As we approached the lake

at the foot of the glacier, the sun became brilliant, the moon
disappeared, and a

few clouds slowly settled in Goat Meadows.

Peter and I had been up this glacier before, as a round—about
approach to the Pemberton Tcecap.

As on our

previous trip, we skirted the

icefall by skiing up the obvious lateral moraine to the left.
this moraine requires skiing up a short
avalanche slope.

After this, there is

Getting off

pitch (30 m) of a potential
flat, wide open highway of ice.

We

skied across the highway, up to the base of Rhododendron, and then skied
up a broad ramp on the northwest side of the peak.

Crevasses were not a

problem at this time of the year.
At about 200 a below the peak, the ramp turned to the east and the
wiod blasted in a cold fury down our necks and through our overmitts.
about

15 m below the peak, the wind stopped.

windiness
the peak.

is related to

No doubt this

local relief, but to our relief,

At

sone of

it was calm on

We skied to the top and marvelled at the view.

After a bite to eat, we retraced our steps back to camp, packed up
and headed home.
The skiing on the peak had been windpacked and crusty.
moraine it was heaven, knee—deep powder.
was so—so,

10 cm of powder on a crust of ice.

mine and Darlene’s opinion.
his face, that he enjoyed

Down the

And down the trail and road it
Of course, this

is only

Peter is likely to tell you, with a grin on

it all.

The last hour was spent with headlamps on and skis off, as we
negotiated the washed—out road.

We arrived back of the big brown boat at

6;30 p.m.
We exchanged exclamations of
thirsty!”

Aah, satisfied,

That was a good trip!” and

I’m

for at most another week or so.

Participants
Darlene Anderson

Peter Celliers

Denise Mart
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RAINBOW LAKE AREA
Chris Lagos

January 31, 1987

This trip was to be the last trip in B.C. for Darlene.

We were

therefore looking for an area where the snow would be good and within
reasonable distance to be feasible for a day trip.

We had heard that the

rthair Mine road was ploughed regularly this winter and the weather
forecast was calling for heavy snow.

This road is one of the few on which

one can drive to 3000 feet this winter and gives access to a less
travelled area than the ever—popular Diamond flead.

From the end of the

road, at the gate, the ski in to the mine is a short mile and the alpine
can be reached relatively quickly.
We then chose to try to ski up Rainbow via the rthair Mine road.
This can be done best by going up to the upper north corner of the logging
slash above the mine and contouring north until a wide valley is reached.
Then, climbing up another 500 feet to a pass at the east end of this
valley leads to Rainbow Lake.
We got to the turnoff near Whistler at 8:30 a.m. and drove to where
the road divides between the mine branch and the Callaghan Lake road.
From this point, Kurt’s van declined the incline and only the Land Cruiser
went on.

After driving back to the van to pick up the rest of the group,

we started skiing at around 9:30 a,m.

We were joined by four other people

who were more than happy to help break the trail.

Once in the forest, we

were traversing north when it became evident that the snow a too deep
for us to make it to Rainbow.

The snow was very light but deep, the kind

of stuff powder hound dreams are made of.

So we decided to ski up through

the white—out to the top of the ridge and once there, decided to ski up
the 5900 foot mountain at the southwest corner of Rainbow Lake.

We got to

the top at around 1:00 p.m. and the ski down to a small lake was fabulous,
the best powder I have ever skied.
weather decided to clear up.
slope two or three times.

We had lunch at the lake and the

After lunch, we climbed back up the nicest

The snow was so deep that a standard telemark

turn would end into a stall, one had to ski much like a downhill skier,
putting small sharp turns and going down almost straight, with powder
flying over the shoulders.

It was amazing!

Then came the time to ski down the open forest to the logging slash.
The snow was forgiving, we skied off small bluffs and gullies, and
slalomed between the trees:

incredible!

gut when we reached the slash,

the weather socked in again and we took turns skiing down the treeless
slope in a total white—out.
the truck and the drive hone.

A short run down the road brought us back to

—
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This was the third time I visited the area and I would rate it as to
be equivalent to Diamond Head in terms of ease of access to the alpine and
skiing potential.

It

has the distinct advantage of being less crowded.

All in all, an excellent trip and a very nice farewell to Darlene from
British Columbia.
Participants
Darlene Anderson

Tim Booth

Phil Gunning

Jennifer McDowall

Kurt Hess

Dave Ophel

Chris Lague
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SPECIAL FEATURES
A REVIEW OP SORE CLASSIC CLIMES
Rob Drlscoll

Special Feature

In 1979, Steve Roper and Allen Sleck published “50 Classic Climbs
in
They based their selection on three criteria, the most

North America.”

important being quality of climbing, secondly, the route’s
aesthetics and,
They stated in their introduction that the

finally, its climbing history.

routes selected weren’t “the” 50 classic climbs on the continent,
but
simply their personal choices of the finest routes. Despite this
disclaimer the book was taken to be the definitive statement
on the 50
greatest routes in North America.

The book became an international
bestseller (at least as far as climbing literature is concerned)
and had

an immediate impact on the climbing community.
The first thing it did was start a raging debate on the 50 routes

selected.

What routes were selected that shouldn’t have been?

What

notable climbs were omitted (e.g. Grand Wall at Squamish)?
Should they
have included ice climbs? re or less difficult climbs? etc.
etc. etc.
An entire article could have been written on the merits of their
selections but that topic is best explored on a bivy or storm—boun
d tent
with an equally bored, but opinionated climbing partner. The second
effect the book had was to direct hordes of climbers to these routes,
which quickly became known “ .50 Crowded Climbs in North America.”
I
must confess I joined the crowds and went looking to bag a few of
N.A.’s
classic climbs. Here then, is a review of 10 of the routes listed
in the
book. The routes are listed in the chronological order in which
I climbed
them.

The following is not intended to be a detailed description
of the
routes, nor of my adventures on them, but simply my impressions
of the

routes. Where applicable, I have added notes on route finding,
approach,
bivy sites, etc., which future parties may find useful.
1)
Castelton Tower, KOR—Ingalls Route
A great climb

The picture in the book really doesn’t do the tower
It sits on top of a huge talus slope and dominates the whole
The approach is a drag because of the dusty scree slope. The

justice.
area.

desert sun will really fry you so get an early start, take
lots of H
0 and
2
The route is Grade III, 5.9. This is quite

don’t do it in the summer.
accurate.

It consists of long, steep cracks and chimneys. The summit
is
dead flat and the views are unbelievable. The summit register
reads like
a who’s who of climbing and goes right back to the first
ascent party.
Highly recommended hut a bit out of the way (S. Utah).

—
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The Royal Arches
Talk about over—rated!

I wouldn’t make it one of the 50 best in

Yosemite.

The route is meandering and has

sections.

The harder sections are short and involve climbing pin scar

lots of 4th class and bush

The route is usually wet and unless you climb 5.10+ you have to

holes.

rig a pendulum which slows things down.

The route is generally very easy

(Grade III 5.6 Al) and truly is one of the most crowded climbs in N.A.
The big attraction in the past was the rotten log pitch (scary and fun)
hut that has since fallen (rumour has it that it waa kicked off by an
idiot of a climber who shall remain nameless——mainly because he was
probably a lot bigger than me).

t

really worth doing unless you want to

use it as an approach to the valley rim and the climbs on N. Dome (where
there is much better climbing).
3)

Middle Cathedral Rock, East Buttress
I wouldn’t have included this one on the list but it does have a lot

to offer and is worth doing.
free).

The climb is graded at IV, 5.9 Al (or 5.lOc

The middle four pitches of this route offer spectacular climbing.

Above and below the climbing is still good.

The descent is horrible-—

leave lots of time for it and try to get a detailed description before you
leave.

The rock is sound and the climbing is at times airy and exposed.

The best thing about this route is the views of the valley.

It is

directly across the valley from El Capitan so you can dream about future
climbs all day.

If you get a really early start (pre—dawn), you can watch

the sun hit The Wall of the Early Morning Light and spread slowly across
El Cap.
4)

Truly stunning and a good way to beat the crowds.

Liberty Bell Mountain, Liberty Crack
This is only a 5—hour drive from Vancouver and it has a lot to

offer.
too!

The approach from the road is a half—hour (max) which is great
The route is a beautiful clean line on granite (Grade V, 5.9 A3).

All the aid is in the first 2—1/2 pitches so the only way to climb this
thing is to fix the first 2—3 pitches and get a really early atart the
next day.

The route can then be done in a long day (12 pitches) and the

hammers and pins can be left behind.
towards the Great White N,rth.

Enjoyable free climbing with views

Bruce Fairley and I did this

in a weekend

from Vancouver.
5)

flaif Dome, Northwest Face
What a face:

going for it.

awesome, scary, beckoning!

This route has everything

The climbing is superb, the line and views magnificent and

it has a long and interesting history.

This was my first wall and this

route is a good one to choose since the A3 is now AD.

We climbed it at a

Grade V, 5.9 Al level which gave us plenty of opportunity for free
climbing.

The best time to do the route is early May so you beat the

Rob Driscoll on a 5.lOc pitch on the East Buttress
of Middle Cathedral Rock
by Bruce Fairle3
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crowds (we only had one other party on the route).

fix and try to get to Big Sandy (pitch 24):
ledge.

We bivied on Pitch 11.

Fast parties should

its a beautiful, wide,

sleeping bag width and the wall above you runs with H
0.
2
of the 6th pitch is better.

flat

The topo said it was a good bivy but its
The ledge on top

This route no longer requires pins or

hammers, so take a moderate free climbing rack and go enjoy it.
Sentinel Rock, Steck—Salathe Route

6)

Prom Camp 4 in the valley you can’t miss the north face of the

Sentinel,

It looms above the camp and catches the late afternoon sun.

The Steck—Salathe route takes a direct line up the right aide of the
face.

Graded V, 5.9, A3, the route now goes

long day.

avoid the A3.
challenging.

Every pitch is good and every pitch is strenuous and
Lots of 5.8 and 5.9 but even the 5.6 and 5.7 pitches are

long and tiring.
route.

If you don’t like chianeying then forget about this

The two squeeze chimneys are really tight so DO NOT TAKE A PACK!!

You’ll really regret it if you do.
route in the valley.
7)

free at 5.9 and is a very

Rap down for about half a pitch off the Flying Buttress to

Probably the best long moderate free

I can’t wait to repeat it.

Northeast Buttress of Slesse
This is the closest thing to home.

aesthetic.

The line is incredibly pure and

The logging road in Nesakwatch Creek is washed Out SO the

approach is a bit longer (see Fairley’s Guide).
climbed the route in a day from the logging road.

Bill Durtler and I

Don’t bother with the

lower pitches, traverse onto the route via the glacier below the east

face.

This avoids the dirty, bushy aid climbing lower down.

Beckey’s Guide Book, the route description is simple:

Toss

Out

follow the crest as

closely as possible.

The climbing is beautiful, solid 5.8 with no worries

about route finding.

Nice line Fred but what were you doing on those

north ledges all the time??
B.C. forests,

Beautiful views of clearcut (sustained yield)

If you were really smart, you’d leave a car or mountain

bike in Slesse Creek (driveable) and save yourself a really laborious
descent back down to Nesakwatch Creek over Crossover Peak.
8)

Mount Sir Donald, Northwest Arete
This climh is Grade III, 5.2. Hardly worth doing you say?

This is the best climb of all the routes I’ve done in the hook.

Wrong.
The arete

is striking from the highway and the views of the surrounding Selkirks
from Sir Donald are unobstructed because the mountain is much taller than
any of its satellite peaks.

Bill Durtler and I soloed this in runners in

less than 5 hours from the parking lot.
spent in the mountains.
9)

Probably the best day I’ve ever

Definitely a five—star route.

Bugaboo Spine, East Ridge
If you like Squamish granite but would rather be

in

the mountains,

—
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then this is the place for you.

Grade III, 5.7 (accurate rating). The
first four pitches are all 5.7 and are some of the finest pitches of
climbing I’ve ever done. Above this the climbing eases off but the ridge
becomes more and more knife—edged and exposed the higher you go. The
granite spires and vast glaciers make this a special route. We caught the
route on a warm day with only one other party (whom we quickly passed).
This route is a must—do.
10)

Forbidden Peak, West Ridge
Major disappointment.

(not very).

This route looks about as good as the picture

The climb is very short and technically easy.

The route in
in a beautiful setting and has a pleasant approach through Boston Basin
Meadows. We soloed the route in less than five hours from the cars. This
really is a nice, pleasant excursion (a day trip from Vancouver even), but
I guess I was expecting “a classic” so I was really disappointed. Go down
with a little lower expectations and you’ll enjoy a fine day’s mountain
climbing.
on Sunday.

Many people hike into Boston Basin on Saturday and do the route
To avoid the crowds climb the route on a Saturday early in the

season when the approach couloir is in good condition.
I would have liked to have said more about these climbs but Anatomy
beckons.

Oh, for some more time to write, or go climbing even.

I’m

sitting here with my copy of “50 Classic Climba, dreaming about summers
to come.

Maybe I’ll expand on these first 10 classics after the next 10.

Enjoy!
Bonus, bonus, bonus!
11)

North Face of Fairview Dome
This climb is up in the Tuolomne Meadows.

If possible, its probably

even more beautiful than Yosemite Valley (and certainly a lot less
crowded).

The north face of Fairview Dome is about a 15—minute hike from

the road.

The rock is beautiful granite, Grade III, 5.9.

the first pitch, the so—called

double—crack pitch.”

The 5.9 is on

This is probably

over—rated and if you climb the route in May. the bottom (hardest) 30 feet
of the climb is buried in snow.
face gradually kicks back.
the summit are great.

Each pitch gets slightly eaaier and the

The climbing is excellent and the views from
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TUE LEMON SOM
Bill Durtler

Last winter the funding for my masters program was Cut before I had
had a chance to finish, so I headed hack to Montreal to get a temporary
job and write my thesis.

With the proceeds of this job I was going to

take the rest of the year off and climb in as many different areas as I
could.
One day I thought that if I was going to be travelling all across the
continent I might as well do so in relative comfort, so I started looking
for a van.

For an ex—hippy (more or less) there is only one Van with a

Capital V——VW——so I kept an eye on the classified ads in the paper.
was love at first sight
vintage.

It

a beautiful bright yellow (!) Westfalia of 1972

Unfortunately, love is blind, and by the time I left Mantreal in

May I had already spent $1500 in repairs.

My first atop was Devil’s Tower

in Wyoming, where I met up with the chief Ranger, Dick Cuilmette, who is a
climber and author of the new guide for the Tower.

This is not the best

place to start off the season as the climbs tend to be very steep and
continoua, but I still got a good number of routes in, while drinking park
service beer and getting free camping.
On the stretch between Wyoming and Vancouver I blew out a cylinder;
this cost me another $1000 to get fixed, although that also included a new
clutch.

My thesis defense went well and I also got to do a bit of

climbing in Squamish, although the weather was terrible.

For the rest of

the summer Rob the Prez and I did a lot of climbing together.

One of the

Squamish climbs we did was Unfinished Symphony, where we were treated to
many fresh pin scars, courtesy of Max de Jong.

unsightly these scars are.

It is amazing how

Even though the route would be much more

difficult as a free climb if it Weren’t for the old pin scars, there is no
excuse for the use of pins on it any more;

in some cases the fresh (and

very obvious) placements were about a foot away from a perfect stopper
placement.
Once my engine was fixed (and the weather cleared), Rob, Bruce
Fairley, Jim Haberl and I headed into Cathedral Park, where we got lots of
great new routes in.

There’s nothing left worth climbing there, so don’t

bother going (at least until we’ve been there again).
Back in Squanish, I lost my muffler on a bushwhacking trip——another
$300.

Once that was repaired Rob and I went to do the northeast buttress

of Slesse, deservedly a “so crowded climb” climb.

We went in light since

we were hoping to climb the route and descend back to our bivy on the
logging road in a day.

When we left at false dawn we had no ice axes or

crampons, no bivy gear, one can of tuna, half a pack of stoned wheat
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thins and a few granola bars. Getting across the pocket glacier
at the
base of the buttress in running shoes was fun; occasionally
I had to use a
sliver of rock to Cut steps. Once we were on the buttress things
went
very quickly; we climbed together for the first ten or so pitches
and only
started belaying at the base of the first headwall. Climbing
light was

proving to be a joy; only the second had a light pack. A perfectly
adequate guide book route description would be:
Stay on the crest.’
Climbing is on mostly superb, clean rock, with diverse face
and crack
climbing, and is never harder than 5.8.
We got to the top at six o’clock. The descent is horrendous.
Dropping down the west side, you then have to traverse
across a number of
loose gullies and ribs to get to the Slesse—Crossover aol.
This we
reached at sunset, and since there was wood and water available
we spent
the night there, dining lavishly on half a can of tuna and ten
wheat thins
each. As hivies go, this was luxury. The next morning
we continued our
descent back to the logging road.
In total, the descent took us longer
than the climb.
I would recommend leaving a vehicle or mountain bikes on
the Slesse creek side and then descending the normal west
face route.
After this, it was off to the Rockies for Rob and me.
Our first stop
was Poger’s Pass, where we planned to do the north ridge
of Sir Donald. A
truly alpine start was achieved, and we just about ran up the
trail. Two
hours later we were looking up at a disappointing peak, trying
to figure
Out where our route went. A few minutes further we saw the problem:
the
summit of Sir Donald gleaming majestically in the morning sun, in
the next
valley over! We had missed the turnoff in the dark. We spent the
morning
scrambling along the ridge leading to Sir Donald, and then walked
back
down the proper trail to find where our mistake was,

It turns out that
the proper trail drops down from the main one about 20 meters in from
the
road!
The next morning we again managed to leave the parking lot at 5:00
a.m. and were at the col at about 7:30.

The climbing is quite straight
forward, so we climbed in runners to save weight. The rock is excellent
quartzite, and although the route is quite steep, there are usually
good
ledges below you, so we felt quite confident in solving it.
There is a
real joy in the continuity of movement and the lack of encumberanc
es such
as rope and hardware (we did have a rope and small rack in the pack,
just
in case) that makes you see why Peter Croft solos ao much, We
passed two
parties on the way up and were on top by 9:30.
Since it was a perfect day
we ast on the summit for a few hours eating sourgums and enjoying
the
situation.
We soloed back down (counting 28 rappel stations along the way) and
got back to camp around 1 p.m.

We hopped into the van to go to the

—
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figure out that there was a fuel problem.

took ne just a little while to
The fuel line was completely

rotten, so I hitch—hiked up to Roger’s Pass itself Co buy some new stuff.
I managed to replace it

•

getting drenched with gas

in the process, but

no

In the end we had to get towed up to Roger’s Pass and have a new

luck.

fuel pump put

in——$200.

The Bugs were great, we did lots of good climbing, and by now Rob and

I were really climbing together as a team; the pitches just blitzed by.
The one route we really wanted to do was the Becky—Chouinsrd on the
South Howser Spire.

There were quite a few parties who were interested in

this route, and since we didn’t want to get caught behind another party we
We woke up the next

decided to camp out on the Bugaloo—Snowpatch col.
morning at

3 o’clock as

snowing lightly.

planned to

find that

it was howling a gale and

Since we didn’t want to he miserable we decided to head

When we got to the bottom of the col (out of the wiod) we ran into

back.

the first of the other parties wanting to do the route.

They were

disbelieving about the wind, and by now the sky had cleared, but we had
lost our head start and, more importantly, our burning desire to climb the
route that day; and, since we had no more money for the hut, we had to go
hack down.
Our next stop, after going to Banff to pick up food, was the north
face of

Robson.

When we got to the Robson parking lot we discovered we

had left one of our bags of food
well.

in Banft, oh well.

The hike in went

The next day we walked up the Robson Glacier to the base of the

Rain Face.

By this time the weather had started to deteriorate, so we

decided to put

up our cent and see what would happen.

didn’t last too long:

Our cosy household

the wind came up and huffed and puffed and hosted a

pole and ripped the tent to shreds.

So much for the brth Face.

We went

back down in the pouring rain and got off the glacier by dark and back to
the shelter by 10:30.

At this point the rain had stopped and by the next

morning the weather had cleared, but we had no tent and

no food, so back

to Vancouver.
That was the end of the summer,

Oh, as to the title, remember that

old Led Zeplin tune (slight poetic license):
Squeeze my lemon
See the bucks slip from my wallet.
When I got back to Vancouver I cleaned
it

it up and finally managed to sell

for $1800, about half of what I had put

in it

for repairs.

But that

was enough, after paying off some debts, to get me down to California
six weeks.

But that’s another story.

for
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LOST IN ThE DARK
Mike Uaydem

October 31—November 1, 1986

The epic that I’m about to relate has become something
of a tradition
Unfortunately it is often one of the moat poorly
documented

with the VOC.

events of the year. Without fail, year after year,
people atruggle in
vain to come to come sort of agreement over what
happened.
I’m afraid
that I can do little better thia year, but at least
I can write down what
I think I remember. You’ll have to draw your own
conclusions.
Aa far as anyone can remember, the tradition began
shortly after John
An avid climber for many yeara, John and

Nallowin’s trip back in 1916.

hia two brothers Andrew and Mark, set off on the
evening of October 31
with every intention of returning safely before
sunrise. All three were
looking forward to an enjoyable night of climbing.
Little did they know
that they were setting off on a bid that would puzzle
them for the rest of
their livea.
Th one is quite sure what happened on that fateful evening.
There
are stories of the local residents hearing a huge ruckus
followed by loud
screams which lasted far into the night. Terrified
by what they might
find, a small group set off early the next morning to learn
the fate of
the three mountaineers.

It wasn’t long before the brothers were found
lying amidst what appeared to be the blasted ruins of
some ancient battle
of the gods.
All three managed to struggle to their feet with assista
nce. Their
faces were haggard and they winced violently in the bright morning
sun.
It seemed like ages before any of them could apeak and when
they did they
could do little more than croak.
Their recovery was fast but try as they might, not one of
them could
recall the previous evening’s assault.

Each was heard to swear that

morning “Never again, never again
Why is it that one man’s bane and terror often becomes another’s
It wasn’t long before other mountaineers followed in Nallowin’s

dream?

footsteps. Amongst these early climbers was a group of VOC’ers.
Their
hopea of discovering the secret were dashed when they met with
the same
strange fate.

The morning after, not one of them could remember the

night’s events.
Each year the locals watched in dismay as another group
of VOC’ers
set out on this wild venture.

Without fail, the hsggard climbers would
stumble home the next morning, none the wiser. This year was
to be no

different.
People began to talk early this year.
mid—October.

The trip list was even up by
As usual, though, little preparation was done until a few

—

hours before we set off.
concarned.
head
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Dave Robinson was the only one who seemed

Tie spent the whole day running around like a chicken with its

off and promptly collapsed in a heap of exhaustion as soon as he

cut

finished getting ready.

lie ended up sleeping through the whole evening.

I think everyone sensed a little hesitation in the voices of the
newer VOC’ers but.

it only took a little encouragement

from the older

members before fears were foolishly abandoned.
We set off at about 9 p.m.
All fears of what might

Everyone seemed to be is a good mood.

happen had been pushed to the furthest

recesses of

their minds.
I got a kick out of looking at the dress of my companions.
definitely fashionable mountaineers.

They were

Jennifer Reed wauld have had no

trouble fitting in a a haute—culture social function.

The glittering gold

headband definitely has to go thought
At that time Graeme Luke still hadn’t
between polyester and polypropelyne.

figured out the difference

Later that evening I almost mistook

him for Cal Worthington, trying to pick his way through the Khumba
icef all.
I won’t make any comments about Peter Stone’s sunglasses other than
to say that Vaurnet is definitely in no danger of being put Out of
business.

Come to think of it, Paul Rapp was the only one who really looked
prepared for the climb.

TIe showed up early, all decked out in his usual

Indiana Jones style.
The first few pitches were relatively easy but then Theresa Godin got
burned on a 5.9 lead.

It took a couple of cat—like moves by Tammera

(retzky and Anita Mietnen to get past that crux.

‘leather Bury seemed to

make up for the lack of holds out on the face by sprouting a few extra
limbs.

Everyone else was a bit hesitant after her spidery performance

until Donni went

for the gusto and seemed to stick to the rock like wax.

She was smeared out all over the rock before we realized that there was a
bombproof crack funneling right to the top.

Our fears removed, Dave

Huggard made an ascent which was as smooth as a baby’s bottom.
Cleeson could probably have done it

Jim

in a three—piece suit.

We were fast approaching the paint where every party seemed to meet
with misfortune.

The immensity of the task that lay before us was

llhouetted by the silver moon.

The same moon cast eerie shadows that ran

in and out amongst the climbers.
Fear can strike the heart of the experienced as well as the
inexperienced.

Long before the real fireworks went off that evening our

undaumitahie pres ident Rob Driscoll began to get nervous.

Before we

realized that anything was wrong he had fled off into the dark.

Little
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did we realize at that point that Rob had the only bottle of
aspirin
amongst the whole group.
Nasty action on the part of the remaining executive members
was all
that held back the flood of confusion chat was about to ensue.
Anita
quickly explained that Rob had forgotten to study for an
upcoming exam.
Almost as if with forethought Bill had packed along a few extra
apples.
In his haste passing them out to calm the nerves of the novices
he dropped
They were quickly retrieved though I still can’t

them in some water.
figure

Out

why no one used their hands.

I’m afraid that this is the point at which I begin to fail
in my duty
as a narrator. I know that much more happened that evening,
but for the
life of me, nothing is clear.
Our faithful secretary Bill was ready for
all events and had been recording everybody’s every move
in his usual
cutthroat Hunter S. Thompson style. Tragically, his record
of the trip
was lost in the frucas that was to follow. The two of us have
searched
long and hard for those scraps of paper but to no avail.
In the weeks to follow, I spoke to many of my companions on this
trip
and heard all sorts of wild stories. The only recurring theme in
all of
these stories was the presence of some strange force which resulted
in the
absolute mayhem which ensued.
The next thing that 1 remember is waking up in the morning with a
crushing weight on my head. With a valient effort I opened my eyes and
forced myself to look around at the devastation.
the scene was hard to bear.

As in previous years,

The previous night’s struggle must have been

a horrible thing to witness.
I heard a noise and then saw Graeme stumble into sight.
pale as a ghost.

Neither of us said a word.

lie was as

Grimly, in our hearts, we

knew what had to be done.
We sorted through the wrack and ruin for hours.
have escaped permanent injury.

Everyone seemed to

Our roommates Bill, Dave and Jim remained

slumped in unconscious stupors until hours after we had finished sorting
through the mess but were fine after that. Theresa Duynstee did act a bit
like a space cadet for a while but I think even that has passed.
To this day

we

haven’t been able to put together a clear picture of

what happened that night.
anything I’ve written here.

For that matter, I’m not even really sure about

Maybe next year someone will discover the
secret that awaits all who go the way of Hallowin’s Party!
Participants

Just about everybody!
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EXPECT THE UNEXPECT ED
Ann Rahme

One night after a hard day of radiotracking moose in southern rural
Norway, Maria of Portugal invited me to an International Club party with
free wine——no small thing in Norway.
not?

As much as

Hei (Norak way of spelling), why

1 love parties and socializing I did linger at the door:

a room full of strangers can be intimidating.
cruised by.

Tncroyahle!

Then a familiar

face

After further consideration I beelined for an

empty chair where I sipped wine and discussed South Africa’s problems with
Tony of Tanzania.

Later, after a few glasses of wine,

I ventured toward

the familiar face with artifical courage in hand and head.
your name Stig,
I must
but

Stig Andersen?”

“Excuae me,

is

“Yea.”

have choked or laughed or gasped.

They say its a small nrld

I felt so far away from Vancouver in this small Norwegain university

town.

The univeraity is an small that after only one and a half weeks,

half the students were familiar faces to me.
about Stig.

I thought

It was a shock to be right

if I did run into a VOC’er in Europe it would be on

a train and we would spot each other’s VOC create or something.
lie didn’t recognize me but he had never heard of me.

Back to Stig.

We’d never met before.
in my memory.

So

Somewhere along the way his face and name had met

for a week we partied, went sightseeing in Oslo and we

even spent an afterrson cliahing.
With rx

care available we planned to take the train to Oslo and then

a tram to Kolsas which has a lot of variety in terms of short climbs——kind
of like the Smoke Bluffs with hikers and more trees.

Unfortunately we

threw the frisbee around longer than we should have that
and missed our train.
went

Sunday morning

Hitchhiking——Stig’a thumb hooked us a ride,

lie

for the front seat while I eat in the back only to have three

Alsatians drool down my neck.
llama, climbing.

How do you say “Nice doggie” in Norwegian?!

It’s heen awhile.

I’m the sort of person who lovea

to scramble and thinks I love to climb because I forget the mental agony
that paralyzed me no the last climb until I’m looking up from the bottom
once again.
cookiea

Why am I doing thia?

This is fun?!*

image and started swearing like a trooper.

the rock under my feet with harah words.
one of the easier clinba.

I just

Here I shed my milk and
My tactic is to melt

Stig gracefully led Hollywood,

looked up the equivalent rating

40 syatem which can’t he right, so I won’t tell you what it

in the

is.

It was a beautiful sunny September day, one of the few I experienced
in Norway.
fjord, as

I was

feeling pretty mellow, looking down over Oslo and its

I seconded.

Neither my audience on the shelf beside me (who all

looked like hot climbers), nor the strange fellow who was

photographing me
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fazed my efforts. Damned if I know why he was raking pictures
of me
unless it was intended for some climbing manual: “This is how not
to
climb.’ Don’t rry, he might have known I am Canadian but he didn’t
know
I am a VOC’er. I ignored him until I got a little desperate and said
“Why
don’t you do something useful and tell me where to put my feet.’ In
terms
of time it was a long climb. On the way Out Stig, in conversation
with
other Norwegians, would laugh and point at me and then
at Hollywood.

they would all laugh some more.

Revenge

.

.

.

Then

someday.

Stig is studying forestry for a year at NLN in As. He was
studying
at UBC for three years and will probably finish off here next
year.
Finding no outdoors club at NLN hestarted one himself which
is already
NLH’s second largest club.

Takk Takk Stig.
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AND NOW
A WORD
FROM OUR
SPONSORS
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•‘Counn’ij
Cross Country Skiing Since 1974
Now into our 14th year of business, Benno’s has
served 40,000 cross country skiers with:
• Transportation to Manning Park & Whistler
(Wed., Sat., Sun.)
• Lessons for beginners, and advanced with
telemark, skating and marathon clinics by certified
instructors. (Ccinsi)
• Rental Equipment = quality no-wax skiis with
both 3-pin and saloman bindings.
• Cross Country weekends to 108 Ranch, Lac
Le Jeune, Mt. Washington, Silverstar and Manning
Park.
We also offer Golf and Bicycle tours during the
Summer.

738-5105

.

From Kodak
Suggested
List Price

IC

.‘

KERRSDALE
2064 W.4lst AVE. I
263-51 11
MARPOLE
8179 GRANVILLE ST.
263-2773

VISA

Mon.-Sat.
8:00 -9:30
Sunday

OPEN

KERRISDALE

(PRODUCTSj

Kodak
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•
.4;l

We carry the largest selection
of Folding and Hardshell Sea
Touring Kayaks in the world.
(in all nwIesh,)

Also:
• safety equipment
• accessories
• paddling clothes
• books for the kayaker
Send $2.00 for our
1986 catalogue to:
1668 Duranleau St.
Vancouver, B.C. Canada
V6H 3S4
(604) 689-7575

North America’s
See Kayn king Mailorder specialists

J
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the VOC.

Mountain Equipment
Co-op was started i
years ago by a small
group of VOC members.
Their aim was to do
something about the poor
selection and high prices of climbing equipment then available
in Vancouver. Their ideas worked and grew. Today our
motto is still good gear, good prices, good people, and the
Co-op’s guarantee behind everything we sell.
Vancouver Store Write or Phone for a Free Catalog
428W. 8th Ave., Vancouver. B.C. V5Y 1N9 (604) 872-7858
Calgary Store
U2-llth Ave. SE.. Calgary Alberta TZG 0X5
Toronto Stor€
277 Yonge St., Toronto, OntanoM4W 2C8
—
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